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ABSTRACT

Research 1m-tile networking of heterogeneous.,interactive biblio-

graphic retrieval systems has beer. continued. The concept of a virtual,

retrieval system has teen studied. Such a virtualsystem would be created

through a translatirig computer interface that would provide access to the

different retrieval systems and data bases in a uniform and convenient

way, even for the inexperienced user. An experimental interface, called

has been built to test the virtual system concept. Initial

ansn cf cccnects four retrieval systems, suggests that the

vIrtual system approach could be cost effective. Particular attention was

focused on the rec:irements for a common command language, ease-of-use,

and message interpretation and protocols in a networked interface.
.
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1. "INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Developing Information Transfer-.55cene

2
In the preceding 10 years there has been

1,a
rapid development

in techniques for achieving transfer of information among individuals

represepting a.common community of interest, such as in a scientific

discipline or technical fie Many of these new techniques have

.eentered on, and depended upon, the rapidly growing technology of

the digital computer, especially in its online, interactive, time-shared

and networked aspects. Thus we have seen the growth from experimental,

to prototype, to operational stages of online computer-based systems

that provide rapid simultaneous access, for dozens of users on widely-
,

distributed terminals, to informatiOn in data bases containing up to

10
6

or more records with 10
9

or more characters.

For the coming 10 years we can predict with a fairly high degree

of confidence that this trend toward systems of increasing capability

will continue.' Of course, one aspect of this growth will likely be an

increased capacity"for these information' systems in terms of number

and size of data bases and the number of simultaneous online users.

Another aspect of development will undoubtedly be reduced cost; while

the exponential increase in capabilities for a given cost in such com-

puter system components as CPU, storage, peripherals, and data trans-

mission that has marked the past 10 years cannot be expected to con-
s

tinue indefinitely, there is no indication that the rate of improve-

ment for these cost factors will slacken in the near future. A third

aspect of development that can be predicted with some degree of assur-

ance for interactive information systems is improved computer-assisted

instructional capabilities that will make these systeMseasier to

learn and use by the average, non-computer-specialist user. A fourth

area of development for these systems will likely be their continued

refinement in terms of impk8"ved functional capabilities within the

functional areas of th13 individual classes of systems: thus for ex-

ample, retrieval systems' may be expected to have more flexible search

-1-



1.1

and ou ut capabilities.

The fifth and, perhapg, most challenging area for development

in the near future is one that might be given the dual heading of net-

working and integration. Integration refers to bringing together for

a user the many diverse information transfer functions. Besides

bibliographic information retrieval -- where systems are now well de-

veloped for retrieval 'of references to documents -- there are now, at

least in an experimental stag', many other capabilities, such as

computer techniques for storing and retrieving numerical data and full-

text alphanumeric inforlation, alerting users on a periodic basis to

new information that has entered a data base which is relevant to their

profile of interest (selective dissemination of information SDI),

identifying persons who can help answer questions and, generally,

facilitating interpersonal communication. Other potentials for com-

puterized informion transfer services include techniques that facilitate

"publication" (perhaps, entirely in an-electronic medium), enable process-

ing of retrieved information of all types and, finally, techniques that

actually enable the answering of general questions posed in natural

language or other formats and presentation of the answers in whatever

format is most effective. Examples of various forms of preSentation

include natural language, numerical, graphic, oral, or combination)
1

of these.
0

Systems of the far future may ultimately incorporate all these

functions into one master information transfer system. The possibility
cl

of such a master system is one area for current research. Howeyer,

for the near and 'intermediate future -- say, the next 10 or 20 years,

it is likely that there will continue to exist separate systems for

at least some of these functions. Therefore, enhanced user access

to these separate systems through computer interfaces is another vital

area that needs substantial attention at present.
I

Such interfaces are possible only in a computer network environ-

ment. Such an environment, if designed adequately, permits the inter-

connection of different systems. It also permits the interconnection

10
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of different components of the same system, so as to make effective use

of distributed computer-system components. The ability to do resource-

sharing in a distributed computer network may well, then, be the key

not only to increased effectiveness through-functional integration

but also to increased economy through efficient utilization of system's'

components. The overall status of the general area oI computer resource-

sharing will be described next.

1.2 Status of Computer Resource-Sharing 9

The sharing of hardwa-reapd software resources in a single co

puter has been accomplished through the development of time-sharing
3'

systems like those pioneered at M.I.T.'s Project MAC and elsewhere.

With suitable digital communication links, such systems can extend re-

source.sharing by providirig access to users at remote locations over

dedicated or switched telephone channels. A variety of systems soft-

ware and hardware enables a user to select any program in the system.

This program, in turn, can call on other programs to perform computation,

transfer of data into or out of the system,arid other kinds of processing.

In the time-sharing environment users and programs can share

computer resources simultaneously. .

Generally speaking, each computer program to be used this kind

of shared_ environment must be carefully d4pigned to fit into the specific

operating environment of a given computer and, in particular, its input/

output characteristics must be well known to any using programs. Where

these preconditions of cooperation and Compatibility hold, the extension

of the concepts of sharing to multiple computer systems and their as-

sociated resources is quite possible, although, of course, not without

the resolution of substantial technical questions. However, a partic-

ularly vexing situation arises in the common case where one must con-

tend with computer systems that have been independently and heterogeneously

designed.

A partial solution to.the problem of sharing resources from

independent computers is found in terms of those'telecommunicatiorts

-3-
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1 networks which interconnect user terminals to different computers. One

4such network is that of the Tymshare Corporation (called TY T___I-which

interconnects users from a variety of terminals thfi5i56Eliten mini-
, Acomputers to a dozen or more different computer systems

./
Networks of

this type provide enhanced access to ultiple, heterogeneous computer

"systems in that they enable to 'finals having different character sets

and speeds to call a local telephone number (in most metropolitan U.S.

areas and Ut some foreign areas) and get connected,to widely dispersed

and different computer systems. Thus, access is made easier in that

the user does not have to contend with multiple telephone numbers and

terminal connection protocols. Also, communications cost is lower in

such a network than for separdte direct-dialed or in leased-line

connections, especially for the casual or infrequtnt user.

It should be, noted, however, that terminal access per se is
N

just one component of the process of tharing use of ultiple, hetero-

geneous computer systems. At least two othercOmpon fits ruistbe'present

for the effective sharing of heterogeneous computer resources. One is

e ability of different. computers and programs within the computers

,o transfer data to each other. A second needed component is the ability

for either a program or human to make convenient and effective use of

the various facilities once access itself is attained. In this r gard

it is desirable that existing progrCtuns and systems be usable as b 'lding

blocks for other programs and systems.

The interconnection of and transfer of.data among heterogeneous

computers -- including those having different manufacturers as well as

differing operating systems has been an activity undergoing vigorous

development in recent years. Several regional computer networks that

can be mentioned
5
as examples of this development are: the Michigan

Educational Research Information Triad (MERIT), the Triangle Universities

Computation Center of North Carolina (TUCC),'and the State of Georgia

University System Computation Network. Perhaps the most well-known

computer network currently in operation is that of the Advanced Research .

12
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1.2

Agency (ARPANET).
6
,ARPA7T is the prime representative of a class of

networks featuring packet-switching technology. A commerical version

of the ARPANET, call TeIenet,.
7

and deyeloped by the/Telenet Communications

Corporation, has recently become operational. These networks provide

the necessary uniformity and/or compatibility through hardware and

software interfaces and communication channels and protocols so that

data transfer and process control are enabled among the computers and

programs.

Providing convenient access to the facilities within these net-

works has been'the goal of a series of developments involving satellite

minicomputers analogous in funCtion to those Mentioned above for the

TYMNET network but attempting 'to provide more extensive and flexible

capabilities. Many of,these developments have been directly involved

with improving access to ARPANET facilities.. These include,(1) the

ARPANET'Terminal Inte3face Message Processor 8
(TIP)' developed by Bolt,

Beranek, and Newman, Inc.; (2) the ARPA Network Terminal System (ANTS)

developed at,the Universi-rrN,IllinOis; (3) the ELF "front end" systeMi°

developedby the Speech Communications Research Laboratory; and (4) the

"Network Access Machine" (NAM) developed at the National Bureau of
11

Standards.

In addition to these attempts at providing more convenient access,

many other developments have been taking place which seek to provide

more effective means for the separately create and distributed computer

programs to communicate with each other using he basic date transfer
A

protocols go as to integrate ,for users the capabilities of dispexsed

resources. A few ,examples may be given to indicate the trend- of these
1developmentg. Crotker et al

12
, explained how rotocols,exist at differ-

ent levels: low-level'communicatiOns protocol are used by higher-

leVek, "function-oriented" irotocols whose pri itives are more closely

related to the substantive functions users require. Some examples of

high-level protocols that have been developed or ARPANET use include

(1) the TELNET,protoc6114y,which a user at a terminal controls a process

in a remote host computer as if he were a local user of that host; (2)

a File TRAI1SFtR Protocol for transfering "raw" text:files' (means to

13
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1.2-1.3

transfer structured files are\currently under development); and (3) a

Remote Job Entry (RJE) protocol.

Another major development. in resource sharing has been the bringing

together in one system of several different functions which get executed

by invoking previously created programs on different computers. Such a

system is the Resource Sharing Executive
13

(RSEXEC) developed at Bolt,

_Beranek, and Newman, Inc. RSEXEC is a distributed, executiVe-lik4 system

that enables ARPANET users to obta01, using,a common command language,_

various services from different ARP/iNtT host computers such as providing

status information sending messages;and performing certain file- maintenance

operations. A second example is found in a current project of the Ad-

vanced Research Projects Agency called the National Software Works
14, 38

(NSW). The purpose of NSW is to bfing together within one system the

means to'generate and test computer programs so that, for example, a

program can be written using an edit program on one computer, combined'

on a second computer, and run on still a third computer.

1.3 Problems of Utilization of Retrieval Systems

One area in which a .sharing and interconnecting of computer,

facilities would be particularly useful is that of interactive

graphic retrieval systems. It is in this area that the research reported
15

on here has concentrated. As McCarn has pointed out, uses of these

systems have increased significantly in recent years. This appli-

cation is thus starting to fulfill its early promise as one of the im-

portant applications to be served by the growing field of computer-based

time-shared systems. Tens of thousands of searches are performed monthly

by a number of different systems which have access, in the aggregate,

to dozens of data Ipases containing, in total, more than five million

refei-ences to documents of many different types-- e.g., books, reports,

journal and news articles, etc. -- in a wide range of-subject areas

in science, technology, dnd the arts. There has been a steady rise in

statistics over the last few years as newpystems and data bases
vtze'

Ilave,come online and more and more Isers'have 1 iRecA of their existence

and retrieval effectiveness.

14
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1.3

The very success of these systems has tended to aggravate the

problem of convenient use because of the difficulties faced by users in

learning how to interact with the multiplicity of heterogeneous systems

and data bases. A potential user of different retrieval systems is

'faced with a series of obstacleS right from the start: the necessity

to discover these systems in the first place, to enter into separate

procedures to gain access and reimbufse costs, and possibly -- if the

systems are not interconnected through a Common network, as described

'above to make actual access via different terminals and separate

locations. Other obstacles face the user once the initial access is

made: different commandsilanguages, retrieval functions, indexing

vocabularies, and output formats. Even within a given system, access

to different data bases is often frustrated by tht differences in

catalog record fields and indexing methods that the system may only

partially compensate for. .It is little wonder then, that currently

access to these systems is primiarly through a professional intermediary --

a specially trained librarian, for- example, rather than by the user him-.

self.

It might be thotight that a single system and database should 4

satisfy a given user. It has been our experience at M.I.T. with the
0

Intrex
16

and NASIC
17

systems, however, that a single user generally

needs access to many different bases, if not for a given search, then

over a period of time as his needs change. Furthermore, in a community

of professionals with heterogeneous interests, access to a multiplicity

of resources pertlaining to several disciplines is required. These

resources are better stored as separate data bases rather than aggregated

into a single huge data base.

These differences present substantial difficulties even to

experienced users. In the NASIC at M.I.T. program 17
; where librarians

have been trained as information specialists to assist end users in
ry

iseardhing online data bases, we have found that several weeks of train-

ing' and continuing practice at the terminal were needed by the specialists

<1
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1.3

to get to a high level of proficiency and to maintain that level. A

significant part of the learning difficulty was caused.by the differences

among data bases and systems. Even the specialists have found it de-

sirable to specialize in a small number of data bases and, sometimes,

in only one or two systems, at least partly for the reason of the

heterogeneity of data bases and systems. Another reason, of course,

is that existing systems have not yet realized the full potential of

computer-assisted instruction.

In a study of current users of online bibliographic retrieval

systems performed by the Systems Development Corporation under sponsor-

ship 18
ship from the National Science Foundation it has been reported tat

a sampling of users surveyed by questionnaire indicated in the main

that they were not having "major" difficulties in using different

systems and data bases. However, over half of respondents did report

"some" difficulty and the users surveyed constitute a biased sample
-.

in that they have already spen8 the effort to master the various

systems and tend to be the heavy, intermediary-type users who would

have less difficulty maintaining competence. Faso, the results of this

study are based largely onlisers' own evaluations without correlation

\

with how well the user is operating the systems. In anycase, a fuller

evaluation of these recent results needs to be performed to see if it

really is at variance with the mbre generally-accepted notions of

difficulty as expressed above.

The end user iuiay not have to master as many data bases and

systems as the specialist searcher, but this contraction is more than

offset by the fact that, in general, the end user has neither the time

nor the inclination'for training or practice. In fact, it is for

this reason NASIC and others have decided that it is unrealistic in

the present information-retrieval environment to expect end users

to do their own searches, especially when the computer time -- as well

as the user's time:- is such a costlycommodity.

16
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1.4

1.4 The Interface Approach to Connecting Systems

In order to investigate means to surmount the obstacles hinder-

ing convenient and effective use of the multiplicity of heterogeneous

interactive retrieval systems, the M.I.T. Electronic Systems Laboratory

has undertaken a research program to examine the feasibility of inter

connecting interactive retrieval systems thrditigh computer interfaces.

The computer interface would achieve compatibility among systems of

heterogeneous hardware and software components through use of, or trans-

lation to and from, common retrieval protocols. (See Fig. 1.)

From its early stages our research program 19
has emphasited an

approach in which the interface is, in effect, a common system into

which and from which requests and results are translated automatically

as they flow betveen user and serving systems. This approach has''the

virtue that a user attempting to retrieve information, when entering
/

through the access mechanism provided by the common interface, sees

a.single virtual system in which all the complexities of the different

retrieval systems and data bases are hidden and only a single uniform

system is apparent. In this way the goe'l of convenient use of hetero-
*

,,geneoUs computer resources'is achieved, at least for the particular

application of interactive bibliographic retrieval systems. Two aspects

of our approach that characterize our attempts at the application of

networking are (1) the use of existing, major, standvlone interactive

systems without modification; and (2) an emphasis on serving
, the

ordinary end user that is, a user experienced neither in computer

programming, general computer usage nor in the use of interactive

retrieval systems, in particular.

Our initial analysis
.19

of the requirements for a common interw'

face pointed to the need for three main kinds of logical components for

an effective virtual bibliographic retrieval system: a common command

language, a means for converting among indexing vocabularies and a common

bibliographic data structure. Our review of these components, and of

techniques likely to be useful in their implementation, is summarized below.

17
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1.4

The Common Command Language

The common language should be a language in which all the func-

tions for information retrieval operations can be conveniently expressed

by users. One goal of such a language is to break the functions into

the smallest components that find any different application in any two

systems so that any function in any language can be expressed as a

combination of common language functions, i.e., a macro function in

the common language. 4r.r 40

Indexing Vocabulary Conversion 14

We believe that a good basis for inteYmediary language for

indexing vocabularies 's'natural English. This is accomplished through

a mechanism we have dubbed the Master Index and Thesaurus which contains

the index and thesaurus eleme s of each of the data bases, including

an ordered list of all vocabulary erms used for indexing together

with the counts of the number of documents indexed by each and the

thesaurus relations for each. (See Fig. 2.) In addition, through use

of the techniques of phrase decomposition (that is, breaking a phrase

down into its individual words) and stemming (dropping word endings

so as to consider only the word stems) we can automatically identify

most intervocabulary relationships. .

A Corson Bibliographic Data Structure

A common bibliographic structure can be based on the identifi-

cation of data primitives or basic data elements, analogous to the

basic component functions of the common command language. Data ele-

ments in any system can then be translated into, or composed from,

combinations of basic data elements in the common data structure. The

basic data elements would be hierarchically arranged into a data struc-

ture and, typically, the data element of a system would be equated to a

higher-level node of the common data structure. An example of part of

such a structure for data elements that relate to document contents

and indexing is shown in Fig. 3.
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1.5

1

These and other aspects of the interface including how to

fit the interface into the developing network framework -- will be

discussed inthe body of this report...

1.5 Outline of Work and Report

In this section we outline the contents of the remainder of the

report and, in doing so, summarize the nature of the work that has been

undertaken on the project, especially that portion that has been

accomplished under the current grant during the past 16 months.

In Section 2we describe the experimental interface that has

been constructed on the M.I.T. MULTICS system in order to tet the

concepts and techniques developed in the theoretical component of our

research program. At the beginning of this grant period we had a-simpli-

fied experimental interface that connected to two retrieval systems

containing about 8 data bases; a very simple translation of-two

commands -- a search and an output command -- was provided. During

the present grant period the interface was extended to include con-,

nection to four retrieval systems with a total of about 50 data bases.

Most of the foundations for a common command language was provided

with'a-generally adequate translation to the four systems. A number

of changes were -made to the interface to impro-ge the automaticity "and

reliability Of establishing and maintaining connections to the

different systems. In addition,, a modest degree of translation of

system responses to a common fprmat was achieved and the beginnings

of an instructional mode were implem nted. In general, the experi-

thental interface has no reached that point of development in which

several (knowledgeable) users have been able to try it,out for both,

demonstration and initial evaluation purposes.

In Section 3 ,of this report we'list and explain those general

principl for user/system interaction for'online systems which serve .

asguide ines for our research program. Mey of these guidelines had

been developed by us and others prior to d'ur current network effort

but additional factors specifically relating to networking
.`X

and to an

22
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interface/virtual system were discovered and integrated into the gen-

eral principles-.

Section 4 includes a discussion of the general principles that

could serve as a basis for the development of a common command language

for interactive information systems and specifiC suggestions for the

development of such a language. The advisability of using natural English

as a command language for the interface is discussed. Here again, while

the general principles for command languages-have previously received

considerable study, our work has extended them and applied them to

the interface situation. We have tried to go beyond simply describing

languages in the direction of prescribing optimized forms and explain-

ing the reasons.for the choices made.

In Section 5 we discuss the necessary elements for successful

interprocess message communication among systems and human users in

the interface situation. A model based on such investigations can

serve three functions:'(1) provide a basis for explaining some of the

important features of interprocess communication in the general human/

computer interactions and in the interface situationin particular;

(2) provide a mechanism for detailing the actual interpretation

and translation functions to be'performed in specific situations; and

(3) serve as. a framework for software modules that ,-ould execute the

interpretation and translation functions in a flexible, table-driven

manner. Section 5 also contains discussion of how a common retrieval

protocol might be renvant to the interface situation.

Theexperiment'al interface is described first in this report

in order to make more concrete several elements of our work: However,

the reader might well choose to concentrate on some or all of the

analytic Sections 3 through 5, before Secti 2 if he so chooses.

Section 6 gives our evaluation of the wo k to date. This in-

cludes a discussion of cost and benefits 'for interface systems of

varying degrees of sophistication: Several side-benefits to work

in the interface area are also described. Section 6 also discusses

,- -future work that could prove beneficial in the interface field.

References, and appendices follow in the remainding.sections,

-15-
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2.-2.1

2. CONIT: THE EXPERIMENTAL INTERFACE

We have constructed an experimental interface on the M.I.T.

MULTICS computer system in order to test concepts and techniques developed

in the theoretical component of our research. We call this interface

CONIT, an acronym standing for, COnnector for Networked Information Trans-_
fer. In this section we shall describe CONIT in some detail so as to

provide a concrete base on which the theoretical and evaluative studies

of the later sections can be more readily understood. That is, in this

section we describe what CONIT is; in later sections'we explain why it

is the way it is and how a better interface might differ from it.

It should be emphasized that CONIT is an experimental system and,

as such, no attempt has been made thus far to provide a comprehensive

interface. Rather it has been constructed so as to be able to test

specific, representative functions and techniques. There are ways,in

which CONIT can, be easily extended to cover more functions; other ex-

tensions would be more difficult. The nature of these extensions and

their respective importance and difficulties will be discussed in this.

and later sections. *

We shall first describe (Sections 2.1 - 2,4) how CONIT appears to

the ordinary user, namely a person who might be using the interface to

retrieve information for his own use from the networked retrieval systems

and their data bases. Some indication of the software and hardware that,

underlie the interface Will also be given. Later (Section 2.5), we shall

describe the special features of the system ich enhance its operation

from the points of view of the analyst and de igner.

2.1 Instructional Features

Let us start at the point atwhich the CONIT system itself has

beeopeCalled. (The initial conpeOtion\and logging in to MULTICS and

calling CONIT presents some special considerations that we shall discuss

later in Section 2.5.5). Upon entering CONIT the user is made aware

that instructions on how to use CONIT are available. The initial message

(see appendix A) tells the'User that he may go ahead and use CONIT if

24
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1

he knows how or, otherwise, it tells how he may get instructional in-

formation.

In this first-level of computer- assisted instruction ths/ user

has one basic command, EXPLAIN, by which to request instruction. The

EXPLAIN command has the syntax*:

explain concept

where the one argument, concept, is the name of a concept -- or a mnemonic'
P

abbreviation for the concept that CONIT is being asked to explain to

the user. The concepts that can be explained are related to eachfother'

in a hierarchical fashion: the explanations for the general concepts

list the names of more detailed concepts. The currently available ex-

planations are shown in Appendix B. At the highest level is the con-

cept explain whiCh can be invoked by the command 'explain explain!**

or by the simple synonym 'help'.

The command ispCak terse' will cause eONIT to abbreviate its

dialog with the user. The command 'speak verbose' causes CONIT to re-
.

turn to the normal, lengthly tiialog providing extensive instruction.

2.2 System Selection, Connection and Detaching

The most elaborate command, in terms of the mechanisms required'

within CONIT to implement it, is the PICK command by which the user can

request connection to a retrieval,system and 9anpick a data base in f/

which to search. There are five systems to which CONIT.currently makes

a connection: (1) The M.L.T. Intrex system resident on an IBM 370/16B

under TSO in Cambridge, Massachusetts; (2) the Lockheed DIALOG system

on an IBM 360/50 in Palo Alto, California; (3) the System Development

*In this report we shall use underlining in examples of langy#ge con-
structions to Abdicate variable elements.

**In ihis'report we shall use single quotes to bracket alcharacter
string that could be used in the command language; the two outermost
delimiting sin e quotes are not part of the string itself.,

-17-
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Corporation (SDC) ORBIT system.on an IBM 370/158 in Santa Monica,,

California; and (4) the National Library of Medicine (NLM) MEDLINE

system for which there are two implementations,to which we can. connect:

one on a 370/158 machine at the NLM Bethesda; Maryland headquarteis

(referred to as NLM/MEDLINE) and,one on a similar machine at the State

University of New York at Albany (referred to as.SUNY/MEDLINE). CONIT

currently supports a virtual-system type interface to these five systems;
, ..

these five systems and severta Other systems can also be corrected in

.a "transpare9t" mode, at will be_explained below.

There are different modes -of physiOal intdrconnection to these

five systems-and these differences are reflected in the operations of

\\412e PICK cortmand: These physical interconnections have been previously

described
19,20

. One mode of interconnection as shown in Fig. 4 is

throbgh the ARPANET TIP at the Nationak Bureau of Standards to the NLM

MEDLINE system in Bethesda. The other mode of interconnection requires

a 1:patch " -type, manUally-set connection between two manually-dialed

phone lines: one between a Boston-area TIP and the patch box and a

second between the patch box and a cbmputer having access to one or more

retrieval systems. This latter. computer can be the M.I.T. 370 with

the Intrex system or it can be a local TYMNET satellite computer which

' provides connection to the Lockheed, SDC, and the two MEDLINE systems

through the TYMNET metwork- The NBS TIP/MEDLINEconnection is generally
°

maintained whenever the NLM/MEDLINE system is available. The patch

connections are made on an ad hoc basis as needed for the experiments.

Note th'at.both that NBS TIP and the patch connections can. be used at the

same time so that two retrieval systems can be connectioned simultaneously.

Also, we fully recognize that these low bandwidth,, terminal-oriented

connections are far inferior to higher -bandwidth,' -computererflented

telecommunications that we would prefer (see Section 6.1); however, they

have proved sufficient to carry out our initial experiments on the

higher-level aspects of the coupling of infe5rmation retrieval systems.

To select a system the CONIT user types

pick system

G6
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2.2-2.3

where system is the name of the system. CONIT performs a number of

functions in executing the PICK command (see appendix A for examples):

(1) Check to see if system is a valid system

(2) Check to see if system is already connected

(3) If system involves a TYMNET connection and there
is a system already connected through TYMNET,
then log the first system out. (The logoff pro-
tocol may involve the interchange of several .

messages to and from the first system)

(4) If there already is a system connected but it is
connected through a TIP other than the one needed
for the requested system connection, put the current
system in a connected-but-not-active status and
proceed to connect the second system.

(5) Establish a connection to the appropriate ARPANEX
TIP port if not already made. (This may require

cycling through a number of TIP ports to find one
that is available.)

(6) If system refers to TYMNET system, follow the
appropriate TYMNET protocol to call up that system.

(7) Login by following the appropriate protocol. (This

c- may include a separate call to the retrieval system
after login; e.g., for NLM/MEDLINE).

(8) Answer any initial system questions (e.g., "Do you
want experienced-or new-user mode?" -- CONIT works
in experienced-user mode for compactness.)'-

When the appropriate response is not seen by CONIT (e.g.,

because pf system failure or unavailability) in following one of the

above protocols, CONIT returns control to the user with an'indication

of what the problem is. This indication may currently be of the most

general kind (e.g., "proper response not seen") and may or may not leave

the user in a position to continue to reselect another system.

2.3 Response Translation

As in all cases where response from a retrieval system is

received by CONIT, there is a translation of retrieval system response

G6
0
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into a form more suitable to the user of the interface. There are two

main mechanisms for implementing this translation. The first is a simple

string-for-string translation table. The response message stream is

scanned to see if any character strings match the "left-hand" or "input"

or "argument" side of entries in the table. For each Match found the

matched string in the response stream-is replaced by the "right-hand"

or "output" cc "function" side string of the matched entry in the trans-

lation tables. A separate translation table is active,for each retrieval

system connected to. See Appendix C for listing of translation tables.

One function currently performed by these tables, for example, it to

translate the string "FROG: ", meaning in the ORBIT language that the

message following is coming from the retrieval system, into the name of

that retrieval system: whether SDC/ORBIT or NLM/MEDLINEor SUNY/MEDLINE --

the latter two MEDLINE systems being basically implemented in the same

ORBIT framework as for the SDC system.

The second mechanism for response translation is simply the

general one of the appropriate code within the routines that handle

the dialog with the-retrieval systems. For example, one function of

these routines is to determine when any response is completed by looking

for a specific "end-of-message" string, which is usually the "user prompt"

i.e., ".<NL>USER:<NL>" for Intrex: ("<NL>" stands for a new-line Character

or carriage return.) These system-specific user prompts are replaced

by the CONIT common prompt "<NL>USER::<NL>" or simply "::" in TERtE

mode. Many of the translations of both the table and the general

routine. mechanisms are, currently, simply, to suppress a portion Of

the response (e.g., a system telephone number or the whole dialog,about

new or experienced users) or to pass along the message without modi-

fication to the user (e.g.,broadcast news during login.)

2.4 GeneralRetrieval COmmand.Translation

The retrieval functions that can be performed' through CONIT

in the network of retrieval systems, besides the logging'in and logging

out described above, are largely accomplished, currently, through simple

translations from the prototype common command language to the languages

2 9
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of the individual retrieval systems through the mechanism of translation

tables. These "user command" tables work in a fashion similar to the

response translation tables. The command or request message stream

as generated by the user is scanned, and any part of the stream that

matches any entry in the command translation table for the system that

is currently connected is }modified by replacing the matched segment,

with the corresponding right-hand side of the table entry. This

translated command is then sent to the retrieval system.

2.4.1 bate Selection

The CONIT user can find out what data bases are available in

the currently connected system by using the command 'show data.' This

gets translated to the commands '?FILES' in DIALOG and '"FILES?' in

the ORBIT systems. No translation, as such, is made for Intrex but

the mechanism is provided fOr such a request to evoke an instructional'

message explaining that Intrex has only one data base:

In the ORBIT systems, unlike DIALOG, not all data bases are

available at the same time. The '"FILE?' command explains what data

bases are available at the moment. To request a listing of all data

bases that a system can make available at one time or another the

CONIT command "show data all is employed. This gets translated to

'"EXPLAIN SCHEDI for SDC ORBIT, '""FILES' for NLM/MEDLINE and '"FILES'

for SUNY/MEDLINE. Note the small but crucial differences in the trans-

lations
\ for 'show data WAX even among the nominally identical ORBIT

systems. Also note that the ordering of the rules is, important; by

insisting-on a "longest-match-first" order 'show data all' takes pre-

cedence over 'show data' which takes precedence, in turn, over, 'shows,

(see Section 2.4.5).

The command 'pick data database' is used to select a data

base. The, atring 'pick data' is replacdta by the string '.FILE' for

DIALOG and '"FILE' for ORBIT systems. (Actually, the additional

function '"USERS"' is added to the MEDLINE systems translations and

"'TIME"' to the SDC/ORBIT translation both in order to make them some-

what more compatible with the DIALW-"eranslation. The argument database,
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which signifies the name of the data base' to be connected, is left un-

translated for the ORBIT systems. For DIALOG a translation is made from

a mnemonic name to the number required by DIALOG: thus, for example,

the strings 'eric' and 'ntis' are converted to the numerals '1' and '6',

respectively. Of course, a user could use the appropriate numbers, if

he knew them, and they would get transmitted to DIALOG without conversion.

The data base selection command takes precedence over system

selection because the translations are executed before CONIT looks

for commands it should execute rather than transmit. Commands to ORBIT

systems initially required sending a final double quote ( I) and con-

verting all lower-case letters to upper case. With recent modifications

to these systems these requirements are no/ longer necessary.

2.4.2 Search Commands

The basic common search command 'fi d term' is translated '"FIND

ALL term"select term' and 'subject term' an ORBIT, DIALOG, and Intrex,

respectively. The 'ALL' argument to ORBIT indicates that all alternate

meanings of the terms term are to be assumed desired instead of re-

questing the user to select some or all of these alternates. This

translation is more in keeping with the intended meaning of the FIND

command default option for the common command language. Actually, only

the Intrex translation provides the automatic phrase decomposition and

stemming that we wish to basic research mechanism to provide. (See

Section 4 for additional details).

The more specific command to search for a particular author 'find

author name' can be readily translated into DIALOG as 'select au=name'

and Intrex as 'author name' but the translation to ORBIT '"FIND name

(AU)" is not possible with the current ranslatioh table mechanism be-

cause of the required rearrangement of the orderingof the "author' and

'name' arguments. In the actual translation to ORBiT we use, '"FIND

name', will work satisfactorily as long as the given 'author name is not

also a subject index term..

The symbol '+' is the CONIT designation that, wh n appended to a

character-string argument to FIND -- viz., 'magnet+', in icates a match

should be made on any term exactly the same as the,given string (e.g.,

-23-
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'magnet') or any term haying that string as a prefix (e.g., 'magnet',

'magnetic', 'magnetization', etc. This gets translated to the corres-

ponding ORBIT symbol ':' or DIALOG symbol '?'. Intrex cannot handle

this user-supplied stem; it takes words in the user-given terms and

automatically tries to find the best stem to search under according

to its stemming algorithm.

One 'could conceive of Boolean operations among the terms of a

FIND command. The systems to which CONIT connect, however, are so

lissimilarin their capabilities in this respect that CONIT currently

ma'<es only a ranor attempt to take advantage of the potentialities in

a common way. Intrex ignores all Booleans in the search command and

relied on its Boolean ANDING of stemmed words; CONIT now does nothing

to change a Boolean operator intended for Intrex, though-it perhaps

should, at least, issue a warning to any unwary user who tries to use

an OR or NOT. ORBIT does allow a general Boolean capability within

the search (FIND) command and these operators are passed along by CONIT

to ORBIT as found. DIALOG does not provide for Booleans, as such,!with

its search (SELECT) statement; it does, however, provide some poweli-ful

"link" type operators for its "free-text" searching and one of these 1-

(F), as in 'term A (F) term B', meaning term A must occur in the same

field as term B -- is taken as a reasonable equivalent for the CONIT

AND operator.

The different kinds of search operations possible in the different

systems, and the different manner of indexing for the different data

bases in the diffctrent systems (or, even, within a single system) point

up the inherent difficulty - and, often, impossibility -- Of exact

translation from a common language to existing retrieval systems and

data bases.

2.4.3 Index Browsing Command

The CONIT command 'show index term' ks,intended to provide a

display of terms alphabetically near to term in the index to the current

data base. The translation is to the NEIGHBOR command for ORBIT and

EXPAND for DIALOG. (Intrex has no equivalent command.) As can be seel4

32
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fror the response and command translation tables an attempt is made by

CONIT to make a common protocol for continuation of the index browsing

function after the first display is made (5 terms for ORBIT, 15 for

DIALOG). Thus "UP N OR DOWN N?" in ORBIT and the laconic "-more'"

in DIALOG are both converted to "To see more type 'show more'.".

Correspondingly, the CONIT 'show more' commancVis translated to the

'DOWN 5' command for ORBIT and '0' (page) command for DIALOG which

both have tne effect of requesting a second section of index term dis-'

lay equal in length to the first and continuing where it left off.

We may note, parenthetically, the difficulty of making these

protocols exactly equivalent even for the simple case of'length of

initial section: either multiple Commands would have to be sent to

ORBIT and sections spliced together or the DIALOG response would have

to be buffered and read out in sub-sections. This complexity would be

compounded if we tried to incorporate the full capability of the

ORBIT command with respect to a variable number of terms in either the

forward (alphabetically) or backward directions.

We may note, also, that the full capability of DIALOG to tag

these displayed-terms (with "E and R numbers "), and use only the short

tags in the FIND (SELECT) command is implicitly available. The selection

of multiple terms in this Away is an implicit Boolean OR function. ORBIT

cogs not have this capability; although, it could be implemented at the

interlace level at some pro§ramming expense.

2.4.4 Naming and Combining Retrieval Sets

The CONIT convention is to name the set of documents resulting

from a search in the form: 'setn', where n is a number assigned

sequentially for each new search set. This contrasts with the convention

of using just a sequential number of ORBIT and DIALOG and the form 'sn'

used by Intrex.

The CONIT language expression for combining sets takes the form:

combine setnl bool setn2

where bool stands for one of the Boolean operations AND, OR, and AND NOT.

33
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k.
p,,

The conversion of this form to the appropriate retrieval system language

is shown in the tables. Note that ORBIT and Intrex do not use an ex-

plicit corn fo*r the combine operation but rather use only the Boolean

operator itself to indicate the function to be performed; therefore

for these two systems, the translation for 'combine' is null.

2.4.5 Output Commands

To have CONIT display information about documents in some re-

trieval set the basic SHOW command is employed with the following syntax*:

where,

show (mode) (setni [fields) (docsj-k)

(1) the variable argument mode stands for some special mode
of output, offline.

(2) setn specifies a retrieval set

(3) fields is an argument string containing one or more
data fields or field groups to be output; e.g., title,
abstract, all

(4) The argument docsi7k specifies that output is tc? be

derived from the catalog records of the jth through
the kth documents in the search set.

We note again that particular features of several of the retrieval

systems prevent a perfect translation to th4 several systems within the

limitations of the current CONIT translation mechanism. Some examples

of these difficulties may be instructive to the general problem of

interface translations. Firstly, there may be no way of outputting some

catalog data field for a given data base as +implemented on a particular

system. For example, the DIALOG system provides only a half-dozen or

so.fixed-groupings of fields for output purposes. For most DIALOG data

bases, then, one cannot select for outpu just the author or just the
*N

title or just title and author, for exa ple. The current translations

simply make reasonable approximations. Thus, 'title' is translated

to DIALOG output code 6 which includes the title and, variously, other

citation information like order numbei, price, authors, etc. The, default

*Elements in brackets indicate optional terms: they need not, in general,
Y.c. included -- in which case they ark supplied 'default' values by CONIT.
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case no data fields specified) is equated with the DIALOG code

routput which is nominally citation information but often contains

considerably more than ,at (e.g., index terms) -- in some sense there

would be a closer translation to DIALOG 'title' category output, but

getting the same result for title and citation output might cause con=

fusion to a user. Note that even in these simple translations CONIT

users can avoid the necessity to separate field names with commas as

required by ORBIT.

The argument 'all' in CONIT is meant to indicate output of all

fields is desired. This function has traditionally been performed by

the argument 'FULL' in ORBIT. However, with the addition of abstracts

to certain NLM and SUNY data bases (e.g., MEDLINE, SDILINE) this function

is now performed by the argument 'DETAILED'. We gay also'have the

situation in whic thesame function must be expressed differently in two

data bases, even within the same system. Also, note,how changes in the

systems cause a translation to become incorrect.

Secondly, only.the DIALOG system can provide the document

selection function directly in the form given in the 'docsj-k' argument.

A translation to ORBIT can readily be done when j=1, but the more general

case requires the argument string 'm SKIP 4,', where m = k -j +l and

n = j-1. CONIT cannotserform this more general translation with its

simple translation tables. Intrex cannot perform this document selection

function within its output command. It can, however, perform he
7

overall function by fist treating a set of just those documents i

question. Thus, the string of two commands

docs 17k/ouput

wilq perform the desired output. The problem is that the simple trans-

lation table mechanism cannot rearrange the fixed element 'docs' and

'output' and insert the variable elements 'j -k' between them.,

When no argument is given by a user to specify the set'it is

assumed in the common CONIT language that the current (i.e., last-found)

set is desired. The translation is implicit to ORBIT and Intrex which
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have the same default arrangement. The translation to DIALOG is not

now possible since that system has no default mode.for the argument

and CONIT does not yet have a way to,remember the current set number.

If no set number is given for DIALOG, CONIT now simply assumes setl.

Where an interrupt capability is available to the user it is

anticipated that any good common Language (see Section 4) will make

the default condition on the document selection argument (docs 1.-k)

of the output command be the whole set -- the user interrupting when

he's seen enough. At present CONIT simply adopts the default. procedve

for the target IR system -- for ORBIT: the first 5 documents; for DIALOG;

the first document (or first 5 for tithe only); for Intrex: the whole

set.

In the ultimate common language the order of the arguments should

4A

be largely immaterial. Where t 's is true in the current IR systems

(e.g., ORBIT and Intrex), the urrent CONIT language can .accept that

flexibility. Where a user islcurrently talking to DIALOG through CONIT

he must accept the order stated previously: i.e., (1) modei (2) set
,--0*

number, (3) fj.eld types, and (..4) document selection. With the current

translation table mechanism there is no way for CONIT to rearrange the

order. The offline output function-in DIALOG is accomplished by a

different command (PRINT) than for online output (TYPE); therefore,

the *node argument must be considered in conjunction with the show

command name to determine

DIALOG the user cannot

out also specifying the

the output translation. Also note that for

ow specify in CONIT the docs 1 k argument with -,l

fields argument.

2.4.6 Saving"' Output

A rudimentary capability exists within the current experiMental

CONIT for saving the results of searches from different data bases and

systems in a common file created and stored by the interface and from

which the user can display sections for subsequent online viewing.

First a file is set with the 'name-file' (abbreviation:nf) command

which has the syntax

of ,filename
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If filename names4In existing file, that file is opened for viewing or

appendin to does not yet exist a new (empty) file with

that name is created and designated for storage.

The command 'file' signals CONIT to append the response to the

next succeeding command to end of the current-saved file. Thus the

sequence 'file' followed by 'show.:.' will cause the output of some

search set to be stored in the saved file. The command 'view filename'

causes the number of lines of text in filename to be reported to the

user. Finaay, the command 'lines 1.7-k' causes lines j thru k of the cur-

rent.saved file to be displayed online.

2.4.7 News and Status of Retrieval Systems

Certain kinds of news and status information have been provided

as parts of previously mentioned functions: e.g., broadcast news on

login; database status on 'show data' commands; and timing information

on login, 1pgout, and database selection. The CONIT command 'show news'

is the common means by which a user can request display of the standard

news message from the currently active system. This command gets trans-

lates? to '?news' for DIALOG; "NEWS' for SDC, and ""NEWS' for NLM/MEDLINE.

There is no translation to SUNY/MEDLINE, as such, but rather the evoca-

tion of a message (see explanation of 'sunynews') which explains that

MEDLINE news can only be obtained from the NLM/MEDLINE sy tem. Note,

again, differences among the several ORBIT systems.

2.5. Systems Analyst Functions

The CONIT functions we have described above have ben those that

make up the us_er_interface, i.e., those communication components of the

interaction directly used by, or seen by, an end user, i.e., a user

whose main purpose'in using CONIT is to find needed information 'from the

data bases. We shall now describe those online interactive capabilities

built into CONIT which assist a systems analyst to monitor, modify, and

evaluate CONIT. Of course, some of these latter capabilities may be

adapted to be useful to the end user as we shall indicate. These

capabilities, together with those of the user interface and those
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and those corresponding capabilities available to a programmer of CONIT's

host system (MULTICS), make up what we might term the design interface.

2.5.1 Translation Tables

The command and response translation tables can be created, listed,

and modified online. The command 'set table [out] tablename' (abbrevia--
tion:st) causes a file with the name tablename[out] to be set up as the

currently active table; if no such file exists, an (empty) one is created,

If the optional argument is present, the table is taken as a

response table and the file name is taken to be one with the string

'out' appended to the end of tablename (i.e., tablenameout otherwise,

a command table is assumed. Command translation tables might be use-

/ful for implementing a "rename" feature for users (see Section 4.3.3.5).

To enter a rule in a currently active translation table one uses

the command,

replace [out] $matchstring=replacementstring[1]

,(abbreviation for replace:rep), where matchstring is to be'set as the

left-hand, or argument part of the rule (see explanation in Section 2.3),

and replacementstring is the right-hand, or function, part. of the rule.

Again, the optional argument 'out' is used when, and only when, the

response table is intended to be modified. The optional delimiter

vertical rule (I) is added after replacementstring in case that argument

ends in a space character which would otherwise get discarded in the

regular CONIT command-parsing operation. Note that presence of spacing,

cancharacters in the argument nd function strings c be extremely

critical to the proper inter retation of a rule.

To list out online the Current contents of a translation table,
/

the c-mmand 'list table [out]' is used (abbreviation for list table:lt).

In the listings of translation tables in appendix C the argument is the

strings between the left'hand margin and the equals (=) sign;, the

function is tie string between the eauals sign and the asterisk (q1

.5.2 Dialog Modes and Language

Besides the argument pair TERSE and VERBOSE (see Section 2.1),

38
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the SPEAK command can take other arguments to modify the form of the

dialog. The argument 'monitor'.. can bel used to cause CONIT to displayA

the full dialog taking place among'CONIT and the retrieval systems

well as the customary CONTT/userdialog which includes only a translated,

version of what the retrieval system communications were. Appendix B

shows examples of MONITOR mode output, which can be very useful for

debugging or demonstration purposes. In addition there is a mode evoked

by)the argument 'no screen' (abbreviation:nsc) whi h causes CONIT to

pass through certain formatting characters that a ordinarily "screened

out" from retrieval system responses. The argume ser' is used to get

back from MONITOR to regular (USER) mode and the argument 'screen' is

used to return to regUlar mode from NO-SCREEN mode.

The SPEAK command can also be used to go into a "transparent"

mode of operation in which the command the user are passed along to

the currently connected system without translation and, likewise, the

output from the system is passed back to the user without modification.

The user is thus speaking thee. language of the connected (host) system.

To enter this mode a user types the command 'speak conit'. Note that

once in HOST mode the user can issue no instruction to-be interpreted

by the interface as such except 'speak conit'.'' All of these four SPEAK
.

mode pairs are independent so there are 2
4
= ^16 possible mode combina-

tions.

2.5.3 CONIT Status Reporting

CONIT can report the status of the current language, current

modes, current host, patch conne ion, and TIP port use. They in-

formation is reported upon user issuance of the LIST STATUS .(abbreviation:

'1s) command which can take one of six arguments specifying the kind Qf

information as listed below:

(1) 'system' (sys) -- the currently selected system and the
other active system (if any).

(2) 'language' ('lang') -- the current language 1(i.e., CONIT
only, for now, since user can't get this information in
host mode)vo
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(3) ;mode' - the currently'selected modes such as VERBOSE
or TERSE; SCREEN or Nal,SCREENi and MONITOR or USER.

(4) 'tip'. -4..thee TIPS and ports.currently being

(5) 'patch' -- the name of system currently connected to
the patch

(6) 'all' -- information on all of the above.

One will note in the translation tables the rule 'is all=is all'.

This is a current device' making use of the longest-match principle for

preventing 'all' from being translated as for the argument to the SHOW

command.

Mode selection and *sta eview as features for and users are

discussed below in.Section 3. and 4.3.7.

2.5.4 System andA4 Port Attaching and Detaching

The CONIT analyst can establish a connection to an ARPANET TIP port

independently of whether or not there is, or will be, a connecticin, made

ta a retrieval system over that port. The PICK comm

follows:

pick 'tipnameEprtiluper

where tipname is thename of.tome TIP (e.g., NBS, MIT) and portnumber

is the number of the port to be connected on that tip. Thug, 'pick

NBS 50' will cause CONIT to attach the user to one of the 5 ports on

the NBS TIP that are regularly attached to the NLM/MEDLINE system,

without forcing a login to MEDLINE as such.

CONIT also provides the facility for detaching an ARPANET TIP

port connection by the command 'detach' (abbreviation:det). If the

argument to DEVACH is a retrieval system name, CONIT will detach (close)

the connections to the TIP port through which the connection to that

system had been made. Alternately, any TIP port connection can be de-

tached by the commend "detach tipname portnumber'.,

2.5.5 Connecting and Disconnecting CONIT

CONIT may be evoked by issuing the command 'conit' at the MULTICS

command level. To get VI the MULTICS command level requires logging in

4 0 4
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to MULTICS. This, in turn, requires (1) calling up the telephone number

appropriate to one's terminal type, (2) setting up the termina

telephone connection in data mode through .a modem, and (3) iss the

'login-name'command followed by a password consistent with the personal

name given in Ate name argument of the LOGIN command. MULTICS is fussy

about upper-case/lower-case distinctions and the user must be careful,

for example, to capitalize just the first letter .of the name. Of course,

name used in the login must either be the official name for the

CONIT directory (Conit) or some name which has access rights to that

directory.

Users may connect to MULTICS through the ARPA and Telenet net-

words. That involves dialing a TIP (terminal interface processor -

satellite minicomputer), establishing the terminal connection (including

typing a character string identifying the terminal type,, issuing a call

to the MIT MULTICS computer Co 44' -- i.e., bpen connection to ,computer

44 (MULTICS) for ARPANET, or 'c 617 mf' or 'c 617 ms' -- i.e., connect

in the 617 telephone area to a MULTICS fast' (1200 BAUD) port -or to a

MULTICS slow (300 BAUD) port, and,then performing the'MULTICS login

procedure asabove.

Users quit the CONIT program by giving the CONIT command 'exit'

(abbreviation:ex) after which control is returned to the MULTICS comMand

level. Any MULTICS command May then be given including 'logout' which.

disconnects the user from MULTICS. Disconnecting from,ARPANET or Telenet

is .,accomplished by breaking the telephone ,connection..

If the user has logged in to the CONIT directory in MULTICS he

is captured by a "start-up executive command" program which automatically

calls CONIT fori,lim. Whenever the user leaves CONIT -- either voluntarily
"o

by the EXIT command or,involuntarily from a system failure, the executive

program automatically logs the user out of MULTICS. Access protoCols

that would be easier VD use in network situations are discussed in Appendix

4i
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3. USER/SYSTEM IN RACTION: GENERAL PRINCIPLES

3.1 I ortance of the User/S st- Interface

Online interactive computer systems are relatively new, having

been in existence only about fiftee' years. There is just now developing

a body of literature
21 17.24, 35 -37

wh ch describes and evaluates features

and facilities of the computer system hich the user.directly perceives

as ne interacts with computer. These s stem features and facilities

include such system components as: (1) th command language; (2) the

response dialog from the system; (3) "help" or other instructional

facilities; and (4) user terminals. These system components are often

known collectively as the user/system interface (or, simply, user inter-

face). In our terms, the user interface is just one aspect "front

end" -- of the inWface/virtual system which connects the user to re-

. trieval systems through an interface system.

Despite the recent analytic work in the area of the user inter-

face, the're is, as yet, no agreed upon set of principles by which to

measure or evaluate this critical component ofInteracts.t4.m.

(The discussion in Section 1.3 emphasizes this 'point.) Needless td say,

there arc no existing, widely-known.,operational online systems that

are generally accepted as having anything approximating ideal user inter-

faccs. In such a situation it is important that we attemRt tb describe

the general principles which motivate us in this area and which, clearly,

can strongly influence the nature of any analysis of translating \Cpmputer

interfaces for interactive syste Such a description follows in t"is

section.

3.2 Classes of Users

At least some of the

issue is, undoubtedly, caused by a failure to distinguish the several

classes of users who may be engaging the systems. Earlier, in Section

1.3, we discussed some of the different kinds of users. One distinction

tI.at we made for retrieval systems was between an end user and.an inter-

mediary. The end user a pergon who needs the information that is

rounding the user interface

42
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derived from the.data baseS directly for his own work. The intermediary,

who may be an information specialist acting as a delegated searcher,

finds information for the sole purpose of passing it along to an end

user.

Besides their classification by function, users need to be dis-

tinguished by their experience. Relevant experience comes in three

categories. First there is the category of computer experience, expecially

in regard to interactive systems and particularly with retrieval systems.*

Second is experience with the function to be served and the intellectual

tools available to serve that function -- in our case the bibliographic

retrieval function with the tools of bibliographic reference using

knowledge of data bases, indexing and classification structure, etc.

Third is experience with the subject matter of the data to be retrieved.

Thus, typically, the intermediary information specialist is

experienced with the retrieval system and bibliographic search funct57bn,

whereas the end user is experienced with the subject matter. Both classes

-tot users are, in general, much less expert in the complementary areas.

Of. course, individual users possess varying degrees of experience in

each of the three areas. The ithportant point is that, in each of the

three areas, the inexperienced user needs more help from the system than

the expert user.

To date online systems,jm general, have tended to be far from

satisfactory for the inexperienced user; retrieval systems in particular

have tended to work well only for an intermediary information specialist.

One of our matin goals is to consider what are the necessary prerequisites

for system design by which the inexperienced user -- especially an end

user can make effective use of online systems. Of course, a good
.

system should train'an inexperienced user how to become an expert user

in time. Therefore, the good system should also allow for modes of ,

operation that are efficient for the expert user and a mechanism for

conveniently switching from beginner to expert mode at the user's dis-

cretion. In what follows below we try to outline some other general

prin-ciples that support this basic one we have just described.

-

4 :j
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3.3 Instruction: Computer-Assisted and Othpr

Because a relatively large number of 'potential users of interactive

information systems are inexperienced in one or more of the areas de,-

scribed above, it is very impqrtant to provide sufficient instruction

to these users so that they can successfully take advantage of system

capabilities.

There are several media for instructing users: (1) a personal

medium in which human instructors teach system use; (2) a standard audio-

visual medium including printed guides and manuals, slide and audio in-

struction,etc.; and (3) computer-assisted instruction (CAI) in which

the computer itself is the basic medium by which assistance is given,to
23,26

the user. It has been suggested
23,that

computer-assisted instruction

is likely to prove by far the most cost-effective means for teaching system

use. Of course, there can be combined media instruction as. when the

computer provides a real-time "hot- line" to a human aide or when the

computer integrates and directs some audio-visual instruction. For ex-

ample, an "online consultant".facility is available on MULTICS by which

users can ask questions on theinterminals and receive answers about the

nuurics system .25

In any case, our concern in our current work is primarily with what

''the interactive system itself can do to assist in the training and in

otherwise aiding users in the use of the system. We shall outline'in the

rest of this section some principles pertaining to computer instruction.

3.4, Computer Techniques That Aid Learning

Two prime requisites for interactive systems are clarity and

simplicity. The dialog from the system sjiould be clear and easy to

understand. Clarity requires succint, unambiguous. expression of con-

tent for the individual messages, easily understandable format in which

the messages are presented, and an:ordering of the messages in a suitable

sequence and structure so that user is led easily in a step-by-Step

fashion from his current state of knowledge to the desired conclusions.

Information shouldbe provided to the user at.the time needed -- or, at

least, with'maximum,probability that this should occur -- s6 as to

44
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optimize its effectiveness., While the principle of clarity seems obvious,

it may not be easy to adhere to. Opacity and ambiguity abound in inter-

active systems as they currently exist.

Simplitity is another cardinal principle that may appear obvious

but is not necessarily easy to implement. Any complexity presented to

the user will tend to confuse and, thus, inhibit successful use of the

system. As system features multiply there is a tendency for the user/

system interface to become more and more c.mlex. Three avenues are

available to the'iystem designer to avoid unne-ssary.complexity: (1)

design e whole system with careful foresight so that its-elements and

interrelations neurally form a coherent who (including the design of

instructional modes within the system); (2) apply the principle of

clarity in instruction toS1--mplify the, explanation of the system' (in-

cluding t;1.-3 use of illustrative examples when appropriate); and (3) make

the system modular with a simple basic 411e, as explained below.

A simple basic core means that the basic functions can.be performed

by using only afew simple commands. Only a few options are presented

to the user; most options generall, available from.the system are hidden

and take on default conditionS. The user can extend from the core to .

other operations as he learns, at his own pace, what the other options

are and how to use them.

Rapid response_from the system is one requirement for online systems

to' be truly interactive. 'Generally speaking, delays in system response

to a user request of more than 10 seconds cause confusion, frustration,

interrupted train of thought, and other bad effects onthe user. It is

desirable that response times be less than 10 seconds and as short as

possible -- although shortening times ,to less than one or two seconds i

may not be very usefUl. If the' full request cannot be satisfied in a

short time, it isoften possible to start a response giving a partial

answer within an acceptable time.

The user shoUld be kept aware of system status, espekially where

rapid response is not possible, Just as indicators of the floor position

and direction of travel of an elevator can make waiting for the elevator

more bearable to the user (or can*help the user decide not to wait any

4
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longer), so too can the knowledge of system status relieve frustration

and aid in control decisions for users of interactive systems. Of course,

this principle must be balanced against the one of simplicity so that

excessive and confusing information is not given.

To help the user make sure his wants are being correctly under-

stood the system should feed back its interpretation of a user request

as a Preliminary response to that request. Thus, the system may in-
*,

dilate an obvious error in syntax or the user may detect an error un-

detected by the systems or a request otherwise undesired. Such feedback

also acts as reinforcement to the user of correct system fAnguage and

actions.

User control and flexibility in deciding what to do, and when,

makes for optimum effectiveness of user/systemOnteraction. The actions

to be ,performed may be retrieval operations or informational requests.

One kind of control that is extremely important for interactive systems

is the ability for the user to interrupt the system, especially where

(1) the system response is unacceptably sluggish (overlong response

time); (2) the system response is overly lengthly (too much output); or

(3) the user simply wants to' change the direction or nature of the

interaction without having to wait --for the current operation'to run to

completion.

Flexibility implies an ability of the user, and the system, to

F-3.ckameag several modes of'interaction according to the current class

and state of the user and other context. A listing is given below of

some old the more important modes that are possible. The modes are

listed in mutually exclusive and opposing pairs and each pair may re-

present the choice, along one or more of the instructional dimensions

di.cussed above, of what degree of help jr an inexperienced user, or

user control for an experienced user, is desired." '

(L) VERBOSE/TERSE. 'plesT" modes relate.to,the length and
and comprehensiveness of system dialog. There could
conceivably be,More than two modes along thiS spectrum,
but it may be more imp9rtaht to switch among these
modes for individual- messages "than to establish a
whole third' level.

4
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(2) INSTRUCTIONAL/SERVICE. These modes relate to how much
emphasis in-the system dialog is put on instruction
versus the provision of retrieval service as such. At

one extreme there could be a completely tutorial mode
whose sole purpose wa to instruct. In general, there
may also be a more or less prompting and other instruct-
ion given in and around service operations.

(3) INTERPRETED/STRICT. In a STRICT mode the system does
exactly what the user requests. In the INTERPRETED
mode the system goes beyond exactly what the user re-
quested. For example, in a search in STRICT mode only
the exact term as given by the user is searched, where-
as in INTERPRETED mode an attempt is made to extend the
search to terms related morphologically (e.g., as by
stems) or semantically (e.g., as by thesaurus relations
in a Master Index and Thesaurus). As a second example,
in the translating interface situation a request that
could not be translated exactly is, in STRICT mode, in-
dicated as such to the user, whereas in INTERPRETED
mode an attempt is made to find an approximate trans-
lation.

(4) AUTOMATIC/ASSISTED. In AUTOMATIC mode the system imply
goes ahead and automatically does what it thinks best
for the user, whereas in ASSISTED mode the user is allowed,
and encouraged, to assist the system in making decisions.
For he examples mentioned in (3) immediately above in
the AUTOMATIC mode the system itself decides how to ex-
tend the search or make the translation Whereas the
ASSISTED mode the system simply lays out for the user
the options and lets him choose.

(5) HIDDEN/EXPOSITORY. How much Should the system tell the
user about what is going on? In the EXPOSITORY mode
the system, exposes a great many details (e.g., all the
steps of a login process in connecting to a remote host
through the translating interface) . In HIDDEN mode the
system assumes that the user shouldn't (needn't) be
concerned with the details (e.g., simply report the suc-
cess or failure of the aforementioned login process).

(6) VIRTUAL/TRANSPARENT. For the translating-interface/
virtual-system approach a question is how thoroughly
the virtual mode can be achieved as Contrasted with
making the interface be simply a transparent connector
to host systems that the user must deal with in their
own languages.

47.
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(, y.
o,

(7) INEXPERIENCED /EXPERT. For the ine erienced user all

of the first-mentioned modes'in the above mode pairs

are, ideally, chosen as a default mo e. For the expert

user either the complementary modes a\re chosen or the'

user is given the option Of what mode he wants.

Of course, as indicated in the discussion of VERBOSE andTERSE

modes, there may be many intermediate situations etween the opposing

mbdes in each mode pair. In the sections that ,fo loW we relate in

greate'r detail the application of these principles\of user/system in-

teraction to the case of a translating interface to retrieval systemse'`

4 8 .
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4.1 English as a Common Languape

4.1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of English

As- 4.-4.1.1

4. A COMMON LANGUAGE FOR RETRIEVAL

: .

As discussed in Section 1.4, we are experimenting with the net-

working of retrieval systems in which a computer interface presents to
,---

the user a single virtual system based on a set of common features.

Features that need to be put in common form include the user com-

mand languages, the system response anguages, the indexing languages,

and the bibliographic data structures. In this section we shall dis-

cuss what specifications are appropriate to a common command language

and, to a less extent, to a common response language, indexing language,

and data structures.

Such common languages, and structures can serve as a basis for

a protocol by which distributed components of an information retrieval

network may communicate with each other in a standard way. The net-

working aspect of the common language/protocol will be discussed more

fully in Section 5. In this section we shall discuss the common lan-

guage itself beginning with a critique of English as a possible basis

for the common language.

It might be thought, at first blush, that natural language

- i.e., English -- would be a good common language for interactive

computer systems.' English is widely used; it is the common language

in this country, and in many other areas around the world. In contrast

to the requirement to teach an artificial command language before it

is used, English speakers would not have to,be taught English.before

using it as a language for conversing with the computer. English

is, naturally adapted to new conditions and uses. Finally, new

developments
27-29

in the fields of computational linguistics .and

artifiCial intelligence have brought economic computer.techniques

4 9
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for handling natural langu'age communications closer to achie

These comments about English are correct, as far as they go,

but they do not present the full picture. Of course, on an inter-

national basis, there are many more potential users of interactive

systems who do not speak English than who do. Thus, the correct argu-

ment is that natural language has the-deSired features of ease of use.

English and'the other natural languages do not, then, present a single

universal language and different -- though perhaps similar -- computer

routines must be employed to handle them as command languages. Also,

while there are undoubtedly important developments taking place in

computer understanding of natural language,'many of these are still

in an experimental stage, and we do not yet have adequate cost-

effectiveness data to predict accurately.their success in our applica-

tion.

Furthermore, the most important point to recognize, however, in

considering English as a common command language is that general_knowl-

edge of the natural language does not, of itself, explain for a user

what a computer system is capable of doing and what it is not. There

is a vast disparity between the infinite variety of functions and

requests that can be expressed in natural language and still rela-

tively very few and simple functions that interkctive,systems cans

perform.
4r

1One of the main problems for at least some users in making

effective use of such systems is their lack of appreciation of the

limited nature of system capabilities. The "super-brain" myth that

Views computers as all-knowing and all-powerful is one that continues

. to confuse inexperienced users. To tell a user, then, to "state your

request to the computer in (ordinary) English" may be misleading in

two, ways: (1) it may foster the "super-brain" myth -- the User may-

dnfer that the computer understands (any) English as well as (or better

than) a human -- and (2) it may postpone the necessary learning dialog'

between user and system in'that'the user feelsethe computet will always

"do its best" for'him witSoUt any special knowledge or guidance of the
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system required by the user. (Note that this kind of misleading is,

in fact, worse when the computer cleverly -- or perhaps, luckily

responds with what the user perceives as an intelligent response to

his request.)

One could grant the difficulties of using English as a command

language and still promote its use for, the tser as part of a learning

dialog. This position has some merit. Thus, for example, a user

request, whether natural-language or not, can be analyzed fairly simply

for keywords so as to select an instructional message that is probably

relevant to the situation. (See Shapiro
30

, for example). However,

the use of English in an extended way to explicitly request detailed

instructional information faces the same problems as for its use as

a command language for retrieval functions.

The problems mentioned above, and the even more serious problems

to-be described below, can be alleviated by taking advantage of the

interactive nature of the dialog: system and user can quickly converge on

the proper understandings through a question/prompt-and-answer exchange.

However, before we get into attempted problem resolution we should have

a good appreciation of the detailed nature of the problems to be over-

come so that we can better assure ourselves that the proposed solutions

fully address the proper issues. It is in this spirit that,we describe

below some of the general problems of the use of natural language for

command languages, and in particular in the information retrieval applica-

tion , prior to our disdusskon of-problem resolution which follows that

description.
\

4.1.2 The Ambiguity Problem

The main problem with natural language is 'its ambiguity; that

is, a statement can have many meanings. Usuallyrspeakers can resolve

these ambiguitie§ sufficiently well so as to get along with each other

at a rough of understanding. This requires considerable mental

capacity in terms of native intelligence, a large body of experience --

especially experience shared among the communicants -- and the ex-

'tensive processing of linguistic qata'in conte

5i
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communication -- of the kind we need for effective computer system

operation -- is desired, however, a much greater requirement is placed

on the communicants: they must either spend a considerable effort in

conversational dialog so as to overcome the ambiguities for each case

or they must have a mutually agreed upon precise language for communi

catio on The particular topics under discussion. Therefore, we are

'fa d with either an extra conversational burden or with the need to

evelop a more.precise language like the spetific, formal language that

the natural language was supposed to enable us to avoid. However,

counterbalancing these orervations is the point that for a particular

application we can build into the computer routines that interpret user

statements taking advantage of a knowledge of the limited context implied

by that application so that a fuller interpretion of user meaning is

more readily determined.

Therefore, in order to evaluate these questions further and to

make the above discussion more toncrete, let us take particular examples

from the retrieval application. Consider, for example, the question

of naming and operating on sets of retrieved documents. Suppose that

a user has performed searches using these three search statements:

(1) "steel metallurgy"; (2) "steel castings"; and (3) "fractures in

turbine blades." What, now, does a user say if he wants to find all

documents that are in both the second retrieved set and the third re-

trieved set (i.e., the Boolean intersection of sets 2 and 3)?

. First, one Must realize that the user, based solely on his

hncwledge of ordinary English, does not necessarily know, nor will he

necessarily use, any particul r- -well- defined method of referring to '

a set of documents. There are, of course , many nossible methods, several

of which are actually used, as.we have seen in Section 2.4.4. (For

example, the n
th

set can be referred to as "pet n", "sn", or just "nil.) -

Even more fundamentally, and making matters worse, the user does not

necessarily know the concept of'intersection or that retrieved sets

a're saved or that they may be operated on in other ways. Such a. user
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rt

might us.e any of these referral methods; or worse, some combination of
es'

them; or much worse, an ambiguous circumlocation in ordinary English

phraseology. For example, he might say:

(1) "Now everything on steel castings and fractures in
turbine blades."

(2) "Get a combination of castings and fractures searches"

(3) "Can you show me citations on both the last two

16searches?"

If the first statement were given merely to perform the inter-

section it would represent a waste of user effort as contrasted with

making a more conoise statement asing a specific "set" notation. Note

that a statement like (1) could easily be interpreted to mean that the

retrieval systems should perform a fourth search containing all the

elements as given. Such an interpretation would be wasteful of computer

and real time compared tocombining existing sets; it could also result

in a set different fr-dm the intended one depending on how the search

match algorithm worked.

We may note that various ways of using the words "and" and '

Some of which are shown in the 3 example statements above, are gener-
31

ally ambiguous in English. Thus "and" can be variously interpreted'

in the Boolean union'(OR) sense ("We have a set of four eyes here: your

blue eyes and my Brown eyes") as well as in the inTsection (AND)

sense ("Between the two o\us the set of persons who are alive and have 74

blue eyes contains just one member").

As'an example in the searching application, consider the folloW7

ing four (perfectly reasonable) interpyttations of Statement (1) 'taken

as a search request:

(a) (steel,castings) AND (fractures in turbine,blades)

(b), (steel castings) OR (fractures in turbine blades)

(c) steel-(castings AND fractures) in turbine blades

3
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(d) steel (castings OR fractures) in turbine blades.

Sometimes semantic analysis and context clues can be used to help resolve

ambiguities like these. However, automatic analyses may be complicated

and costly, and often, in any case, the ambiguities can be resolvable

.only through questioning the user himself for his intent. We note here, !'

in particular, that language expressions for search topics are not limit-A

able in scope and context; they are, in this respect, unlike the commands

themselves which are limited to the relatively few functions allowed by

the system. This potentialmide range of applicability of search topics

is especially true in the situation we are dealing with: namely, a

multitude data bases covering many disciplines and document types,

including those indexed under free-vocabulary as well as controlled-

4. vocabulary (thesaurus) techniques.

Statement (2) could be reasonably interpreted as meaning either

the intersection of the two given sets, as intended, or as a new'search

on just the two terms "castings" and "fractures". Alsb, it might take

a fairly sophisticated algorithm to telh with any degree of assurance

whether a word like "combination" in Statement,(2) has a functional

meanirq or is intended as a term to be searctie'd.

Beyond the naming and referring toNetrieval sets, here are

other problems brought,up by the three example English state nts. One
,,,

r,- rob em is whether a search function or an output function is being

. a The natural, language is ambiguous on this score., Of 9urse,,--`
here again, syntactic and semantic clues may be used/to help resolve

A4,

the ambiguities. We may note, however, that even after it is ietermined

that a search function is indicated, for example, other questions

then arise: what is desired in the way of-ematching algorithm, index

elements to be searched, Boolean combinat\ions, and data base"searched?

Another prOblem that can be as thorny as the set-naming problem

is the naming and specification of bibliographic data elements. "Take

just the term "citation", for example. It can mean (1) the,references

listed in the biliography at the end of a paper, or (2) t4 papers which

5.1
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,;

have references (in the first sense) to a given paper, or (3) the

set of bibliographic elements by which one can "cite" a paper including

the title, the authors, and, variously, such other elements as'journal

location, accession number, corporate author, editor, or other in-

formation to identify and access the document. How to refer to these

,various elements, either individually or in groups, is no simple matter,

as this one example illustrates especially in the absence of a'standard

bibliographic data structure and nomenclature,

Finally, we may note that the.thirdstatement with its er-

roga ive form could be taken simply as a request for Wormatio ut

how systemmorks or an implied request to perform the questioned

operation.

4 .1. 2-4 .1.3

, 4.1.3 Elements of English that are Desirable and Practical

The examples given'above are clearly only a few samples chosen

to illustrate the point; they could be easily extended to elaborate on
.

the problems of the use of unrestricted and undirected natural language.

Of course, besides those automatic analysis techniques alluded to above,

answers to these problems may alSo be found, in part, at least, in those

modes of operation employing directed, interactive instruction to the

user on what is possible, and how to express it so that he may clearly

and unambiguously specify the functions to be performed. One good way

to instruct in the intricacies involved is to express them in a pre-

cise, unambiguous language, that is, at the same time, as simple as y
possible. Thus, because of considerations of effectiveness as well as

cost, we are led in the direction of extensive instruction and/or

a restricted subset of English that would avoid the ambiguities in

expressing command functions.

The question then becomes one-of determining which natural

language elements can, and should, be iluded in a retrieval language

for human use in the current state of evolutiOn of computational

linguistics.- We have not fulllt;,Apsolved this question but we believe
-t-
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such elements should at least'include:

(1) ,English words as command-language vocabulary
terms;'

(2) "English-like" constructions for the commands
having the 'flavor" of, but not full variety

of, English;

(3) English response to users (at least in VERBOSE and
INSTRUCTIONAL modes) ;

(4) a natural-language approach to a common indexing
and search vocabulary;. and

(5) at least a minimal capability for transforming
a natural language request into a suitable re-.,
quest for instruction on some system feature.

The above basic elemerts have already been demonstrated as being cost
i

effective. Of course, how far one can or should go in releasing the

restrictions on the formal command language and extending the variety

of English construction and vocabulary that may be used is an important

issue yet to be resolved. What our own analysis suggests is that the

answer to this question involves consideration of such interrelated

issues as:

(1) how much additional' ambiguity is engendered in
so doing;

(2) how much (if any) does the additional flexibiliy
provide in terms of greater'ease of learning

.

and use;

(3) how effective and how costly are the te'chniques
fqr automatically resolving these ambiguities
(the answer to this question is one undergoing,
rapid change in an area of dynamic research and
development); and

(4) how effective are the subsidiary interactive
instructional technique's in handling the ambi-
guities not automatically resolvable.

D
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In any case, how these five basic natural-language elements may be

integrated with a more precise, formal command language is included in

the discussion that follows of what a retrieval language should look

like.

4.2 Desired Structure and Features of Interactive Languages

Having discussed the general principles of the user interface

in Section 3 and some considerations on the use of ordinary English,

or elements thereof, in the common retrieval language, we are now in

a position to list those features that. wkuld make for a good language

between computer and user. These general features are, to a large

extent, we feel, independent of the particular application; the specific

application to retrieval will be considered below in Section 4.3.

The command language for expressing requests of a computer system

should be simple and,cleain keeping with both the needs of inexperi=

enced users and the limited nature ofr,logt the computer can do. In

the latter respect, it should be able to mirror the simple basic core

and modular nature of the optimum user interface (Section 3.4) in that

the command language subset requinel for the basic core should be very

simple with complexity added only as needed to request the more- cial-
.

ized functions.

Let us assume the basic input mechanism for.the user is a terminal

with the ordinay typewriter keyboard cdntaining at'least the alpha-

betic and numeric characteristics and some punctuation. This assumption

is made both because such input devices are now generally available

and becatise it is not obvious at this point that any more elaborate .

devices (e.g., graphical input, light pens, function Switches and

buttons) can actually simplify the situation for the user.
32

A simple command structure that lends itself to the above

criteria is one having a command name followed by one or more argu-

ments followed by a command terminator:

command -name argume4t -l'argument -2 s.. terminator
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The argumente-are separated from each other and from the command name

by simple punctuation -- e.g., one or more spaces. (The rationale for .

specific character choices will be given below in Section 4.3.). The

number of arguments is variable; in'the simplest case there yould be

no arguments at all. The command terminator, which in the simple case

acts also as an end-of-megsage indication, is a single special (reserved)

character -:- e.g., carriage return -- which may follow the last argument,

or command name, without any (other) delimiters.

Command names and arguments are primarily common English words,

inolding numbers expressed as numerals. Common functions should not

require the use of shift keys. The shift operation tends to be error

Erone and confusing f6r many users. Also, therefore, upper and lower

case alr:habetics should be generally equivalent. This command language

terminology should be. kept as unambiguous as possible. Thus, the same

word should not be used with different meanings.

This last requirement can start to raise complications in special

cases. For example, where free-vocabulary English is to he used in an

argument, as in the search topic for the FIND command, there needs to

be a mechanism for distinguishing a word in the controlled language

terminology from that Same word used in a free vocabulary sense -- e.g.,

'author as an argument of the FIND command meaning either search in the

author index or search in (any) index for the word "author". One

mechanism, following the English convention', would be to enclose the

Word in quotes when used in the free- vocabulary sense - e.g., 'find

title "author"' to request a search for the word "author" in the title

index.

Further extensions to the language are needed to help users make

the most effective use of the system. Pre-defined abbreviations for

r2Dminanl terminology should be allowed:- Any prefix of a pre-defined

wDcabulary term should be allowed as an abbreviation as .long as it is

ri,-t ambiguous with another term or prefix. (If such an ambiguous pre-,

flx were used the system should query the user on his intention.)
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Beyond simple abbreviation the user should be allowed'to use

his own terminology by establishing synomyms for system language terms.

Again, avoidance of ambiguity. is the chief concern. One can also con-
.

ceive of more complicated translations than just word-for-word synomyn

replacement. (See Section 4.3.3.5). In'effect, the user should be able

to construct his own dialect; the mo,A advanced user would have a dialect

with macro-like substitutions allowed. -

The user should be able to string several commands together in

one statement. This can be easily stated in the language if there is

a co7rand terminator distinct froM the end-of-statement character. , It

may also be Convenient to permit the use of spetial characters attached

to, or connecting, arguments to indicate special functions like stemming

and linking in search requests or editing (correction), of user input.

Onet.major addition to the basic structure described above, which

is needed to provide a convenient mechanism for stating relationships

/among arguments, is the subdivision of the arguments. Thus, for example, '

to indicate which documents to putput in the SHOW command, the elements

"j" and "k" in the argument "dots j-k" are really subarguments to the

primary argument "dots". (One might also say that "docs" is a sub-

function or subcommand of the SHOW command). The more Complete language

structure then allows subarguments for arguments; sub-subarguments,

and even deeper levels, are possible. It is desirable for simplicity

to contain the logical depth of subarguments as much as possible. Also,

to avoid complicating terminator requirements for subargument strings,

it is desirable to make the argument structure apparent through the

constraint on terminology in command and argument Context.

Thus, the overall statement structure can be signified first

by

C
1

; C
2

; C
n

where C, is the ith command and the semicolon is used as command termi-

nator. The command structure s represented as follows

5 .)
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N. A ,A A ... A A A ... A A A
nm

n
1 11 '12 lm 2 - 21 n

1
4

where N is the command name, A. is the ith argument, A. is the jth

subargument to the ith argument, n is the number of arguments, mk is the

number of subarguments to the kth argUment, and only one level of sub-

' arguments is shown. (No sub-subarguments). This structure is illustrated

in Fig. 5.

Generally speaking, the interpetation of user requests should not

vary with the reordering of arguments (or subarguments). Users should

not be burdened with remembering some fixed order for elements, at least

when they are estentiall independent of one another -- like, e.g.,

the arguments to the output command. There are, of course, cases where

order is important and'may.need to be preserved in the command language

as where one was specifying a particular ordet for terms to be matched

in a search request. Ultimately, as'dialect-creating macros become

sufficiently sophisticated, the expert user should be allowed to take

advantage of ordering to shorten commands.

Users, also, shopld be generally free to give commands in any

order they choose,"as long as it makes sense. Thus, for example, a

or

user sho'ild not be forced to scan an index display before making a search

if he feels he knows what search terms he wants to use in the first

place. There is a mode of operation of interactive computer systeis

in whicn the user- is forced down a very particular path by, for

example, having to 7;fill.in the blanks." Thus, for example, the user

may be asked what data base he wants to search and the only response

ha can make at that time it the designation of a data base: We do not

advocate this respond-to-prompt-only mode bedause, first, it is so

contrained and, second, even in the instructional, situation for which

it is often employed,,this mode postpones demonstrating the command/

argument type forpat which the user needs to make effective, individual-

ized use of a system.

6i
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KEY: N = COMMAND

A = ARGUMENT

S = SUB-ARGUMENT

FIGURE 5 LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF USER STATEMENT
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IThe system may, of course, ask a specific question such as,"Do

you want to see more output?". However, the user should be free to make

a command other than in direct response to the question -- e.g., a new

search reauest. Also, the question can probably be posed so a8

oroyot a response in the-command/argument format, thus instructing,

user in a more)generally useful mode of communicating. For example; the

output question-alvave-lcould have been stated as an impe,rative: "To see
-

more output ,type 'show more' (or 's m' or ism' ).." Another advantage

of this.cohmand/argument type instruction is that the user is being

shown commands, that he may apply, without prompting in this and other

situations.

4.3 Specific Plans for a Retrieval Language/Protocol

4.3.1 -.General Considerations

Having disoussed,the general struct

make for a desirable interactive language,

re and some features that

we now consider how these

general- ideas may be applied to .thspecific application of retrieval.

We shall be extending, generalizing,.and modifying the language frame-
.

work of the CONIT experibental system des ribgd in Section 2 as well

as trying .to justify the choices made. Tire language described here

will'not be complete in terms of all pos ible retrieval functidns. or

lanc:uage specifications. While what' we uagest here is incomplete and

tentative, we are; at least making asta t toward normative specifi-

cations for retrievaLlanguages as well =s raising issues surrounding

the langUage question... We owe a debt t
33

Martin whose extensive

descriptions'of featUres of 'online retr eval system§ hacleared the

way for an attempt atEregcriptionS.
.

Some functions needed in the re

specifiC to th'e retrieval. application,

whileto categOriZe this specifically into,
. -

like search and set combination, are uite

application. A second class of func inns,
A

rieval danguage.may be very

others less so. It is worth-

three levels. Some functions,

particular to the retrieval

like initial connection to

f
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the system and mode selection, are equally vital to a 'wide range of

applications. The third class of. functions, like editing (correction

of user-statement typing errors), are, in the retrieval application,

limited' subsets of the funCtions performed more generally in another

application (online text,inputUing and editing, in our example).

The reason for making this three7part classification is so that

we can consider the interrelationships among the retrieval language

specifications and specifications for other applications. The goal

of integration of or, at least, standarization and compatibility

among different applications as discussed in Section 1.1,'impelS

us to consider these'interreletionships. Thus, foi the third class

of functions-we would want the retrie'val'language'to be a subset of

or, at least,,compatible and consistent with'any generally accepted,

standard language with a more encompassing expression of these functions.

In this case, hopefully, the subset will fall out simply from the

larger set. Conversely, we would hope that the retrieval-specific

functions of the first class could be simply adapted in other appli-

cations; the simple-basic-core principle sholAld aid that goal.

Finally,a for the second class of functions, we should try to

choose specifications that are suitable for other applications as,well

as the retrieval one., Since there are no generally accepted, standard

application (task - oriented) languages' now, nor is there an accepted

measure of consistency or compatibility among languages, we must expect

our current attempts to be only tentative awl subject to modification

as developments' in this area progress.

Another reason for tentativityis our uncertainty for a system

to be implemented in the near future of exactly what functions would

be included or how sophisticated they would be. Of course, the further

in the future one goes, the cloudier the picture. Therefore, any

lang'ugage framework suggested at this point should be modular, flexible,

and extensible.
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We have previously distinguished the response language from the

command language. Since the response language is largely in English

especially in the VERBOSE and INSTRUCTIVE modes -- we need not be so

critical about its form and structure so long as it satisfies the general

principles of Section.3. Of course, the.'terminology should be consistent

with'and, indeed, be didactic for, the command language. In the command

language discussion we shall make some .comments on the content of the

response language as pertaining to the command function under. discussion._

We should distingtish various levels of language. The command

langtage itself is what A user actually uses to issue commands.- The

exposition language is a metalanguage used to explain the nature Of

the command langtage, as to a user with the tesponse language or to a

meta -user analyst (e.g., a reader of this repbrt). An'interhal language

is a representation internal to the system pf user commands, system

responses, and other status information. There may be several internal

reEresentations as the commands and other messages are passed back ,and,

forth and each one requires, of course, a metalanguage of its own to

describe it. The need for and nature of internal languages will be

discussed more fully in /Section 5.

The cordmand/ranguaa4 is conceived as being flexible and adaptable

to user Variatiop in a w not,explicity indicated in the exposition

of each commOd itself. hus,upper and loner case variations in al-
/

JI-abetit characters and variable spacing efore or after terms and

2delimiters as expressed by a user, areX idered equivalent to the

singlecase, single-space standard f
/

.

/
The exposition language may

br, different for user and analy Fot examole.' the .user may have
1.

difficulty with metalinguistic,devicesflike quotes. When the system

says "type Ishow more'" t4e,user may -Onder yhether he must type the

single quotes, especia y wheke some systems do actually unfortunately

(see Section 3) -- equire,q otes or /,other iDunctuatio to distingtish

one type of comma fLm another. heref re, we suggest de-emphasi7ing

tho,40 kinds of me all.nguis ic devi s foi the user, as oppoSed to the

.1*



analyst. Metalinguistic devices that are letter for the

include those devices that would be less'/ikely to evoke

4.3.1-4.3.2.1

user would

a user attempt

to mimic; for example, examples to copied or modeled by the user could

be indicated by a different typl font or color or a separate line with

1"
ispecial indentation.

The device,we have chosen of using capital letters to refer to

.a command name a compromise that is not ideal because it suggests

capitalizati which should be avoided by non-expert typists. Our

attemptS handling these problems may be seen by comparing sections
/1 ,

3 and (intended for the reader analyst) with the dialog ofAppendices

A B (intended for the user).

.3.2 Retrieval Language Structure

4.3.2.1 Commands/Arguments/Delimiters

We take as a basis the "open" command/a gument structure de-

scribed in Section 4.2. The space character is ,aken as the delimiter

between command names and_arguments which are, at least for the simple

basic core, common English words. This structure gives the simplicity

and mnemonic value associated with simple,/ English-like phrases ,- or,

more exactly, imperative (verb) clauses.

Characters other than space (e.g., comma, period) are not nearly

so "natural" in this respect nor do they separate terms so "clearly"

to the eye'nor are they as widely used-in existing interactive languages.

Any other punctuation or special characters (especially mixtures of

different character types) and required.abbreviations represent un-

welcome complexity and mnemonic burdens to a novice or irregular

user. The one problem with space is that it is a non-printing character

and you cannot "see" it; here this matters -- e.g., where the space

has not (yet) been folio ed by a printing character -- the difficulty

is reduced if the input eevice has a good type-position indication.

(Some of these considera ions, especially as related to initial system

access, have been discussed by Neumann.
34

)

6 .3
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4.3.2.2. End-of Messa e S

Similarly, a carriage urn provides a simple, easy-to-understand

end-of-message signal. The 'SCII new-line character is acceptable also

if the carriage return eature is either included or added on (echoed)

automatically. a user statement should require more than one .ine

to comple the user can cancel the normal effect of carriage return

by -ceding it with a special character, like hyphen - which is

°regularly used to indicate continuation from one line to the next in

ordinary English. If a special device, like a function switch, is used

to indicate end-of-message, it should cuase, a carriage return to make

it compatible with the simple case. It is clearly much less satis-

factory to have special statement continuation deVices depending on

the particular command to be continued. In a well-designed system

statements of more than one line should be needed only very infrequently.

For example, long search phrases should be selectable as tagged ele-

ments from a dictionary display and the user should be able to break

up strings of and commands into, shorter components.

4.3.2.3 Command Terminator

A good command terminator is semicolon (;):. Several systems

already use it as such and it has a corresponding meaning in obi4inAry

English. Even this small degree of punctuation for delimiting is

nrt desirable for inexperienced users. However,icommand stringing

hence, the command terminator; is not necessary; 'commands may be

issued on separate statements. It may be possj.bleto eliminate the

ri,A,r1 for command terminators if command names are sufficiently dis-

tinct. However, the use of free-vocabulary index terms and the possi-
,

:ility of using arguments as separate commands (see below/in Section

complicates the parsing pr/Dbjeffi and may make it /inadvisable

to try to avoid using com94nd terminator in command strings.

4.3.2.4 Bracketinf\

Delimitingracketi argumknt strings may become necessary
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in some complicated situations like the nesting of Boolean operations

(see Section 4.3.5). The parentheses could be reserved to handle,

those situations.

4.3.3 Dialog Control

4.3.3.1 Input Editing

The user needs,to be able to change hisE statement before

he combits it to being sent via the end-of message signal. Two simpTel

editing commands that cancel some or alis-s.f tie preceding characters

in the current .unfinished statement should suffice for almost all

situations. The delete7character command has the effect of deleting

or canceling the last character entered by the user. The delete-line

command cancels the whole line up to that point. Whether the canceled

characters are actually removed and the type position reset, is a

question of system sophistidation.

Natural characters to use for these edit functions are the

ASCII delete (DEL) and cancel (CAN)icharacters. However, current in-

put devices may require shifting to get these characters. Also,

current Operating systems-may reqUire other implementations of these

commands. Until these conditions are alleviated it may be better to

accept other solutions. Thus,*in the cdrrent CONIT we simply use

the number sign (#) and at sign, (@), respectively, required by

.MULTICS.

A simple extensions of4thee edit commands is very useful.

, A string of n delete characters deletes the last n characters. An

'analagous extension could be employed for the cancel line command in

multi-line statements. Nqte that this is 6ne situation where the

command terminator and other delimiting characters are not, and must

not, be used in,a command string.

4.3.3.2 Interrupting

As w'e have previously stated, the interrupt function is crucial

to effective interactive dialog. Its meaning, generally, is to abort

/G1
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(safely) t.;,: execution of the last given user statement and return

control to the user to make a new request. If the user is still Pre-
,

.11:paning his current statement, an interrupt would have the same effect

as the cancel line (s) command but would also cal .for a user prompt.

In most existing time-shaiOng systens the interrupt is impl

merited using a special key -- the BREAK key -- which transmits not

a character as such but rather a change in line condition (to zero

,,tate) for a specified period of time Tsay approximately 200 milli-
\

seconds). Such a signal cannot be transmitted through existinginet-

si7,)rk connections without special hardware (although we have man,* ed

to fool at least one retrieval system host computer into thinki

string of n1111 characters was break signal). Thereforeit;is now

becoming accepted practice in network situations to reserve a character

in the regular,Character set to mean interrupt. For the common User

command language such a convention should also be adopted and could

be used in full-duplex operation. Note, also, that the interrupt com-

mand, unlike other commands, is used without waiOtng for a user prompt.

4

4.3.3.3 User Prompts and Status
Y.

The current CONIT user\prompts -- "USER:: in VERBOSE mode and

"::" in TERSE mode -- were mentioned in Section .3. Two colons are

used because it is,felt that a gingle chara4er, ould too easily be
/

ambiguous with other gystem response, especla),Jt in TERSE mode whetk

it might be lost due to transmission or teriril lIghtiming errors, for
+

example. The colon is chosen over other puno uation (e.g., question

mark (?) hyphen (-), or greater than (>)) beause it most 'clearly //

seems to suggest the notion that something s//o follow. (E.g.; a

question mark is often taken to have the $ ificance; "I couldn't

understand your last statement - please/r eat or rephrase".) It

felLimportant that an- inexperienced us be given more than

punctuation.as a prompt that it i-hi turn. The word "user" in con-

junction aith the golons may have some advantages in suggesting whose
..
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a

ttrn it is over other terms that may be used, such as "ready" or "type."

We have pointed out in Section 3 how user responsiveness and

rapid feedback are essential to effective interaction. The user needs

to know that the system and its components are working and that he can

expect a response that is reasonably timely and worthwhile. Examples

of kinds of status informati that could aid a user in'these respects

are listed below:

(1) The terminal is working;

() The communication channels are open;

(3) The controlling system (e.g., the interface) is
operational;

(4) Intermediate (e.g., network or operating) systems
or target retrieval) systems are operational;

(5) The3usi- nay now input a statement;

(6) The user statement has been

(a) received,

(bY interpreted successfully,

(c) and this is its interpretation ...;

(7) the user request is now being actively worked on,
or is queued up, by the interface, and/or some
other systems;

4

(8) For t.le current user request it will take so
much longer, (real time) to begin (or' finish)
a response at the following estimated cost.

To what4extent, in what manner, and for what cost, the inter-.

face system and/or the other systems and Components involved can, or

should, determine and present this status information is certainly

a large question which we only partially address in this study. For

the end'user in a highly virtual mode ,tithe amount and detail of such

information should probably be highly, limited. For an experienced

4
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user and/or systems analyst the amount of such information might pro-

fitably be very much greate'r.

4.3.3.4 Verbose, Terse and Other SPEAK Modes

In Section 2 we described the VERBOSE (longer, more instructional)

and TERSE (shorter) modes of the CONIT response language and how they

are invoked by the SPEAK command ('speak verbose' and 'speak terse') .

Two questions might be asked about the commands:

(1) Why use a command and argument forMat? Why not just

two single-word commands; e.g., 'verbose' and 'terse'?

(2) Why the SPEAK cotmand, in particular?

Since these questions are generic -- that is, they could bp asked of

many other linguistic decisions discussed in this report --, we shall

spend some effort answering them here in hopes that these answers will

also serve to help explain the general case.

The main reason for,the command name with argument format is

to help a user understand the nature of,system functional capabilities

through explicitness and consistency of format. This format mimics

the verb-object/complement/modifier form of English verb-phrase struc-

ture. The command name is a verb used as an imperative to the system.

The arguments complete or modify the imperative. Keeping this format

consistently is worth something toward user understanding even though

some additional number of words in response or command language may

be needed. Advanced users can readily resort to a more compact form,

they choose. Thus, the one Yard 'terse' -- or even just 't' -- can

be translated in a particular user dialect into,'speak terse'. Also,

the 'system, in a somewhat more sophiSticated'parsing capability, can

" understand" that an argument word, when used alone, implies the com-

mand word (unambiguously) associated with it. [We may note, parentheti-

cally, the relatively greater difficulty of this kind of parsing if

sh-,,rt abbreviations (t) are used in addition to fuller forms-(terse)

7.0
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because of the greater. likelihood of ambiguity.)

The choice of terminology, as such, rebates to several considera-

tions. Short, common English words assuggestive as possible of the

associated function(s) are what is sought. Brevity, of course, makes

for simplicity, clarit,, and ease of typing. ,Common English words are

easier to learn and remember. Of course,,the particular choice of

words can be changed by a user for himself through synonym generation
(renaming). Verbs are preferred for command names; nouns, adjectives

and adverbs for arguments. (Of course, the most common words usually
haVe more than one syntactical class, but one may predominate.) Com-

mands, with their names, classify the functional capabilities avail-

able. Therefore, the choice of the word "speak" relate's to a percep-

tion -- that we wouldlike the user to share -- that the user/system

dialog may have many modes and the user should be able to select the

mode by asking the computer to "speal0 in a certain way. The terms

"verbose" and "terse" were chosen as.being somewhat more explicitly

dialog-related than the other pair of terms often used for this pur-

pose: "long" and "short".

Other dialog mode specificatiOns would be made by other suit-

able arguments to the SPEAK command. For the command language. itself

we have used the arguments 'conit° and 'host'-- perhaps, 'direct(ly)'

would be a better term than''hostl. System language names (e.g.,

"ORBIT", "DIALOG") and user (dialect) names (e.g., "smith") would also

be allowed. Some other modes possible are indicated in Sections 2.5.2

and 3.4. Some of t.ese modes might more naturally be set other than

by the SPEAK command as, for example, by "'pick' or 'set' (conitr 'mode'

'automatic'." The languageparser should be at least as tolerant

to a user putting these arguments variously with the related commands

as it should be to ignoring the command name altogether.

The ordering of arguments in the SPEAK command, as elsewhere,

should not matter. In fact, with initial default settings of 'verbose'

and 'conit', the inexperienced user should not have to use the command
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at all. A renaming macro should allow several modal arguments to be

expressed in a single term, for example, 'speak myway', where 'myway' =

'terse conit expository'. If tAe user, then, implicitly asks for the

same mode. twice -- as in 'speak terse myway' -- the system should accept

the redundant element with, perhaps, a comment on the redundancy in

ASSISTED mode.

4.3.3.5 Renating

In order to modify the language for his own purposes a user

should be given a "rename" capability. One implementation of this

cpability is expressed:

rename oldword [Wsr newword'

where'newword, gets' replaced by oldword by the system whenever it appears

in the user statement. Note that this is a synonym-generating feature;

the term oldword can still be used in its original sense. This may be

contrasted with the situation where it is desired to revoke the meaning

of sore predefined vocabulary element (like 'and') so that it-can be

used ,in a different sense (e.g., as part of a controlled vocabulary

term in a search). This latter capability can, perhaps better, be in-

voked by the "quote" mechanism mentioned above in Section 4:3.1 in which

the original sense of a term is removed in each instance that it is pre-

ceded by (double) quotation marks. If it is desired to make the changed

sense permanent, a different command should' be used -- perhaps 'rename

Lana) drop oldword [to) newword', with 'change' or 'replace' being possi-

ble synomyns for 'rename (and) drop'. However, synomym generating and

literal (quoting) functions are generally preferred over revocation in

our virtual system approach because they allow users to fall back to,

.or more easily be encouraged into, using the common basic language

vocabulary and, therefore, inhibit the development and use of incom

ble special dialects.

The optional terms 'as', 'to' and kAnd: may be useful in helping

u,,rJr learn and remember the language construction at hand, expecially,
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?

A

as in this case, where argument order does matter. Of course, the re-

sponse language shotild be designed,carefully to feed back the pr per

interpretation of what is being done. In any case, the u-e of t ese

optional English, function words to make the command language look more

like English should be carefully weighed against the danger that such

'usag2 could (1) fool the user into thinking the coMputer understands

English and (2) confuse the user by presenting him with additional

vocabulary which the deer might think, or suspect, that he is reauired

to use.

The RENAME function can be extended, in stages, to permit the

Incorporation of multi-word terms and spacing requirements as in the

CONIT REPLACE command, and finally, to .a full macro cpaability. ,The

more elaborate capabilities are certainly useful for a system designer

(see Section 5); we shall not consider in detail here how important they

might be.for ordinary users and how much they might cost in terms of,

language sophistication. The macro translation capability may be

symbolized in functional terms as:

g'[f
1
(x

1 2
), f.(x

2
) f

n
(x

n
-4- g[xl, x

2
x
n

)

that is, a construction, g, containing variable elements x1, x2, etc.,

,along with fixed elements) is replaced by a construction, g', con-

taining transformations of the variable elements.

4.3.4 System and Data-Base Selection and Connection

The use of the PICK command in CONIT to select systemS and

data bases was described in Section 2. It wat felt that these two kinds

of selections were sufficiently similar to warrant using the same com-

mand.mand. It should not be necessary to se the argument 'data' since, if

the final argument is not in a list of known systems, it may be taken

to mean,a data base.

The word "pick" was chosen because of its brevity and de-

scriptiveness; other possible terms are "select", "choose", and "use ".

As was suggeSted in Section 4.3.3.4, the selection of various ,types of

'7
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,rtities could be done under separate commands (cf. SPEAK)'or under a

single cc: -wand; in the latter case we have the just mentioned question

of whether we need to specify the different types by special arguments

like 'data', 'system', or %mode'.,The term 'data' is used instead of

because it more specifically suggests the file to be searched

i.e., the data base -- as distinct from other files that may be involved

in 'the retrieval.

The PICK command actually incorpOrates,two separate functions.

Tht f-irst is the selection of a system or data base or searching. The

: the actual establishment of a connection to t t system:or

data base. For most situtions it maybe satisfactory to perform both

fanctions together. However, at times, as when one wants to avoid

premature connection and extra cost, one may want totpostpone the con-
,

nection until the search is performed. For this purpose, these two

functions might be separated at least by the interface system if not

.the user.

The selection of a data base may imply the selection of a system

and the user should not necessarily have to perform, or even know about,

the s stem selection. Sometimes the implication may be ambiguous (e.g.,
.

the NTIS and EPIC data bases are available through both SDC and Lockheed)'.

In those cases, the interface may select which system to use; with or

without the help of the user, depending on which mode4was in effect.

Of course, with the Master Index and Thesaurus concept, it is possible

to ,2eirrt the systems and data.bases automatically -- or partially so --

fror- thc search topic itself.

In.connecting to retrieval systems the login protocol is

geTerJlly conceived as,being perfOrmed automatically by the interface,

it is currently done in CONIT. However, in the more transparent (less

vIr*ual) the -user may need to assist in the login procedure

identification and password. Also, the interface user needs

tc) rpm access to the interface itself, probably through some login

procedure. Therefore, it is appropriate to consider what might be a good
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common login protocol, even though we might be forced to use other pro-

tocols currently. The general LOGIN command has the following syntax:

'login syitem systemname id userid pass password

Several of these'terms'could be deleted if not required in a given situa-

tion (e.g., 'id' and 'userid', if no particular user identification is

needed for a given system) or if the variable element implied the argu-

ment type determiner (e.g., -a system name implying the 'system' argument).

For security and other reasons modifications to this command procedure

may be desired. Discussion on this point is given by Neumann
34

and

in Appendix D where a more proMpt-oriented protocol is suggested. In

these discussions we note that 'login' may imply a 'logout' of the cur-

rent system whereas a 'logout' by user means "stop and disconnect termi-

nal" and 'exit' means "return control to calling system."

4.3.5 Search and Related` Functions

4.3.5.1 Basic and Other Search Aspects

There are several aspects to searching that need to be consi-

dered in the retrieval language:

(1) System(s) to be used

(2) Data base(s) to be searched .

(3) Kind of file to be searched

(4) Kind of data element(s) to be searched

(5) Matching algorithm to be used
7

(6) Elements to be Matched

(7) Combinations of elements

(8) Type of results to be reported

(9) When to do the searching

(10) Naming of results

7
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(11) Stori,n of (partial and full) results

(12) Sorting of results

(13) Effects on previous searches

The first question that mi be asked with this large array

cf considerations concerns how y commands are involved: one or thirteen

or sore intermediate numbep:

Clearly, som,ef these considerations may be handled in separate

..=-Inds before a search command, some in separate commands after the

searor coMmand, and some by default. The only one that seems necessary

to t'-,,, se-arch statement itself is (6Y: what one is searching for. However,

it 'esirable to be able to include any combination of the other 12

consuderations within the search statement, if a user should so desire.

A linguistic mechanism for so doing is simply to define separate commands

for these functions which can also be included in a basic search command

as we explain be*ow.

The basic search command is 'find searchstring'. where search-

string is an argument or argument string expressing what term or terms

onc, is searching for. The word .'fin?" is short, has good imperative

.search connotations.,, and is commonly used. The word "search" suffers from

its ordinari usage in English: if you want to express that which you are ,

searching for, the construction "search for x" is regularly used; on the

ot!-,:er hand "search x" is normally understood in the sense "search in x".

which in the retrieval application i,s best associated with the selection

of a lata base, or system, in which to search. The word "select" is not,:

'nearly s specis. in connotation for the search function. We have ex-

in this repart (Section 4.3.1) and in our previous report
19

why

we tvel there should be some explicit command name and not just 'search:

strirh' with the default command being FIND:

4.3.5.2 Selection of Data Bases, Files, and Search Elements

The default situation for syst,,m and data base searched would

1.1-rently sellecte,' ones, unlec;s othetwis(.:. selected automatically
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through the Master Index and ThesaUrus. The user could als9 make the

selection within the FIND command as follows:

find (pick] (data] ntis radiation effects

Note that 'ntis' is at the level of a sub-subarguient. The d5ffiffiand/

argument 'pick' -- and 'data', if possible --'should be optional here.
- /

The searchstring arguments are those arguments not otherwise identified

as having pre-assigned meanings. The simple tutorial mode should suggest

"PICKing" before "FINDing"; howeVer, the "internal" selection should

be allowed so that the user (1) is not forced to-remember an ordering

requirementand (2) can postpone the connection as long as possible if'

there is no separate "select-but-do-not-connect" function (see Section

4.3.4).

The kind of data elements to be searched may include elements
4,
like' title, abstract, descriptor or identifier index terms, author,, etc.

These elements would be given assigned vocabulary terms which would be

used as arguments in the FIND command to specify the elements to be

searched. Thus,

find title descriptors neutron scattering

would signify a searc. for "neutron scattering" in the title or in the

.descriptor index terms. The default condition (no data elements speciL

fled) to search .all data el ments. (Our general philosophy is' to

be generoue in retrieval;-i.e. emphasize recall at the expense of

precision- on the theory that''it is easier for a user to weed out the

61se drops'thaCto appreciate what has been missed). The general

question of what the commonbibliographic.data structure should be and
.

.

how it,Maps into the'structures found in, existing data bases is dis-

cussed in Sectioh 6.2.4.
, .

,There may be several kinds ,of files associated with a given

data base. Searches are usually done on index .(inverted) files. One, - y
may also search the full records of thel-t'data'base. .pecause a full re-

cord

.
4

cord search must generally be done sequentially, it is generally done

7 7
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anly on a small subset of the data base -- for example,

The index file has r ma access data elements on whic

be in4tiated and, som

to deteriine whether

criterion. -Thus, for

index) searching, to

for secondary informat

certain distance of ea

a given type, say book

The user may,

lexities. The user is

form with each data el

ceding its searchstrin

access data element,

wise, the user can be

one such term. Somet

searched either as an

to specify which kind

additional argument 'r

to be searched in the

retrieved. set.

searching can

times, secondary data elements tWat can be scanned

reference already found matches some,secohdary

example, a document reference found (through title

ntain two particular title words may be scanned ,

on to determine if the two words are within a

.h other and/or if the document referred to is of

or report, etc.

o a certain extent, be shielded from these coip-

instructed to express each search in the same

ment type argument within the FIND command pre-
.

. As long as there is at least one primary

e search can be programed successfully; other

nstructed to recast the search with at least

es, howeVer,'-- as when a data 'element may be

index or a record-search - it may be desirable

f file is to be searched. For this purpose the

cord' may be inserted before the data element

full record: 'thus, e.1".g.,

find des tiptor radiation record title neutron

4.3.5.3 Term Selection, Combinations, and Matching

The argument searchstring may include,a combination of terms

satisfying ,a given Boolean relationship; e.q

find A and B or C and not D

find A and (B or (C andnot 14))

A,B,C,'and D are terms which must appear i$the stated dombination

in each document matched. The brder of operation is from left to right,

anless countermanded by parentheses, as in the second example above.

(This, the first ' example is parsed 'find ((A and B) or C) and not DI.)
6
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This precedence order is preferred over one based on operator type

because it is easier to 'explain to a user. (It might be noted parenthet-

ically that the precedence order often chosen -- ANDing before ORing---
/

is opposite to the precedence more natural to the retrieval!. operation!
/

first ORing-synonyms for a giVen concept; then ANDing several conc ts

The ar ument searchstring Should not be taken to imply onl

e

exact.string atch is desired; other matching algorithms are also war7

/ranted. Nume cial data may be matched with arithmetic relations;,/

/year greater than 1970,

String data can be matched in various ways; e.g.,

find record abstract on?line:system,:tftgu

where # means any one character (two # for 2 characters, etc./

: means any number of unspecified characterS

? means up to one unspecified character

More generally, we,can describe a set of positional relati in-

cl4ding
/

relationships in word-oriented text; e.g.,

A within (exactly) + n units B within + n

where units can be character positions, words, lines,

n is the number of units allowed from A t

+ means B is to right, (follows) A /

- means B is to left (precedes) A
/

+ (default case) means B may precede r/i814w Are

/

/

default for n is 0, i.e., A and B mOst be within the
same (larger), unit e.g., words 'n.a'sentence

exactly means only the specified separation (nothing,-
shorter) is allowed.

Note how the earlier string matching operation symbols are abbreviations.

Thus, 'a # #b' means the same as 'a within exactly +3 characters b': A

7
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/
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.1/

Proposed command and response functions and related language

features relevant to displaying the Master Index and Thesaurus were dis-

/ cussed in detail in our previous report.
19

The command language it up-
, -

up-

dated here to tit j."( with the newly developer considerations:
A

,Jo

show type vocab data [n linesJterm

a.

where

term stands for that word, phraSe; or string to
be looked up

type stands for the type(s) of relations to be
4;# displayed:

'index' -- terms that surround term alpha-
betically N,

'phrase' --, terms having word stems in com-
mon with term

'thesararus' thesaurus relations for term

'relations'.-- all of the above relations

vocab specifies the vocabulary(ies) that the 're-
lated terms must come from; e.g., Mesh,
NASA thesaurus, etc.

data specifies the particular data-base(s) to be
considered; e.g., MEDLINE, NTIS, etc.

n lines specifies the number of lines to be dis-
played.

The default condition for type and vocab is all.

The related terms displayed by this command will be tagged'bl., short

identifiel-s that-may be used to refer to those terms in FIND or SHOW

type commands.

A user may wish to specify the type of relation more specifi-

cally as, for example, synonyms or narrower (more specific) terms. Sub

arguments to the 'thesaurus' argument could be used to make these speci-

fications, as

show thesaurus synomyms term

8 I
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A user may also wish to extend the relationships found to more than one

level in a single command. Thus, to see the terms fiat are specific 'to

a given term and the terms that are specific to those term, one could

requdOt

shave thesaurus specific 2 levels term

qk
The user should also be able to specify that certain thesaurus

relations be automatically taken in o account lin searching: i.e.,.in-

cluded in an augmented union set for each term. F.cr example,

find thesalrus' specific all (levels) term

which is eqUivalent to the MEDLINE EXPLODE command.

Conversely, to suppress an automatic use of "relationships

user could insert a 'no' argument qualfier; for example:

find no synonyms term

.45.3 5.4, Results: Naming, Combining,'and Re-searching

The result of a search is a set, or list, of documents. These

sets are automatically giN.r.n names' of the form et j',"where 1 is a

number assigned sequentially. Alternate forms by which to refer to these
*

\§,cts shOuld be 'setj' ,(no space). and, where ambiguity can be avoided, just

the number j. The fuller form including the word "set" is felt to ber."

more descriptive'for"the inexperienced user and offers less confusion

with numbers used iri other ways. Of course, the user can always re=

rare the sets to suit his purposes. A convenient way to do this for

the current sgt is with the command 'name set' or just 'nape'. Thus

find computer.networkS name cnet

is equivalent to

find computer,networks; rename set k cnet

where 'set k' is the current set name.

8
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. Intermediate results may include counts of numbers of documents

found under.individual terms and partial combinations of terms. To see

.t.4,ese counts the command

show count

is employed. If the command were included within the'FINn command, the

counts would be shwon as they were found; if the 'show count' command

came .separately, the partial results 'would be shown after the final re-

sult. If the final result is null, it has pen found effectiv16 to

provide the intermediate results automatically to the user; that could

be overriden with the;argument string: 'no count'. The intermediate

sets themselves should be kept at least until the next retrieval opera-

tiZT1 so that a user can make any of these a\mcognizea, named set with-

out having to reproduce them.

Regdlarly, the fit-lal results from a search as shown to the user

would include "(l) a restatement Of 61e search query (showing automatic

stemming and phrase decomposition, if performed); (2) the count of the

number of documents found; and (3) the name given to the newly found

set. Internally the system should store the above information for each

search together with additional information such as synonymous set

names; the actual list of references retrieved; and, at least implici't? y,

the system(s) and da ta base(s) searched, the date and time searched',

and the identity of the (human).seargher,, This inforMation would be

-available for user review by the command:

show sets [mode] (set, il[set i .j],
. ...... ._ 7-

,,,,

where movie would specify if more of.fess'information than the 3 items

first listed above were desired; the partiCular (range of) sets to be '

reviewed, if'other than a full listing were desired, could be specified'

by the otnek arguments. A good synonym for 'show sets' might be ',review'.
41.

The user may want to delete some of the setj he has -made either

because they -are too 'costly in storage (a system may actually limit the

number permissible for this reason) or because they are cluttering

1.

O 3
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up his "thinking space". A DELETE command would accomplish this:

delete set i set j

To delete all sets:

delete all sets

t,
To delete a certain number (or all sets numbered before (less than) a

delete'nu er direction set i

where numbeir is a giver. nunler,or 'all'; direction is either 'before'

or 'after'. To renumber the Sets in the same order but "closing up the

ranks" ftr the deleted ones, the command would be:

rename sets

For this command the synonyms for the set names would, of course, be

transferred with the.set'to the new set number.

Retrieved search sets may be combined using a COMBINE command with

Boolean operators and set names in a way analogous to the twe of these

opertors on terms to be searched in the FIND command. Thus, e.g.,

mbine (set 5 or set 6) and set 2 and not set 7

creates a new-.s t with the specified relationship,to previous sets.

(Note that the pa ntheses in the example are'not necessary since the

same left-to-righ precedence would have been followed without them,

in this case.) Again, we recommend.instluctihg users with an explicit

COMBINE command name; expressing the combination function without a.

command name shoUld be an.option for more experienced users. When sets

'are components of Other sets there is e question of how many levels to

unravel this structure in the REVIEW command.

The user should beable to intermix searching terms and combining

sets. Thus, e.g.;

find energy costs and not set 4
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should be allowed. Extending this idea slightly, we sep that COMBINE

command would not be needed at all; thus

find set 5 or set 6

(Note that this implies the system can distinguish set names from search 1

terms.) Boolean operators should also' be implicit FIND commands with the

current retrieved set understood as the sterting point; thus

and year greater than 1970

should be interpretable as meaning

find set k and year greater than 1970

where 'set k' is the current retrieved set. To make'any set the cur-

rently active retrieval set the RESTORE command can be used:

restore set 2

The command name ',restore' should not be required; thus, the above

would be obtained also by
7

set 2 44,

If a retrieval or combination function results in a null set, the last.

previous (final) rerieved set would remain the current set.

It may be desirable to re-run a search statement after a data base

update or in an entirely different data base. Adding the argument

'research' (immediately) before a set name would signify that the search

statement was to be re-run rather than use the set itself. For exavOle,

find research set 4 and not set 4.

would perform the search originally performed to get set 4 in this new

context and then drop out those documents that were in the original

set: Since this is likely to be such a useful function it is worth

a sepaiate command: 'update"set

Normally, a search statement is executed right a'..ay that is,

as quickly as the time-sharing system gets around to it. However, in

8 3
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an optimized system the user should be able to get a delayed execution

for lower cost. The user should be able to set up a sequence of state-

. ments to be run in this background mode. An iiportant related retrieval

function is SDI; that is, the runling of a search automatically at each

database update. We shall not discuss further. here the various lin-

guistic requirements for specifying the setting up and running of a

program and obtaining the results.

4.3.6 Output and Related Functions

The output function refers to the printing or displaying of in-

formation from the catalog records -- or full text, if available -- of

documents in the data bases. The spAcifications,that may be necessary

for the output function include:

(1) What information (data elements, etc.) to be output

(2) For what document set

(3) For what documents in the sets

(4) Where information.is to be output

(5) When information is to be output

(6) What format for output

(7) What sort order

The basic ouput command is 'show'. No arguments are required since all

the specifications have default conditions. To specify othet than the

default conditions argumerlts are required,,as described below. In

general, the ordering of the arguments it immaterial, 'except as noted.
f

The data elements desired are indicated by a string of arguments;

e.g.,

show title author abstract

It it often doairable to express a grouping of elementS uy a single

term. For exavore, 'all' for all elements (the whole catalog record)
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,And 'citation' for those elements providing the minimum reference in-

formation (see discussion in Section 4.1 -- we would reserve the term

'references' to Mean bibliographic references in the given document to

other documents and 'citing elejnent' to mean a data element'from a

document that, cites, the given document.) The 'citation' group is pro-
%

bably-best as the default set of elements.

Other kinds of inortation besides data elements, as such, may

be called for if the system has the capability. Thus,

show text,

could call for a display of the full text while

show match

'could call for output showing why each' document was matched e.g.,

by "highlighting"those words in title or Abstract that match the

search statement!

,To specify which, set,one.wants to output the name Of that set

is used as an argument:

show set 5

In the default case the current set is assumed. Also, in the default

case it is assumed that all documents in the set are wanted. To select

a subset of the docurents the argument 'documents' (abbreviation 'docs'

or 'doe) is used:

show abstract documents 3 7 to 10 15

gets the abstract for the third, seventh through tenth, and fifteenth

documents in the current set. The connector operator 'to' could be

replaced by a hyphen.

The 'documents' argument can be used with the FIND command to

generate,a new set that is a subset of the current. Thus,

find docs 7-10

will create a new set with 4 documents from the current set.

8i
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It is assumed that a user can interrupt the output at any time.

If the system does not permit interrupting, or if the system wants 'ta

avoid an excessive amount of online output, it may stop the output and

ask the user if he wants to see more. The command

show more

would be a positive reply. The arguments 'from' and 'after' would also'

be used to indicate that all documents after a certain number were

wanted; e.g.,

show from "doc 7

A user on seeing a title' for a given document in a string of

document titles might want to see more information on that document.

The user could do this by interrupting and then issuing the following

commands:

show abstract document,7

show title from doc 8

To add document 7 to a special saved set before continuing the user ,

could issue these commands:

find doc7; or saveset; rename set k+1 as saveset;
show set k title from doc 8

where 'set k' is the current set. In order not to create the super-

flouous set k+1, a command 'keep' might be defined; e.g.,

keep docs 5 8-10 (in) saveset

would add 4 documents to set saveset without creating any new set names.

; -
If 'savesetlwere not names, a systems-defined, default set would be

assumed.

To specify a different document order than the one provided by

the system -- usually an (approximate). inverse chronological order --

the ORDER argument is used:

stow order field mode

8n
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where field specifies the element or group of eleMents to sort on:

mode specifies the mode of sort; e.g., forward or reverse .

The output format would depend in part on the SPEAK mode: VERBOSE

being more eXplanatory about what tfielement fields are. Other formats

would be specified by other arguments to the SHOW command.

The default situation has the output going to the user at the

terminal. To send output to be printed offline the argument 'offline'

,would be used in the SHOW command. The address to which offline out-

put should be sent should be stored by the system; gettiTrthe in-
.

formation about the different parts of the Address appears to be bne

situation in which the prompting mode has advantages. As with the

FIND command, there .may be various levels, besides offline, of delay

in the execution of the SHOW command.

4.3;7 Instruction and Status Review

We have previously discussed the 'help' and 'explain concept'

commands and some other facets of the instructional features of the

retrieval language (see, especially Sections 2.1, 3.3 and 4.1). Some

additional features desirable to enhance instruction' are discussed in

this section.

The command 'explainl without any arguments can be taken to

request an.explanation.of the last message or cufrent- content. The

command

explain message

can be taken to request explanation of a given message or message com-

ponent identifiedby the argument message which could be a prefix of,

or a tag associated with, the message.

The. user should be able to "turn off" lengthl', instructional

messages once he has seen them enough to learn their message. The

command

speak message terse

89
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would request this. The command

,speak message verbose

would reverse the setting and 'explain' or 'explain verbose' or 'ex-

plain message verbose' or 'explain more' would give the fuller ex-

planation at the current time without actually resetti}3g the VERBOSE

mode.

According to the simple-basic-core principle the user should be

shown only a few basic features to start with. However, the system

should occasionally prompt the user to dry additional features. To do

this effectively the system should keep track of what features the user

has employed and explain, in appropriate contexts, additional features

that might prove useful. This dynamic instruction would be' guided,:

as the whole interaction is, by user mode settings and specific requests.
. ,

Online human instruction would,be valuable at times; although

perhaps, costly. To invoke such help onemight use the command
r

help human

after which a free-form dialog between instructor and user could ensue

in which the execution of regular commands would be suspended until

the regular mode were reinstated.

More generally, the user might want to communicate with other

persOns via the computer. A message-sending command might have the

following syntax:

send mode to name address message message

where name and address tell where to send the messager
mode expresses a mode of transmission e.g., immediate or

offline

message is the message itself -- which could comefrom a file
rather than from .the command line ,

Status information would be provided to the user as part of the

regular dialog and in response to certain EXPLAIN and SHOW command

options. Many kinds of status informaton have already. been discusied.

50
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Sore specific status that can be, or should be, avai'labl1,e, may be

listed:

(1) systems potentiallyand_currently available;

(2) date bases potentially and 'currently available;

(3) dialog modes currently stet;

(4) cumulative and incremental time an cost considerations.

4..8 Saving, Sharing and Reviewing Results

One area that current retrieval systems are just beginning to

develop is the saving, reusing, and sharing of search resulS from

one session to another. To save a retrieved set a saved file may he

opened:

open file

where file is the name of a previously created oc new file. Sets may

then be saved in this filewith the Sikt. command:

save set l set k

The information about the sets Mentioned in SectiOn 4.3.5.5 should be

kept in the saved file. In fact, sometimes it may be\desired only to

save the search statements. These sets may then be used in subsequent

sessions y their creator,or someone else with the creator's permission.

As a'furt er aid in recording and communicating results the saved sets'

and files, hould be annotatable by the users.
n

To,distinguish two sets that may have been given the same name

it may be necessary to prefix their given names with some of the status

information. To.restore saved sets or files the RESTORE command may

be used:

restore file [set i3 (set k]
1

where all or, optionally, some of
t

the sets 4n file are added to the

current file from Which they may he used in thesame ways as sets
,

'created during tI4 current session.

Two other kinds of saved files may be useful. Storing the inter-,

active dialog in a monitor file can be useful f r systems analysis and

9 1
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as a rreans by which the user, 'especially a user at a display terminal,

can "page back" to see previous dialog. It may also be useful to store

the output from various searches in a common file as is now done in

CONIT. The monitor file would be automatically updated, if used at

- all. The output saved filewould be opened as the other saved files

and would be updated by the use of the argument 'save' in the SHOW

command. A VIEW command would be used to display from these files;

view (file] page n'
A

where the previously used file would be assumed if not expressed. Other

examples:

view certain [page]

where certain =last, next, previous, first, etc.

4.4 Summary

x'

' We have described some specific plans for a common retrieval

language based on certain principles of user/system interaction and
A s

desired features of interactive languages. Having examined the prob).ems

of using unrestricted English as a common retrieval language; we have

tried to determine the general and particular features of a language

that would be simple, easy-to-use, extensible and containing at least

sorPoc the elements of English that appear helpful for interactive

dialbg. The language is intended to have an "open" format and make

use of t e st features of existing languages.

The language as escribed is neither final nor complete in that

ust be tested and any additional functions may be required. We

have tried, however, to (1) su gest the varietrof functions desirable

in a retrieval system (2) raise issues with respect to the linguistic

fealptes to express those functions; and (3) suggest some particular

answe these issues. It is.noted that answers depend as much on...,
7

what s of functions'is decided on in any given, implementation as on

1
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linguistic principles, as such. How the languag- questions are related

to questions of interfaces- and networking is iscussed in following

sections.

93
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5. MESSAGE INTERPRETATION AND PROTOCOLS IN AN INTERFACE

Our experience with the design, implementation, and evaluation of

the experimental interface, CONIT, has led us toa clearer understanding

of what functions need to be performed by a translating interface in a

computer network situation. In particular, we have been led to consider

the character of the timing and translation of messages among the itter-

acting but'independent and heterogeneous processes involved in the

interface operations. One special character of this interchange 'derives

from the fact that although the messages coming from the retrieval systems

were designed for human interpretation, in this situation they are actu-

ally interpreted by a computer proass: the interface.

We hope that our characterizations may lead to the development

of a model that will be useful for aiding in the resolution of three

kinds of problems in the.area of networked interfaces. The first problem

is an adequate general characterization of message handling functions,

timing, and translations for networked interfaces. The second problem
t

is the design of mechanism for conveniently describing the actual messages

to be transmitted from a specified common interface to particular re-

trieval systems in response to specified conditions and messages from

the given systems and from a user. The third problem is the design of a

software structure which provides an effective and,fiexible mechanism

for carrying out some major part of the interface functions as specified

by some mecha.'or. such as one associated with problem area two mentioned

above. e shall discuss the utility of the model for addressing these

pro ems after describing the model.

5.1 Simple Model

We shall first describe our initial formulations of these prob-

lems and their short.comings. For most retrieval systems -,- as for most

corn ms that work in an interactive, time-sharing mode with

human us- -- the usual accepted basic mode of operation is bruin

9 4
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5.1

which each party in the dialog the human user and the c mputer system --

takes turns in sending messages to the other. Thus, typic lly, the user

first makes a request of the system; thenyr system interprets and re-

sponds to t e user with some message of its bwn. This cycle of non-

overlapping, sequential messages* is repeated after the user, having
7

waited for the conclusion of the message from the system, digests that

message and decides on his next course of action which is expressed

as a second message to the systei4 This sequential mode is illustrated

diagraMatically in Fig. 6.

The extension of this simple sequentil modeof operation to the

interface situation is diagrammed in Fig. 7., In this mode the user

in each cycle first sends a message (Ml) to the interface; then the

interface interprets this message and translates it into a request to

the retrieval system (M2); next, the retrieval system sends its response

(M3) to the interface which, finally, translates it into a response (M4)

to the user's original request.

Three modification's to this simple 4-step cycle may be enumerated

which will make fora more realistic model of the necessary interface

operations. In the first place, the interface might well respond di-

rectly to a user request =- say, a request asking what systems are

accessible from the terface -- without need to g.eto any retrieval

'system; thus messages M2 and M3 would be short circuited in this case

by action purely local to the interface. Secondly, any such message'

M4 from interface to user might be interrupted by the user sending

an "interrupt" or "break message", the interrupt would occur during M4

)e, and cause the interface to stop sending M4 immediately andito return

.

*Typically, .a user issues a "command" and ,the system retur with a

"response" message. However, the system canls() "commangl, a ,response
from the user, who may also wish simply, to send an informative message
(e.g., gripe) to the system. The general term "message" will be Used
to cover, all these situations; different message types will be indicated

as needed.

9'6
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5.1-5.2.1

to a state awaiting further user requests. Thirdly, one type of user

command message would be to select a different retrieval system for

sear_hing, thus several retrieval systems could appear sequentially, on

different cycles, as 'the recipient and transmitter, repecLive_}, or

mess'ages t42 and M3.

This modified sequential'model corresponds generally to the_,

basic structure'of our early experimental interface,-CONIT. Also, as

we have indicated in our description of CONIT in Section 2, a simple trans-

lation schem'e was implemented in which a pall- of translation tables was

devised to effect the translations for each retrieval system: one table

to translate user input to retrieval system input (message M1 to M2) and

a second table to translate retrieval system output to user (message M3

to M4). This translation is a straightforward conversion of specified

strings from the input character stream tosimilarly fixed and pre-

specified output strings.

5.2 Limitations of Simple Model

, We knew at the outset, of'course, that these sequential opera-

tions and simple translations would not suffice'fOr everything we might

wish.the interface to do; the degree to which'they were effective and

the particular ways i.n which it turned out they were insufficient provide

a valuable basis for analyzing the complexities of the interface situ-

ation. Some of these complexities are discussed next.

5.2.1 Interface/Systems Dialog Unmediated by User

A single user request may require a series of interactions

between the interface and a remote system -rather than the single pair

of messages M2 and M3 implied by the simple model.' An important ex-

ample of this occurs when the user requests the selection of a new

system through the PICK command. Here the interface must go through

an extended exchange of messages with the..retrieval system. Even with-

in the limits of a single retrieval system a sekies of messages may

, be required. For example, an output request by a user which selects a

9
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I
o

discontinuous subset of documents, to be output (e.g;, SHOW DOCUMENTS

1 4 7-9) ray reauire a series of output rkuegts be sent to a system that

cannot handle such a request in one command.

an some instances it may be aesirgFr-for tne interface to initiate

an aAseraction with the retrieval system without any explicit user re-

quest. For example, a retrieval system may drop a user who does.not re-
,

act with the system for more than a given amount of tire -- say 15 minutes.

It is desirable for the interface to keep track of status information

like the tire since the last interaction. The interface could then send

a sirrle request (e.g., asking for the tire used in current session) to

forestall the line dropping wnile checking the status of the connection

to the retrieval system.

5.2.2 Indefinite Nature of Systems Response

The general nature of, and particular realization of; system

messages may be difficult to predict for a variety of reasons as out-

lined below:

(1) In general, it may be difficult to know the precise
nature,of the responses to be expected from the

retrieval systems. Retrieval-system designers devise

tie response repertoire of their sytem to be largely
self-explanatory-to a human user. To the extent
that they are successful -- or believe so -- they may
not _feel the compulsion to fully describe these re-

sponses in any written documentation like, for example,

a user's manual. While the common message types may
be fairly easy to uncover, messages for special situa-
tions (e.g., error conditions) may be very difficult
to learn about through the standard inquiry channels
of (1) written documentation, (2) informal communi-
cation with system designers or users; and (3) ex-
perimentation with the system itself.

To compound these problems the retrieval systeMs are

often)very dynamic in their construction -- especially
in regard to the system-to-user dialog. It is not un-

usual for any given system to experience several changes
of this kind in the course of a month -- often with no

9d
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1

1

prior warning, or only a very general notice per-
haps to the effect that a "new system" is "about
to appear." A change in the logoff message, for
example, may seem innocent enough and be easily
understood by a human user but could cause serious
problems for simple-minded computer algorithm that
was leoking for one fixed string -- say, "LOGOFF" --
and finds another -- say, "system disconnected."

(2) In particula;.v it may'b,e difficult to know when a

message has been completed. Usually there is a
"user prOmpt" which is a particular string of char-
acters,that signifies that the message from the system
is completed and the system is prepared for a new
message from the user. However, sometires,a systes
nay depart frox this scheme, for example, when it
asks.the user to respond to a particular queltion
say, "Do you want to continue printing output?"

The difficulty of knowing when a message is'completed
is compounded by the stochastic nature of the messages:
because of the inherent character of time-sharing
systems, messages may start being transmitted at some
indeterminate time, may be interrupted temporarily
for another unknown interval, and be concluded at a
time of similar indefinitenebs. The interface, mus't

wait a reasonable amount of time before concluding
that no further message is coming from'ttle system
but it must not keep the user waiting an unreason-
able amount of time either -- see discusion on re-
sponsiveness in Section 3. The appropriate timing'
of time-out signals for the interface and what message
to the user and other functions should be performed
at these times are, clearly important issues.

(3) Vari le Messages. Mo'St messages, or crucial parts
the eof, are variable in content by their very
n ure. Messages of this type.include:,output about
documents; the message telling how many, if any,
documents were found in a search; and news given at
login or in response to an explicit request.

5.2.3 Unexpected or Unpredictable Messages. CoMmunication

channels can geperate erroneous transmissions. Moreover, computer systems

can and do get sick and die at,unPredictable times. The messages re-

ceived from system channels at such times can vary from (1) nothing

(there may be a simple line dropout with, or without line-disconnect

99
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notice) to (2) slightilliWte'd.mtsaqeS to (

:
. . .

mgc5$,agee (as when responding to transmission-caused "w ',...command to

,,(5) a message stating the time of ,initiation and expected duration of an

outage. These latter messages may be of a well- specified form or may be

loberish to (4) "wrong"

.

.complet4ly free form. At,such occasions the control of message response

from system channels may change. For example, control may shift from

a ietrlaval system to a time-sharing superv'isor (e.g., IBM TSO) or to

an 'intermediate network through which connection to the retrieval system

was arranged (e.g., TYMSRARE or ARPA network)'. Such changes of control can

dictate corresponding changes in message firm (e.g, epd-of-message in-

dication) and message content (e.g, a line dropout indication as opposed

to the expected response to a previous command). The interface-must be

alert for these possibilities, try to diagnose them correctly, And be

prepared to act appropriately:

.5.2.4 Overlapping of Messages. Contrary to,the assumption of

strict seguentiality in messages, made in the simple model, there is need

to cizmiider-a high potential for.overlapping messages beyond just user

'interrupts. Because of the variable nature of system responses in terms

of timing, length, and content, it is important to consider taking ad-

vantage of the full-duplex potential of the communication channels. For

example, it is necessary to be prepared to accept and react to an un-

-expected message ofthe type mentioned in Section 5.2.3, above, which

could occur while the interface is sending a message to the system or

is interacting with the user. Furthermore, there is the possibility of

much' greater efficiency and- responsiveness to the user if the interface
a

is capable of interacting with the user while it is also doing so with

a retrieval system, especially where long interactions are involved.

For example, the inter.face should keep the user informed, during

the long connection process of success or failure -- or, especially,

thAt intermediate situation that frequently creates uncertainty and

anxiety .in, the user: delay. (See Boies
24 for discussion of how "time

uncertainty" adversely affects users.) Also, for efficiency and to avoid

1,Q0
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delay, the user should be given the initial parts of responses from the

retrieval systems, as for document output or news messages, while those

responses are still being' received at the intrface.

5.2.5 Multiple Simultaneous Retrieval Systems

It may be desirable to search several retrieval systems at the

same time or, at least, alternately and in such close proxinity that it

would be inefficient to login and locut for each search. The ultimate

interface system would provide for the simultaneous searching of multiple

data bases wherever they may exist'so as to allow for greater resron-

siveness and comprehensiveness of retrieval function for the user.

5.3 Towards A More Comprehensive Characterization

The limitations of the simple-model described above in Section 5.2

led us to consider what elements' would be required in a more comprehensive

and adequate characterization of message communication in a networke'd

interface. This section includes the beginnings of such a more compre-

hensive characterization.

It should be remembered that the interface we are considering

connects a user to existing, independent retrieval systems without re-

quiring any change in these systems. If standardized network retrieval

protocols were devised, and if retrieval systems were modified to adhere

to these standards, racy of the problems we have been desOlTbing could

be circumvented or, at least, handled in a fairly straightforward.way

as we shall discuss in Section 5.4. However, it is well to consider

the complexitires as they now exist because (1) in so doing we mby

help point the way toward and-encourage standards and (2) we may never,

or not for a long time, achieve the needed standare:..

5.3.1 Communicants and Communications

The kind of network we are investigating is characterized by com-

municants sending each other messages. A message generally either

(1) an imperative -- i.e., a request for some actiol expressed as a

command or (2) a response to some imperative. Hdwever, an unrequested

1D'
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declarative -- e.g., "The systems will be going down in 5 minutes" --

or other mixed types are possible.. Even a declarative is often an implied

kind of imperative, e.g., for'the previous example: "Please finish up and

log off in 5 minutes or your ses(ion will be terminated (abruptly) by

the system".

The communicants for the intIrface situation are (1) the interface

itself, (2) human users, and (3) co*ter-based retrieval systems, and

occasionally (4), other computer)ers like operating systems for

individual computers or network corFunication processes whose function

in the retrieval application is,to establish and maintain the connection

to the retrieval system. We aie,' in general, interested only in those

types of.messages that would be'zgenerated by, or intended for, the human

user in the course of the retrieval 'application. We are not, for"our

present purposes, concerned wItii the lower-level, inter-process and inter-

system protocols upon which the,:higher-level, human-oriented message

flow takes place. Thus, we ate not concerned with that "communications

subnetwork" of minicomputer ptoceSsors that provide the inter-computer

communications nor with the protocols among these communication pro-

cessors or between the communication processors and the host computers

on the network in so far as all these protocols are essentially trans-

parent to the retrieval systems and human users.

5.3.2 Communicants as Rule- Governed Processes

1
The 'communicants can be viewed as processes which generate, inter-

-pret, and respond to messages. We would like to characterize the rules

by which this interpretation is (or could be or should be) done. One

kind of rule has to do with the time during which communication will be

accepted. A second kind of rule concerns the protocols for a message;

what format it must have, what signifies that it is completed, etc. A

third kind of rule concerns the actual rules for interpretation and

response to particular messages. The most comprehensive level of concern

with respect to rule execution has to do with the data, both data internal

to the communicating process and external events, upon which the rules are

1 02
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applied in order to determiner the particular-response messages.

All these kinds of rules are, for the interface itself, open to the

determinations of the interface system designer and may be optimized by

him with respect to his chosen parameters only under the constraint that

the other processes are suitably respected. With respect to the retrieval

systems, the rules are largely fixed and, under the guidelines of our

approach, not undex interface control. The one major exception to this

lack of control is that most systems will have two or more modes of opera-

tion in which the output messages and, possibly, the input commands --

raytake different forms: for example, a short form for experienced users

and a longer instructional fore for inexperienced users. The interface

can set this mode and, in general, would choose the more compact form

for efficiency.

Knowledge at the interface of rules at the retrieval systems varies

with the type of rule. Knowledge of timing and format rules generally

can be well established. Rules of interpretation and response can be

known in general terms subject to the limitations mentioned in Section

5.2. Actual responses cannot, in general, be predetermined since they

often depend on the detailed contents of the data bases. Except for

interaction with the index files in an implementation of our Master

Index and Thesaurus concept, responses to messages involvifig interaction

with the data bases can only be known a posteriori by observing actual

responses.

Knowledge of the human user as a rule-obeying communicant is much

less well defined. As an input device the human can accept.awide range

of timing and format although, depending on the user, some formats are

likely to be more effective than others. As an output device the user

is forced to accept the format that the interface demands; i.e., the

common command language. As a message interpreter and responder the .

individual human is largely an enigma, although studies
18,21-24,35-37\

have shed light on the nature.of typical users.' However, the interface

can strongly influence the nature of the response through instructions,'

suggestions, and partiCular queries to the user.



5.3.3

5.3.3 Structure and Timing Con' erations

The network structure has the interface itself as a mediator.be-

tween a user and several interactive information systems.' Thils, a dia-

gram of our extended model, shown in Fig. 8, looks structurally similar

to that of the Simple Model of Fig. 7 with the main difference being the

explicit recognition of multiple, simultaneously-connected information

systems. It is also recognized that any connected "infcrration system"

is not necessarily a single, monolithic system but can appear to the

interface at various stages of the dyna is networking process as a net-

work connector or a host-computer operating system. Generally, when the

interface has established connection to he retrieval system these in-

termediate stages become transparent and can be ignored until a dis-

connect either intended or accidential causes them to reassert

themselves.

It is worthwhile, parenthetically, to consider the question of

multiple, simultaneous users. This multi lexed situation clearly would

be part of any efficient operational inter ace-form of networking. How-
.

'ever, it is quite conceivable that the mul iplexing needed3to handle

multiple users can be accomplished entirel -- or, at least in large

measure -- by the systems and networks in i ich the interface resides

or to which it is connected to. In any cas , the issue of multiple
.

users is a separable one.

An important geneffalization to the. s mple interface model is in

the area of message timing. As was pointed lout in the previous section

(5.2), we want to be able to consider a considerable amount of over-

lapping in time among messages. Basically, messages from either user

or any system are conceived as arriving at the interface at some later

time. Conversely, while messages are being received, the interface may

be sending messages' to any combination of systems and-user.

However, in the retrieval application the timing of the reaction

to messages is usually not too critical. In particular, the interface

can generally wait a minute or more to respond and still not cause any

104
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problem In general this means a message can be interpreted and re-

sponded to before considering any other messages that may have arrived

after the arrival of the given message. The most critical timing is in

the login phase because timeouts may occur if responses are not Sent to

some messages within a period of the order of a minute. In order to

avoid such timeouts the interface can be programmed to follow through

with the login to one system before starting another login or reacting

to a message from the user or another system.

Occasionally, it may be desirable to hold up the processing of one

ressage until an incoming message is completed: for example, a user

command to stop waiting for a response from a retrieval system if that

response is just starting to arrive.

The fact that a message is initially interpreted does not nec-

essarily mean that the full response to it is given at that time. User

interupts, forqxample, may simply be nolted for action at a later time,

perhaps, when an ongoing operation is completed. This situation can

be discussed further after we describe in greater detail in the following

section that nature of the rules to be followed by the interface.

5.3.4 Message-Handling Rules for theInterface

The rules for interpreting and responding to messages at tlile in-

terface can be thought of as operating on-input message streams and

generating output, or response, messages. One generalization over the

simple model is that response messages may be directed to more than

one communicant as the result of a singlee'rule -- typically, say, to

the user and the currently active retrieval system.

Another major sophistication for the rules is that they be context

sensitive through the mechanism of state variables. Thus, in addition

to finding a particular match in the input stream, a rule would require

that certain state variables have specified values before-the rule

would be executed. A rule could also include the setting Of given

values for state variables in its execution. A state variable may

specify a very general state: for example, that the usqr is using'VER-

BOSE mode; or it may'indicate a very specific situation: for example,

1
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/

that the interface has just sent the password i the login procedure to

system X and is awaiting the response. Thus tie rules can be set up

to relate to, and "step through" a sequence of very specific situations

for various combinations of general mode \in effect.

The rule must identify some part of the input stream as meeting

a particular criterioq for match in order that the rule be'invoked

assuming of course that the state variables also match, as just described.

That part of the rule that specifies the nature of 'the match may be

called the_rule match, or simply match. Also, there is a pointer which

identifies that point (i.e, character) in the inpUt stream at-which the

interface begins a scan of the stream to ascertain whether any rule match

is satisfied scanning going in the positive direction i.e., the di-

rection'in which characters have been added. A rulewould include the

specification of how to/increment the pointer.

Normally, after a rule is executed, a search is begun for the

next matching rule in accordance with the rules of message priority

as, for example,-indicated above in Section 5.3.3 and rule ordering as
4

discussed below in Section 5.3.6. However, it is conceivable that

control should be otherwise directed after a given rule; the capability

to provide this kind of direction should also be expressible in'the

rule. Fig. 9 schematizes the kind of structure we have in mind.

5.3.5 Message Formats, Timing and Segments

Now we describe in greater detail the actual rule-matching and

message-generation operations required in the interface. First, we

need to consider the format of the incoming messages. These messages

can be decomposed into segments; the most common and natural segment

is a line; i.e., the character string ended by a new line or other line-

ending character, like carriage return or line feed. For some systems,

and in certain situations, only a partial line will he sent. This

will happen, typically, where.a system has a user prompt that does not

end in an end -of -lines type character: as, for example, just a question

mark on a line.
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5.3.5

The basic mode of operation would than be to add a message seg-

mentment to the'input buffer when it is received and.to ierform rule matching

on the incremented input stream which, in general, would represent a

partial message. Of course, a completed message would be a special
. -

case of a partial message and particulars rule matches would attempt to

identify end-of-message segments for special attention. The set of de-

liill"ters specifying message segment boUndaries would be dynamically set

by the rules. The size of these sets is quite small for mostcommem

systems; it usually, ranges from just the end-oVine characters to that'

minimal set augmented by one or two punctuation characters likequestiorr'

mark or colon.

A timir(cl function should be built,info the message segment handling

operation si,ch that characters coming in immediately after at
4

a time interval no greater than that determined by the BAUD.rate) a non

end-of-line type character d miter are appended to the message segment.

This would avoid forcing the rules to try to handle partial lines where

end-of-s 4ment delimiters are innocently included within regular lines

without having an end-of-segment function. Conversely, if there*ere

.a segmE-nt not ending in one of the currently recognized delimiters, a

timeout function would come into effect-to force the transmission of

this (unexpecrelly) short segment into the input stream, as well as

setting a state variable to identify this condition. Two kinds of situ-

ations could induce this kind of timeout: (1) the rules simply had not

properly specified the current delimiter set or (2) due to error con-

ditions or the stochastic timing idiosyncrasies of the time-sharing

mode of operation, the end of s 'egment had been inordinately delayed.

Note that a null segment would be a special case of this latter situ-.

ation and would be identified by another particular state variable.

If it were desired to base a rule.match on some features of a

partial message that overran segment boundaries, this could be accom-

plished by proper setting of state variables, the input stream pointer,

and/or the rule match. Interrupt messages ,as well as timeouts should

109
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set state variables so as to allow for all rules to be expressed in a

uniform input/state description'of context.

5.3.6 Rule Matching Criteria, Transformations, and Ordering

Rules may -be of certain rule tees based on the kind of matching

functions in effect for the rule match. For example, it may be 'desirable

to ignore upper-case/lower-case distinctions for alphabetic characters.

Other rule types will be discussed below after a more' comprehensive

discussion of the general matching criteria is accomplished.

It is clear that.rule matches should be capable of specifying any

given character or fixed character string, whether these characters

be alphabetic, punctuation, non - printing characters or, in general,

any code. In addition it is advantageous to be able to have variable

features of theinput stream be. specified- in the rule match. For ex-

ample, it may be recognized that a character string (of indefinite

length) that appears after a user FIND.command is to be taken as a (free

vocabulary) expression of a search topic and should be placed in a

certain position in_the output message. A symbology is needed to re-
.

present such a variable string for both the rule match and the rule mes-

sage.

Another kind of variable element would stand for some class of

characters say: end-of-line, alphabetic, non-alphabetic, numeric,

command delimiter (e.g., semicolon or end-of-line); etc. This kind

of variable combined with the variable-length element would-provide

the means to specify variable words and phrases of a given character;

foiexample, a number would be a variable-length string of numeric

characters.

It_is desirable to be able to specify that some identifiable

elements of.the input stream undergo some particular functional trans-

formation, that is not (easily) expressible by the string manipulations

of the rules themselves, before b.ing deposited in a state variable or

output message. For example, an arithmetic function may need to be

performed on, the number n, represented by a given string in the input ---

1 0
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which in turn may represent, say, the number of the first document to out-

put -- in order to properly translate to the appropriate command mes-

sage e.g, "PRINT SKIP n-l". The symbology for expressing this kind

of transformation needs to be developed for incorporation into the model.

Rules would be ordered and the search for a matching rule would

proceed by that order. The first rule matched would be executed. There

would always be a default rule, in general, or in a particular context,

sc that unanticipated or default occurences could be handled. All vari-

t

able states expressed by-a rule would have to be satisfied for the rule

to match; a variable state not expressed by the rule would be ignored
,..

in the matching operation. Rule matches would gelierally be ordered from

longest to shortest so that rules depending on more precise context

would take precedence over those broader or default contexts. The

specific ordering of rules in cases where ordering would not ever effect

the actual choice of rule for any possible input streams and state vari-

ables would depend on such factors as, whether the rules were intended

primarily for exposition to a human analyst or for actual execution.
4

In the former case, an ordering based on state variables might be pre-

ferred; in the latter case, an ordering based on a computer sort order

(e.g., alphabetic) might be preferred for efficiency of searching.

The nature of the operations provided for in this model is

schematized in Fig.9.

5.4 Retrieval Protocols in Cooperative Networks
IP

The description above of functions required in a networked inter-

face for interactive retrieval systems, while reasonably comprehensive

in coverage of the kinds of functions required, is limited in three

respects. First, as was pointed out in the beginning of Section 5.3,
.

we have assumed independent
.

retrieval systems that could not be changed.

Second, we have tended to lump all the functions together in one un-

differentiated mass with '' regard to the dif'crent levels involved.

Third, we have tended to ignore the structure of the network in which

the interface would reside: In this section we shall take a very pre-

liminary view of what might result if we could go beyond these Unita-

tions. 1 1 I
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f In the first place, if networked systems could achieve that de-

gree:of cooperation such that standardized communication protocols could
r\

Le agreed upon, then many of the problems of indefinite, unexpected,

and npredictahle messages mentioned in Sections 5.2.2. and 5.2.3 could

be c rcumvented or, at least, reduced in scope., Thus, for example,

mess ge completions, acknowledgements and system dropouts would all be

4nd ed in standard ways.

In the second place, the network structure in which the interface

rsi es pas a strong impact cn how interface functions should be per-

form d. In particular, we see in such ARPANET efforts as the RSEX±C

and the National Software Words
12-14, 38

(see Section 1.2) the develop-

ment cf a distributed computation approach to resource sharing based

on common protocols for intercoNrunicatinc among dispersed processes

to handle a given application,

Thus, for exarrple, it is suggested that any major application

handled in the network, like interfacing to retrieval systems in a

virtual rode, he implemented in several'separated, but interconnected

an, cooperating processes. There are at least two main reasons for

resource sharing through this kind of structure: reliability and effi-

ciency. Reliability is achieved by having separate processes each of

which can individually handle the application. Thus, if one'process

is unavailable f6r any reason 7- failure in hardwa'r-qt°poftware, or

comrunications channels -- the user can be routed to another process

providing the same functions. Of course, the appropriate switching

mechanisms must be available. Greater efficiency through load-sharing

for example, can be achieved by routing users to less busy processes,

rather than to pverloaded ones.

' A second aspect to emerging networked structures, where distri-

buted processes are connected to and serve likewise distributed users

at terminals, is the recognition of two kinds of processes involved:

user processes and server processes. This distinction is in accordance

with the actual nature of the network situation: users are attached to

individual host cowuters and are, in general, required to mak' connection

24
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to serving processes which reside in separate host computers. Thus it

is quite natural, for each individual application, to'have in each hoSt

computer a user process that takes all requests for that application

and establishes in an appropriate and uniform way, connections to suitable

serving processes in, the given and other copputers. Uniform access

methods are key to effective network operations.

The structure for a networked interface containing distributed

user and server processes for retrieval is exemplified by the diagram

in Fig. 10, where the overall interface process is still called "CONIT".

If we compare Fig.10 with Fig. 1 we see that the module labeled "User

Interface" in the figure is included within the user process and the

nodule labeled "Translation" is included within the server process.

The function "Interface Manager'ent" in the first figure is distributed

over both user and server processes in this revised picture.

In this revised picture the communication between user and server

is accomplished through agreed upon procedures and formats that ray be

termed the retrieval protocol. In particular, the user process trans-
.

lates a user request into one in a common request protocol, (labeled

Command Protocol in Fig. 1) which the server process translates into

the appropriate form for the retrieval program. Correspondingly, in

the reverse direction, the-server process translates a response ;from

a retrieval program to a common response protocol which is sent to the

user process for conversion to a form suitable for presentation to

the user. In the most general sense the protocol includes all the

procedures by which the user and server processes Communicate with each

other as well as all the status information'for each user, 'includinT

all the various functions and function responses discuised in Section

We note that between user and server -- i.e:tlintrainterface --

can conventionalize and standardize the protcols and thus avoid

of the problems of networked communications as described in Sections

5.2 and 5.3.

It is worthwhile to consider the functions of the serve process

in greater detail. For non-cooperating systems of, the kind we are %

113
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5.4

currently dealing with, the server rust communicate with the rest of

the network with the standard protocols while also handling the in-

dividual non-standard features of each retrieval system. We may say

that the server "encapsulates" the retrievalcsystems and makes them

appear to the rest of the network as if they Performed standard functions

according to conventional protocols. l'he "encapsulator" notion is im-

plicit in Fig. 10 and made explicitin Fig. 11A.

The encapsulation function itself may be subdivided into a number

of functions that successively carry and transform the standard protocols

into the retrieval systems and, then, the responses of the retrieval

system backout to the network:as shown inFiq. 11B. First the en-

capsulator rusthandle the establishment and maintenance of connections-

to the rest of the network. rext, the retrieval protocol must be in-

terpreted and.,zther management (e.g., status keeping) functions must be

performed. Thirct..the interpreted protocol functions M'Sst be' ,translated

into commands for the trieval system. Fourth, the'translated commands

trnust be passed along to the retrieval systems, posgibly through non-

network, non-standard communications channels, if the retrieval systems

are so situated. Similarly, the retrieval system responses must pass

successively through these functiOna\Tings back out to the standard

network interface mairkained by the encapsulator.

One 'adv11°tage of the user /server process structure is that a new

retrieval system that follows the common protocol can'be added to the

network directly, i.e., no new translation modules are needed. In fa$t,

the third and fourth (shaded) rings in Fig. 11B cah be eliminated in

standard network operations. For a retrieval system not following the

protocol, at least a well-defined translation procedure is implicitly

define for the encapsulator. In addition, the intra interface protocols,

be'ng freed from a requirement for human intelligibility, can be concise

and, therefore, more efficient for processing and communications. Also,

having such separate communications protocols tends to isolate the sur-
.

)
face languages and, therefore, make it easier to change those languages

k without making major modifications to the basic interface operations:

to 4
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5.4

One question frit- futtre research is how to characterize the

structure .of the interface more finely in terms of function so that

higher-,lel semantic functions, e.g., commarid interpretation, are more

iclearly separable from lower-level (syntactic) functions, e.g., character

string handling. In any case, our current conclusions on the, future

role of communications and protocols in networked interfaces are given

in'g'ections 6.1 and 6.3 below.
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6. EVALUATION

We have described the nature of the retrieval networking problem

of coupling heterogeneous independent interactive systems; discussed

ge9eral approaches 'to its solution outlined specific techniques;

and described an experimental system to .aid in analyzing the problem.

In this section we evaluate the general prospects for resolving the

problem and the several particular approaches we have considered. At

this stage the evaluations are still tentative; more extensive experi-

mentation and analysis will be needed to draw firm conclusions in many

areas.

6.1 Physical Interconnections

' Rapid developments currently in progress in the field-of computer

networking should soon alleviate current problems in the physical inter-

connection of interfaces and retrieval systems. Most of. the major opera-

tional retrieval systems already are, or soon sill be, accessible via

national and international_ computer networks. It should be possible to

build the interface components on hosts that are part df, or can be

easily attachable to, these networks.

Especially valuable for retrieval networks are some of the features

of the packet-switched networks of the 2!''PPANET type. These networks
r

provide efficient multiplexing of communications channels for inter-

active data that could otherwise use ipercent of less of channel band-

wi!dth on dedicated channels. Also, intercommunication between inter-

face programs and retrieval systems are provided directly by network

procedures and programs. In additio4, recent studies 3g`'-have indiCated

that long-distance communications channel bandwidths and costs will be

markedly reduced with satellite technology, making this component of

networking even less of a potential barrier to success.

6.2 Effectiveness of Interface Approach

6.2.1 The Dimensions of Effectiveness

We are generally optimistic about the future possibilities of the

1 i 3
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virtual-system interface approach and the various techniques we have con-

sidered inimplementing this approach. One must, however, recognize

the several dimensions along which effectiveness can be measured and

the tradeoffs that must be weighed,between effectiveness and cost.

One dimension is the degree of "virtualness" provided by the

interface, that is, -the extent to which the interface acts, as a common,

virtual system, hiding all the heterogeneity and individuality of the

different retrieval systems. A second dimension is the completeness

with which the interface permits use of the various capabilities of

the networked retrieval systems. A third dimension is the exactness of

translation; that is, the degree to which the function called for in

the common command language is fulfilled, and not overfulfilled, by

the translated requests in the different retrieval systems.

Complementing the first three dimensibns'is the dimension of

the,comprhensiveness of the totality of retrieval functions permitted

throUgh the interface; this, in general, will be greater than what is

obtained from the networked retrieval systems since the interface it-

self prdiAdes capabilities'not available otherwise. A fifth dimension,

closely related to the fourth, recognizes the need fel- 'dynamic and inte-

grated character to the solutions: the interface should be extensible

as additions to capabilities and other changes ensue and it should be

integratable within the larger computer context of distributed net-

worked computation. finally, the interfaCe may be measured by its

simplicity: how easy is ft to use by the inexperiended user.

There are, clearly, tradeoffs that may need to be made among

the various dimensions and between effectiveness, in general, and'cost.

For example, exactness of translation and c eteness can be increased

at the expense of.virtualness; in the extreme, a imple transparent mode

requires practically no translation and provides access to all the 4

functions of the different retrieval systems at the cost of complexity

due to heterogeneity of access for the user.

We believe the approach and techniques we have outline can lead

to an interface sy,m that will score high in each the six dimensional

1 1 9
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measures listed above. We discuss below the possible effectiveness of

several component techniwes we have been considering: a common retrieval

language, a Plaster Index and Thesaurus, and a common bibliographic data

structure.

6.2.2 The Common Retr4,eval Language

The common re ieval language, rich has been one of the main

foci of interest in this report, has import' or all six dimensional

measures:, We hav discussed the ways in which we have tried to

the language simple, extensible, and integratable with other,fuCtions.

The set of rq ieval capabilities outlined in the common command language

includes almost all the capabilities of all the retrieval systems we

have been working with. In so doing, it includes, a number of capabili-

ties which are not included, at least directly, in that system. Beyond

that, there are a number of capabilities that are not included in an
_ .

of the retrieval systems, either because they are txtenSilons of isting

capabilities like the extensive storing, sharing, andretiging of

searches -- or becau they are capabilities peculiar to interface
sr

function like keeping track of the status of, and connecting to,

different systems.

The comprehensive nature of the functions that one would like

to obtain through interface, together with the limited nature of

*the capabilit' s available from existing retrieval systems, emphasizes

a numb .f complications that'we face in i terface building. One

problem, of-course, is the cost of building into the interface the

features themselves or the connections to th m. Another problem is

that of performing an exact translation of a 'equest in the common

command language into one or more commands in a given retrieval system.

At a given level of sophistication of the interface the problem may be

one of complexity or absolute impossibility.

Thus, for example, as we have seen in Section 2, the current

CONIT system cannot translate an arbitrary order of SHOW arguments

to the DIALOG language. One could say that the full range of capabili-

ties was available to a user if the user was forced into the complexity

-112-
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of using the fixed ordenerequired by DIALOG. Of course, a slightly more

sophisticated interface would handle the question of arbitrary order.

Note, however, the default case for set name can,be handled only if the

interface keeps,track of what the number for the current set is, i.e.,

the transition is dependent on session context. Neither of these

examples is particularly difficult to handle, 'at least conceptually,

and the mechanisms for handling them should likely be in any good

operational interface. They do point out, however, the idea that'

there is a series of successively more sophisticated techniques required

to handle the problems encountered in achieving higher levels of inter-

face performance along the several effectiveness dimensions.

In a more basic way, however, the translation may be (almost)

impossible iL the retrieval system cannot perform a given function.

'For example, a sort of the output by. author last name may simply not

be po ible. The'qualifier "almost" is necessary since,. e.g., the inter-

face -- at considerable expene, at least cdttpared to the costs of per-

forming this and other operations within the retrieval systems -- bould

store the output, extract the author names, sort them, and then reorder

the output.

Other fUnctions which at least one of the systems * have reviewed

cannot do, include: (1) handling of multi-line statements; inter-

rupting; (3) line delete; (4) separate TERSE Mode; (5) renamIttgv (6)

automatic stem search; (7) automatic cotmon-word exclusion search,

(8) Boolean combinations in search statement; (9) nested Boolean state-
N.

..--
2

state-

ments; (10) unlimited search terms frop a user-given :stem search;- (11)
--- , 1

1

word-order constrains in primary search; (12),,reCord search; (13) display
,--''''

and/Or search Of thesaurus- related terms; (14) deleting selected sets;

t.y415)-reusing a previous searcki statement; (16) intermixing search

statements and combining sets; (17) SDI search; ',(1`8) outputting of a .

selected file; (19) highlighting of matching.elements; (20) displaying

counts of partial results; (23) saving, search sets; (22) "keeping"
.

-. ,
selected documents in a special set; (23) saving out ut; and (24) re-

viewing the previous dialog. It is not too severe, hen, to say that

.12i.
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the set of functions that directly,and exactly match among the several

major retrieval systems is a small subset of the, totality of functions.

However, we believe as we havediscusSed in part in this report,
:

that there are methods, moreeS's difficult, for coming at least

moderately close in translating the most basic and important funCtions

from a common language to the different retrieval syStems.

.2.3 The Master Index and Thesaurus

The Mdster Index 6nd thesaurus (MAIT),'which was mentioped in

Section 1.4 and whose specifications were described in detail,in our

previous report
19

, appears to be a powerful tool in.provraing access
,

individual, as well as a multiplicity of, data bases. It contains'

essential information and interrelationships necessary tc making in-

telligent choices of,data bases. and search strategies.

In particular, a user could rake-a-search request where the

search topieis expressed'\sierr-natural English or in a cdntrolled voca-
v

bul&rY or in some combination of the two. Taking the word stems of the

substantive words-in the user's request, the interface can use the in-

formation in tie MAIT possibly with the, aid of the user to find

relevant index 'terms. (We have di
16

ssed in our Intrex work the

degree of relevance obtaina e by these phrase decomposition and stem-
,

ming teohniques.) T document counts associated' with these terms pria-

vide sound information by which to,base a selection of data bases in

which to search as well as which inaex'terms under which index elementS

to search on. Thus, the Master Index and saurus provides the basis,

for a successful netFo coupling using natyal glish words and phrase

as a common intermediate language as well as providinggreply.enhanced

capabilities for access within Mogt'existing systems.

These capabilities come at a price: there Is a sizable storage

requirement and amajor updating requirement. However, considering ,

the larze potential advantages of the MAIT neither cost .need 1) .thought

of as a p&hibitive. Index and thesaurus information may be only 5 -"

percent of the total size of a large data base; thus, considering some

'4

.1
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A

oNV.ap'in terms, the MPIT for 20 data bases would Xikely be smaller

than a single data base. Also, while 4dating from multiple. sources

would require a good deal of coordination, it is possible that most

of the advantages of the MATT could be retained with information that

was several months or a year old. This is analogous to a profile for

prospective SDI being developed on a retrospective data base.

An indication that Master Index and Thesaums type concepts are

now being recognized and incorporated into current systems is the recent

development by Lockheed of its DIALIST
40

merged term frequency indexes

in microfiche.

6.2.4 Common Biblj.ographic Data Structure

Another consideration in the development of means for users to

interact effeCtively with different. data bKses is the interrelation of,

the diverse data elements and structures from those data bases. First,

searching is done on one or more data elements: in order to translate

a1search request in the common language into a request in a retrieval

system the correct correspondence of data elements must be found. Simi-

larly, user output requests require the specificgtion of combinations

of data elements. Finally, in order to combine retrieved document sets

from different data bases, we need to: (1) identify when document re-
A

ferences from different systens refer to the same document; (2) establish

common reference formats; and (3) create common index and catalog data

structures.

One part of the solution to these problems is the'cohcept of

a common bibliographic data/structure mentioned in Section 1.4 with an

illustrative example for Part of such a'structure shown in Fig. 3. We

have described the development of this structure in our previous report. 19

Our recent work has led up to questiOn the reil.ative value of our

attempting further of orts in this area at this time. To take.the.last

reason above first, e have not come close to the point of combining

document sets from different data bases and creating mini-data-bases

with catalog records frdm them, at least in an online mode./ Secondly,

123
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the comparison of data elements for searching maybe best handled by

the Master Index and Thesaurus, one of whose tasks is to distinguish

data elements under which indexed.' Thirdly, while a common bibliographic

data structure is clearly important if refined distinctions among

data elements are to be maintained, we have found that a rough trans-

lation among data elements is often all that is possible or needed. For

example, subtitles are not usually distinguishable from titles in most

data bases and systems in which they are,'if anything, simply lumped

in with titles. Therefore, we can not easily make use of a structure

that is more detailed. At any rate, distinguishing sub-titles from

titles may not be very valuable and some systemt, as we have seen, do

not even allow separation of title froeseveral other data elements.

W
41-42

e note, in any case, that efforts appear to be gaining

headway to develop a common approach to bibliographic data elements

and to data structures in general. It may, then, be advisable in

near-term interface work to await these developments while making use

of coarse-level common data structures and translations.

6.2.5 Costs and Benefits

It. is too early to analyze precisely either the costs or the

benefits of the interface approach. However, some order of magnitude

estimates can be made. The interface requires duplication of certain

functions regularly performed by retrieval systems: the parsing oI in-
.

Eut requests and the handlin9 of dialog. Also, communications r quire-

ments are roughly doubled in that the interface-to-retrieval-sy

links have to be added to the termin/al-to-computer links. Some

tem

functions --
,

like selection of and translation into, target systems --would be new

(although such functions are mirrored in the individual system functions

of data base selection and common renaming). On the ()tiler hand', the

major component function of the actual storage and retrieval fro very

large data bases would not be required within the interface, at eas*

for a rough translation without a Master Index and Thesaurus. StimMing

up, we give as a very r ugh estimate an additional cost for the computer-

\
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system Components of approximately 20 percent for the simple interface

over thOse same costs Tor direct access.

The benefits.corresponding do these costs are (1) an increase in

accessibility of perhaps'an order of magnitude in terms of the number

of data bases and systems of practical availability and (2) a reduction

of and, in some cases, an elimination of -- the need for a trained

intermediary information specialist searches. This second benefit has

a direct positive benefit in the direction of reducing total costs

so that overall costs for interfaced access to retrieval systems-could

be the sore or less than for direct access. This figure of 20 percent

increased computer costs is partially supported by observations on

costs of the current CONIT which, although not having all the functions

of an operational interface, has been designed more for experimental

expediency than efficiency and cost effectiveness.

If we consider a more sophisticated interface with a large

Master Index and Thesarus and extensive instructional capabilities,

the incremental costs could go to the 50 to 100 percent range, or

higher. However, benefits then would include much improved retrieval

capability and ability for the end user to'make easy access to the

data -- allowing many times more. users to gain direct access. We would

also, expect the incremental cost of the interface to be reduced as it

became better integrated with the target systems. Of course, this e"

benefit relates o the long-ran e
/
goal of more compatible retrieval

systems.

6.3 Logical Interconnections"

As important as how cost effective the interface ca be is whether

this Approach is the appropriate one compared with alternat ves, and

how it fits into the developing scene of sharing of resource through

networking with distributed computation. We have not in the ast year

seen any reason to believe that the problem of heterogeneous retrieval

systems will e resolved in th,' foreseeable future by any single system

becoming dom nant nor by existing systems all agreeing to- follow a set

of (yet-to- e-developed) common standards.

4
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There have been some indications of a trend toward agreements

on certain aspects
34,41 of retrieval operations -- like login procedures

and data elerent definitions. Also, of more immediate importance, there

is a continuing trend for each system to "fill in the gaps" by incor-

porating those features which other systems had and it had lacked.

Ccanterbalancing and, perhaps, outweighing these trends are the exten-

sions of these systems in new and different ways and the development

of new, and different retrieval systems.

Three other paths toward greater compatibility among systems can

be stated. We have already mentioned -- above in this section and in

Section 6.2.4 -- the efforts toward development of a common bibliographic

data structure and common, compatible data structures, in general. These

developments can be used by, interfaces to aid in providing for greater
!

compatibility; they certainly would not, however, even when hey come

to fruition, obviate the need to overcome many other differe ces or to !

.develop networked structures. II

fA second attempted line of work has been in the area compati-

bili,ty among
1 computer programs themselves. It is the goal of !this

development, 'e4ther through the use of common or compatible programming

languages, to make it easier to transfer programs from one system to

another. Interface work should certainly keep track of, and take ad-

vantage of these develcipments. However, major developments along this

/
line do not appear /likely to provide important aid for our problems

/
soon; they certainly will not, in themselves, resolve the many problems

of networking heterogeneous retrieval systems, especially for existing

systems which do not include them.
/

The third line of progress, which may be the most important in

the near and intermediate term,/ is the development of high-level proto-
0 .4 /

cols by which different syste can communicate with each other by user

13/Flsand server processes in a s ecific application area. As discussed in

Sections 4 and 5; these developments are closely related to our common

retrieval language development. Several considerations arise in de-

termining, the nature of this relationship.
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Perhaps the critical questions are how cloSely the individual

systems differ from the protocol and how far the interface should go kn

creating a fully virtual system that hides, or compensates for, the .

differences among systems

within the interface. To

and that much virtualness

and data bases by major functional capabilities

the extent that there are important differences

is desired, we can expect the interface to be

a major component of the whole retrieval network. In this case

appropriate structure for networking may be to separate out the

costly functions into an interface which stands alone or has

the

large,

only

one or two replications for reliability -- between th' various user

processes and the server processes encapsulating the ,etriel systems.

esses

as su

In such a cased the user and encapsulating pro

much reduced in sco

be handled separate

_42.n that manv retrieval functions

y by the intermediate interface,.

ght be

h, would

n any case,

the relations among a common retrieval language, a high-level retrieval

protocol,

processes

issues in

a virtual retrieval system interface, and user and serve

for retrieval and other applications are clearly very important

future interface development.

6.4 Areas Requiring_ Further Wosk,

We have discussed in some detail inthis report our approach

to the problem of networking heterogeneous retrieval systems and the

likelihood of various techniques being useful in the solution of this.

problem. While we have established a number ofXyenues that seem ,

fruitful, much additional york is needed to evaluate adequately the

cost effectiveness of the individual techniques and the prospects for

their successful integration. Because there is such a range and depth

of research needed, it is important to select what mightloe most pro-

fitable for near-term effort. We especially want to point out areas

within the field of information retrieval that might not otherwisp

receive adequate attention.

Our immediate plans call for the evaluation/in some detail of the

question of how effective a fairly simple and not-too-costly interface
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a

(see SeaZion 6.2.5) would be in enhancina:aCcess to multiple systems an-d

Idata bases' for the kind of potential user who is tgth most numerous

and most in need of assistance: the aneleperienred-e-p4 us,kr2 "Fairly

simple and not:-too-costly11 maY be defined roughly as what could ulti-
.

mately be implemented on a mincomputer class computer. The instructional

facilities are clearly key in proyidinq access for inexperienced users.

The best way to performrthis evaluation in our opinion, is through,
,

actual use in an experimental interface.

Subsidiary and longer-range studies, as suggested in the body

of this report, are also very important. To reiterate and extend a few

of 'these areas:

(1) Further exploration of the Master Index and Thesaurus
concept, including automatic selectiqn of data bases
and searches.

(2) Further study of retrieval network software archi-
tecture including protocols and user/server ppgrams,

(3) Further analysis of cost/benefits effectiveness,
expecially-for the more 'advanced"functions of the
interface.

(4) Continuing analysis of inter-computer and network
communications possibilities..

(5) Extending study of how retrieval systems could be
modified, or developed from scratch, so as to per-
form better in a network environment.

(6) Consideration of the question of whether there are
actual advantages to having different retrieval

..systems.

(7) How is design affected by an operational,many-user
environment.

(8) To what extent can the interface development help
upinttoWard retrieval standards?

(G5 to integrate the retrieval function via net-
-working into the more general information transfer
and genLal information processing realms.

-120-
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(10) What,special problems will be faced in going from
a research to an operational environment; e.g.,

(a) who would administer the interface?

(b) how would payments be handled?

(c) what changes in existing system. procedures
would be advisable?

6.5 Conclusions

Continued research on the networking of heterogeneous ihteractive

information retrieval systems has lent further credence to the belief

in the value of a virtual-system, computer interface as a means to

achieve the networking. In part, the evidence for this result has come

from he development and initital testing,of an experimental interface

callea CONIT, which contains the basis for a common command and response

language and an initital instructional mode. CONIT enables a user to

select one of four different retrieval systems to which CONIT auto-

matically connects, and to perform many of the basic retrieval functions

of the system using the common language.

Our research has suggested that a practical, operational inter-

face might be developed which would add perhaps 20 percent to the com-

puter costs for online retrieval but relieve the need for a trained

intermediary searcher. Such an interface might be most cost effective

in the near future if it emphasized access to most, but not necessarily

all, existing functions of several retrieval systems for the inexperienced

end user.

Progress has also been made in the analysis of the important

components of retrieval networks, especially a command language, net-

work structure, and requirements for ease of use. Fruitful areas for

additional efforts have been outlined including the study of a number

of research j.ssues that have been uncovered but not fully resolved in

the work by us and others. These issues include (1) the extension of

interface capabilities into a more fully virtual system by such poten-

tially powerful techniques as a Master Index and Thesaurus and (2) the
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the design of interface structures so that they fit in with, and enhance,

the newly emerging networking software and harare technologies and

other effcrts toward compatibility and standardization in retrieval

and other information processing areas.
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APP4MIX A

SAMPLED USER/CONIT DIALOG

, y .

N,..,

This appendix lists excerpts from dialog between a user and CONIT

lc ieh,are Intended to illustrate various facets of the interface situation.

e excerpts axe reproduced from computer terminal printouts with some
\

duction in size. Annotations by the authors have been added to help

reader understanding and are enclosed in boxes. Excerpts form a continous

dialog except where ellipses (...) indicate some dialog has been taken out.

Fach,C11-4erent session is so indica ed.

The first three pages ccerpts (A2-A4) show a Session with a

very simple round of select g systems, data bases, performing searches,

and getting output., Latt- sessions (pages A5-A20) explore some of the

more involved considerations.

The first page is additionally annotated to show the origin and
*

processing of the messages. User commands are underlined. Messages

originating from CONIT have a single' line alongside them in the margin.

Messages originating from a retrieval system that have been translated

(at least in part) are indicated by a double line in the+liargin. Messages

without any markings originated in retrieval systems and were passed

through by CONIT with no translation.

1 3 3
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I LOCKHEED DIALOG SYSTEM PICKED I

'INDICATES PROPER INITIAL RESPONSE SEEN I

. 7

conit
Welcome to CONIT. For help on how to v e CC:NIT

followed by a carriage return; otherwise, you may
command. -C

USER::
pick suny
Attachhent successful.

SUNY/MEGLINE:
Connection completed.

you
not

A-2

ay type ''help'
e any CCNIT

INDICATES SUCCESS IN 'ATTACHING TIP PORT

SS 1 is number for your next search set.

suny is connected successfully
You are now speaking in CO'llT

USER::
find radiation

SUNY/MEDLINE:
Your search resulted in seta which contains this many documents: (2E84)

SS 2 is number for your next search set.

INDICATES LOGIN COMPLETED I

(THESE MESSAGES,AND OTHERS, COULD BE IN
BETTER, MORE VIRTUAL FORMAT AS DISCUSSED
IN REPORT)

USER::
show title docsl -3

II SUNY/MEDLINE:

1
:STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF LIGHT PROTECTION FACTORS:,

2

TI - PROGNOSIS ANC POST-THERAPEUTIC FOLUOW-UP OF BREAST CANCERS BY
THEROGRAPHY.

3

- MICROWAVE THERVOGRAPHY: A METHOD OF
PATTERNS.

SS 2 is number for your next search set.

A
USER::
pi ck lms

I sen t IINDICATES LOGIN SENT I
i

HOST IS ONLINE
$$$$$$$$ RECONNECT @ 15:53:05

.

./.

1

N.

\

NEW FILE DISSERTATION AB'S. - SEE ?NEWS
%

II USER::
. pick data eric

I LE1 137
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A-3

File reset: ERIC FULL-TEXT ED & EJ DEC-7

USER::
find radiation

Your search resulted in set2 454 R'WIATION (PROCESS OF ENERGY

USER::
show docs2show title docsl -3

Msg from 1:DIALOG GOING DOWN FOR THE DAY
IN 5 VINUTES

1

EJ121G00
Solar Heated Homes: They're Here

@ CANCELS LINE
TO THAT POINT

NOTE SPECIAL AND IMPORTANT
MESSAGE IN LOGIN

2

EJ121508
A Course in Nuclear Radiation for All High School Students

3

EJ121506
Energy Allrnatives

USER::
pick sdc
sent '

'YOU ARE O' LINE L8A

ESDC ORBIT SYSTEM PICKED I

HELLO PROI1 SPC/ORBIT.
YOU ARE NOW CONNECTED TO THE ORBIT DATABASE.

SIX/ORBIT:
****
TODAY ONLY: GEOREF AND APIPAT WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE:SORRY
FOR THE. INCONVENIENCE.
**** NOTE SPECIAL MESSAGE

SS 1 is ehe number of your next SCC/OR3IT search set.

USER::
pick data ntis

SD6/ORBIT:

THE TIME IS now 6 :56 P.V% (EST), 01/16th
YOU ARE NOW CONNECTED TO THE NTIS DATABASE.

SS 1 is the numbt,of your next SCC/ORBIT search set.

USER::
find radiation

1 3
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SS 1 is resuljing set containing this many documents:(21223)

SS 2 is the, number of your next SCC/ORBIT search set.

USER::
show title docsl -3

SD ORBIT:

- Results of the Lyman alpha reasurements of the Satellite Pial
Ergebnisse der Lyman-alpha ressungen des Satelliten Mal

TI - Materials rata Retrieval at Estec

T I

A-4

- Angular ristributions cf Electrons cyf Energy Esub E Greater "IF*
0.06 rev in the J ovian Magnetosphere

SS 2 is the number of

USER::
pick nlm
sent

LOGON IN PROGRESS AT 18:59:30 ON JANUARY 16, 197E
*** BACK72 AT NLr ANC SUNY CCNTAINS 1972 CITATIONS ONLY.***
TOTAL ACTIVE TSO USERS: 06

READY

Your next SCC/ORBIT search set.

TSO LINE 07E
ELHILL3 IS-NOT AVAILAB-LE_AT:AIS TIME,
READY

USER::
pick suny
Can't log off nlm

NOTE IMPORTANT MESSAGE

CONIT DOES NOT YET RECOGNIZE UNAVAILABILITY
MESSAGE AND GETS CONFUSED. ANAL)1T GOES
INTO TRANSPARENT MODE TO CARRY OUT TASK
"MANUALLY WITHOUT TRANSLATION)

USER::
sp host
Transparent mode. All of your input will now be sent directly to nlm without
interpretation,except the 'speak conit' command which will cause CONIT, to
re*ume interpreting your requests._

logoff

LOGGED AFF TSO AT 19:03:37 ON JANUARY 16, 1976+

DROPPED BY HOSt SYSTEM
PLEASE LOG It!: F

USER::
suny4

PASSWORD:bcn
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NEW SESSION]

SECOND PORT TRIED 1
WHEN ONE UNAVAILABLE

A-5

Pit
PEEpL:T FL.= ic!kri:=TICH nCrULED eY FoFE:10,1 HO=T.
P3FT I a U frpqri:LHtLE ",;-,e1,1.11 T POF1
FITT,4CHOEHT ZJE:CCEEPUL.
You oPE HJU zr?ERII4U

t: FILL
T`..71'; rl-Y OT 7C,

OTHCr:, CUFFEHILY LOGGED :04%
flOHE

YUU RFE 410U .1.EPF-.11:5:41
r.,:RLOO 71-. is ILO., i,t -; 4 L'_E.4-MOOE

Tie r-r-A*LLui"6 1 f-13 7-44741:44-0:

CC;

[LIST STATUS I

LT
r:

:1113J r - :It 1.11 7 .7.r

IHO,J=
Rp11.7

IIIT=S1
P![;' Cr.,TR=47. PLRIU .- ,TPi:-

Cr _:::T'FJC

FINE, RuT7401:=c,LITHur.

FT,IO =Z!u..1L-cf

CONEIHE
RH0IcT=?r10
RHDIHol 2,::T=9 ;.0 HOT
OOL.:=E: PLH1H l i i -00CE,

USE:4
FlHo cr;---c=71

ILIST COMMAND TRANSLATION TABLE
NOTES: (1) OLDER VERSION THAN IN

APPENDIX C; (2) NO RESPONSE
TRANSLATION TABLE AT THIS POINT

Lfl '_it 1'`i- ":,-.1D/4MTCH E:FrEOT+ rOUHD 2

OOCUME'HTS THPIT F-iFE uju YMU OUFREHTLIIT.
YOUR HEW CURFEHT LIST I. HaMEO ::1

:

SHOW

1:Ui-rCH1 TFEHrJ5 IH THE: Z.3HrROL r4,0 "..:UPYEILLRHOE Or

PFESSUE IFFNOIRTIOH ;:A-rFE7CTT; CH=SHOCF, W.P.;

2. DDCUMEJIT 4i: luV:-4T144TEHIITY CUtrii:OU LJE"ICE uTILIzitin OVIOE0

PRTICLa'S :U:PEHOICO :H m OLL: SRuLeLF,

PLHOIJ

1/1EP::

14)-
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TIMEOUT MESSAGE FROM CONIT 1

pick medline
Attachment syzcessful.
Logon to host started.

NEW SESSION

LOGON IN PROGRESS AT 14:56:52 ON JANUARY 14, 1976
NO BROADCAST MESSAGES
Response not yet recieved from medline
Shall I continue listening?
Type yes or y to continue, no or n to stop or dis to disconnect host.y

TOTAL ACTIVE TSO USERS: 44
READY

A-10

TSO LINE CFA

HELLO FROM ELHILL 3,
YOU ARE NOW CONNECTED TO THE VEDLINE FILE.

HEDLINE:

SS 1 is'the number for your next VEDLINE search set.You are now speaking in CONIT

USERC:

show data

rEDLINE:
YOU HAY ACCESS THE VECLINE, SDI LINE, CATLIKE, MESH VOCABULARY,JOURNAL AUTHORITY, NAME AUTHORITY, OLD MESH VOCABULARY, AVLIE,CANCERLINE, ChELINE, TOXLIME, CAMCERPROJ AND EPILEPSY FILE SETS.YOU ARE,NOW CONNECTED TO THE VEDLIME FILE.

SS' 1 is the number for your4nexi VEDLINEsearch set.

USER::
pick data sdiline

MEDLINE:'

35 USERS LOGGED IN PRESENTLY',.
YOU t1 RE NOW CONNECTEC TO THE SDILINE FILt.

SS' 1,is the number for your next MEDLINE search set.

USER::
show index radiation

,HEDLINE:

POSTINGS TERM
I RADIATE (TW)
4 RADIATING (TW)

, 2 RADIATION (,41)
156 'RADIATION (TU)
23 RADIATION CHIMERA (VH),

To see more type 'show
'

7137-
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USER-G1VEN-STEM SEARCH 1

CANCELS PREVIOUS CHARACTER'

A-11

USER::
show more

MEDLINE:

POSTINGS TERM
37 RADIATION DOSAGE (MH)

167 RADIATION EFFECTS (PH)
26 RADIATION GENETICS (PH)
20 RADIATION INJURIES (MN)
14 RACIATION INJURIES, EXPERIVENTAL (PH)

To see more type 'show more'.

USER::
find radiation+

MEDLIVE:
Your search resulted in set' which contains this many documents: (349)

SS 2 is the number for your next rEDLINE search set.

USER::

find skin+

MEDLINE:
Your search resulted in set2 which contains this many documents: (700)

SS 3 is the number fox your next VEDLINE search set.

USER::

find tissue+

MEDLINE:
Your search resulted in set3 which contains this many documents: (1057)

SS 4 is the number fo'r your next VSPLIflE search set.

USER::
combine set3 a#or set2

MED1INE: ,

Your search resulted in set4 which cOrita. ns this many documents: (1665)

,SS 5 is 'the number for your next VEDLINE search set.

USER::
combine set' and set4

MECLINE:
Your search resulted in see5 which contains this many documents: (61)

SS 6 is the number for your next HEDLINE search set.

USER::
-138 -
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show title docsl-3

MEDLINE:

1

TI - t <Statistical evaluation of light protection factors0

2

TI - Prognosis dhd post-therapeutic follow-up of breast cancers by
thermography.

3

TI - Microwave thermography: a method of detecting subsurface thermal
patterns.

SS 6 is the number for your next MEDLINE search set.

USER::
show abstract docsl-1

MEDLINE:
off

1

AB - The protection against erythema belongs to the cosmetic effects
which lend the selves to mathematical treatment. It is

demonstrated - on the basis of the optimal definitions given by
Ellinger and chulze -- that the calculation of the mean value of
the light-proiection factor ^ as hitherto in use, does not
correspond td the real frequency-distribution. On tee contrary
there exists; independent of the radiation source having, sunl ike
characteristics and of the distance from the radiator, a
binary-logarithmic standard distribution. With reference to the
gradation principles of the human skin a transformatip9 of the
pertinent differences of area is necessary first, i.e. `a
transformation responding to the Caussian standaYd distribution
principle. Tables are.presented concerning the transformation and
the practical evaluation of the light-protection factor " B'y

aid of these tables a standardization of the factors,0 measured.
by different authors has been attained as well as a standardized
statistical-mathematical analysis. The investigation of the
threshold dose producing erythema on the unprotected human skin
has revealed a superposition of three frequency-distrihution
types (showing logarithmic distribution, too) having:different
standard deviations. The results of this entirely statistical
classification permiea safe forecast: the sunburn protection
inherent in the human skin is compounded of several contributing
factors which are interconnected multiplicatively, not
additively.

SS 6 is the number for your next MEDLINE search set.

USER::

st system

USER::

"open skinrad
File has been opened.

USER::
save

USER::

SPECIAL TRANSLATION TABLE SET FOR TESTI

[OPEN FILE NAMED SKI'NRAD FOR SAVING]

!SAVE (=FILE), NEXT OUTPUT IN SAVED FILE
I S'

-139 -
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st med RESET TO REGULAR MEDLINE TRANSLATION TABLE

USERT:
show title docs1-2

MEDLINE:

1

TI Statisti-cal evaluation of light protection factors0

2

TI - Prognosis and post-therapeCilic follow -up of breast-cancers by

thermography.

SS 6 is the number for your next VEDLINE search s'et.

USER::

pick data cancerline

VEDLINE:

27 USERS LOCGEC IN PRESENTLY.
YOU ARE N011-eefINECTED TO THE CANCERLINE FILE.

SS 1 is the number for your next VEDIINE search set.

USER ::

find skin and radiation

MEDLINE:
Your search resulted in sett which contains this many documents: (289)

SS 3 is the number for ycur next MEDLINE search set.

USER::

show 1- - 'I MIXED CONIT AND ORBIT COMMAND I

MEDLINE:

1

AU - Sheleshko PV
TI - CLINICAL, !IISTOLOGICAL 44C HI8TOCHEVICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF

PRECAUCEROUS CONDITIONS OF THE SKIN.
SI - CARC/74/03302
SO - Vestn Dermatol Venerol'; 10):24-28 1974

SS 3 is the number for your next MEDLINE search set.

USER::
st system

USER::
showQsave

USER::
st med

-
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USER::
Show title docsl -3

MEDLINE:

1

,T1 - CLINICAL, HISTOLOGICAL AND AIST0611EM)4L DIFFERENTIATION.OF
PRECANCEPOUS'CONDITIONS OF THE SKIN.

2

TI - MINIREVIEW. REPAIR OF DNA IN MAMMALIAN

3

TI - IMMUNOLOGIC ABNORMALITIES 19 HEAD AND NECK CANCER.ti
SS 3 is the number for your next I'VDI.J1E arch set.

USER::
st msystem.

-USER::
view skinrad
skinrad contains

"\

USER::
view lines 1-29

rEDL1NE:

2-9 lines .

REVIEW SEARCHES IN Z DATA BASES
IN SAVED FILE

1

T1 - Statistical evaluation of light protection fadeors0

2

TI - Prognosis and post-therapeutic follow-up of breast can =rs
thermography.

SS 6 is the number for your next VEDLINE search set.
USER:

MEDLINE:

1
TI - CLINICAL, HISTOLOGICAL AND HISTOCHEVICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF

PRECANCEROUS CONDITIOT4 OF THE SKIN.

2

TI - I1lNIREVIE41. REPAIR OF OMAN MAMMALIAN CELLS.

3

TI - IMMUNOLOGIC ABNORMALITIES IN HEAD AND NECK CANCER.

SS 3 is the number for your next MEDLINE search see.
USER:

.USER::
show news
show is not a legal CONIT command.
Type 'explain commands' for a list of commands.

USER::
st med

-141-
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US, R;:

show'news

'MEDLINE.NEWS'.DATA'
14 JAN - IN AVLINE PRINT DET-AILED COES HOT AND WILL NOT PRINT

ABSTRACTS. THE EXPLAIN UNIT RECORD IS IM ERROR AND WILL
BE CORRECTED.

13 JAN - LMTIL FURTHER NOTICE, IM THE AVLINE FILE, TEXT
WORD SEARCHING IS IOT AVAILABLE ON CORPORATE NAMES
AND SERIES TITLES.

12 JAN - AVLINE WILL BE AVAILABLE JAN 13 AT NLM OILY; AND tIOT
JAN 12 AS PREVIOUSLY AMMOUNCEP.

12 JAN - SCILINE AT ;air AMP AT SUUY "OW CONTAIHS FEB IM
CITATIONS. tEDLIME AT 1121 AMP rEPLINE NT SUNY NOW
CONTAINS* IM CITATIONS Fror JAN 1974 THru FEC 1976,
BACK72, WAILASLE'l-HRU OFFSEARCH AT ":12! ANP
HOW HAS 1972 AND 1973 CITATIOHS IN THE DATA RASE.
THE 1976 EsH SHOULC rot: CE USED WHEN SEARCHIIG 4T
'NLM OR SUIY.

6JAN - THE EPILEPSY DATA BASE IS VOW AVAILABLE TO ALL
U.S. rEPIINE AIL" TOXLINE USERS. ENTER "FILE EPILEPSY.
FOR SEARCHABLE ELEtEHTS ENTER "EXPLAIN UNIT Rr.CORP.
THE SEARCHIIG CEF1OLT IS Tr' ALL. FILE CONTAINS 16231
RECORDS FRO 1945 TO 1973.

*4*A*
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE USING 0M-LINE FILES AT MLM OR SUMY; HOT FY
MS GRACE H rccAnN, rEDLARS rANAGErENT SECTIO:: (,301/496-61 3).
EVENINGS CALL THE 11J1 COrPUTER RUC (301/654-6422), OR
THE SUNY COrPUTER ROM' (518/474- 21).

TS0 LINE OFA

, MEDL,INE:
.

SS 3 is- the number for your a ext MEDLIfig search set. [

USER::
show data all

'MEDLINE.FI LES.DATA'
DATA BASE TOTAL RECORDS ENTRY CATES ,COVERAGE/CURNCY

*BACKE6 545,4E3 E51113-681111 JAN 6E - PEC E8
BACK69 649,346 681117-711117 JAM 69, - CEC 71
BACK72 , 449,361 711130-731116 JAN 72 - rEC 73
*CATLINE 155,277 1965 -' 9 JAM 1976

*CANCERLINE . 45,383 JAM 63 - DEC 74
*CANCERPROJ 5,517 ,

1974 -'1975
*CNEftINE 76,955
*EPILERSY 16, 31 1945 - 1973
*JOURNAL AUTH 4;11213 1974
MEDLIIE (ILV). 16,937 7311 30-760102 JAN '74 - FEB 76
MEDLINE (SUHY) 186,93T, 7311 30-,760102 JAN 74 - FEB% 76

1ESH.VOC 13,624 1975

r
*NAME AUTH
SPILINE (MLM) 21,138 751 10-760102 FEB Tb .

SDOLINE (SW:Y) 21,138 751 10-760'102 FEB '76

*TOXLINE. 294,013
CBAC 146,805 1971 12 rtc,rEc 75

,007BIB 6TOX4
IPA 21,088

1971 rEc 5

1971 ..4\ SEPT
7
7 5

HEEP 44,50'4 1971 -)SEPT 75

HAPAB/PESTAB 19,251 "1971-= JUNE

a
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L

'EVIC 7,3 8
*TOXBACK 186,248

CBAC 90,92Z
TOXBIB 60,229
IP 8,594

3,474
HAPAB 7,221
EVIC 5,765

HAYES 10,043
*4.04*

yr

1971 - 1974

1965 - 1970
1966 - 1970
1970
1972
196'6 - 1970,
net - 1970,
1930- 1970

1) * = FILE'S AVAILABCE AT MU' ONLY.
2) THE BACKFILES ARE AVAILABLE ONLY THRU OFFSEAPCH:,
3) TOXBACK IS WAILABLE ONLY THRU OFFSEARCH MLM,
TSO LINE OFA

t

MEDLINE:

SS 3 is the number for your next VEDLINE search se

USER::

speak monictrC

USER::
speak monitor
From CONIT:
You are now speaking in MONITOR mode

USER::
pick data medline
From CONIT:
sent .

.

From CONIT to medline,
"USER,S"FILE VEDLINE

From medline:
0000O23CO21

From medline:

t023021C201

From medline:

PROG:
MEDLINE:,
From medline:

'MONITOR MODE

OCTAL CODES OF FORMAT CHARACTERS 1

RESPONSE FROM MEDLINE

TRANSLATED RESPONSE FOR USER

MISSING DOUBLE-QUOT MARK.
41,

From medline:

37 USERS LOGGED IN PRESENTLY.
37 USERS LOGGED IN PRESENTLY.

From medline:

YOU ARE NOW CONNECTEC TO THE MEDLINE F ILE.
YOU ARE NOW CONNECTED TO THE VEDLINE F I LE.
From medlipe:

-143-
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pick Ins
sent

NEW SESSION
LOCKHEED DIALOG PICKED

HOST IS ONLINEMUM LOGO!I 7:36:r3 0

FILE 32 (r'ETADEX)
FILE 35 (CISSERTATI071S) ONLINE

USER::
show data

1

3

4

-ERIC: EC, CJ
-CHErICAL 1SSTrACT3 OONCE1SVFFS
-EXC,EPTIC"1L ("ILEC.C.'! 13ST.

5 -310SIS DrEVIDS
6 -NT I3

7 - SOCIAL 3CISEARCH
8 -COIPP17:X (CI) - 11 h'/

10 -NAL/C11,. 11 -PSYCH /BS
12 -INSPEC- IYSICS
13 - 11SPDC-7LECTPONICS/COrPUTEFS
14 -IsrEc 15 -ADIWFOF:'
1.6 -PTS C;I:r/CLECT. !YT. %3ST.
17 - PTS .dEEKLY C;.A, VID FUS
18 -PTS FaS 1Q PTS
20 aPTS ror. :TAT 21 -PTS FOR. STAT
22 -EISYour search resulted in set 23
24 -CLAUS-6E-
26 -FOUND1TION nIPECTORY
27 -FOUNrATICN.CRANT: INDEX
28 -OCEANIC 13S 29 -!.ETEGR/C,E0 IBS
32 -rDTACEX
34 -SCISEARCH 35 - CISSCRTATIOUS

USER::
pick data ntis

./---,,

----------

-CLAWS-CHEVICAL

-

.FILE6
Event: Time,SearchTime,rate,UsPr#,Cescr,Pocs,Fif'e
End: 7:49:25,013.21,01/19/76,0108,0000,0000,01
File reset: tITIS 1964-1976 IS: 02

USER::
show index skin

Ref)Indexlterm
El SKILLS CO'IVERS

Typ Items

PROJECT 21
E2 1

E3 AJMER 19
E4 sKimEns 40
E5 sKirt mc- 11
E6 StIM 2231
E7 SKIN (1NATWY) 28

GKIN (A`JATnrY) 24 1

RT
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I REOPEN FILE FROM PREVIOUS SESSION I

A-18

JE9 SKIN (3101) 8

E10 SKIN (STRUCTURAL rEr3En) 29

Ell SKIN A3SORPTIC'I 8

El2 SKIN ANALYSORS 1

E13 SKIN EPICS 1

Lite SKIN CANCER 3

E15 SKIN CISEASES 57

E16 ,,SKIN EFFECT 16

E17 SKIN FRICTION 567

E18 SKIN FRICTION CRAG -' 3

E19 SKIN FRICTION OWES 1

For more type 'show more

USER::
find sin# #kin

Your search resulted in setl 2231 )KIN

USER::
find radiaivtion

Your search resulted in set2 353C5 PACIATIOM

USER::
combine setl and set2

Your search resulted in set3 203 1*2

USER::
show set3 title docs1-3

1
LA-UW-75-1633 NTIS Prices: Wc53.50/MF!."2.25
, Meson Radiobiology and Theraby

Aug 75 8p

2

C00-236C-4 NTIS Prices: PCS3.50/MF2.25
Damage and Repair in Skin Following Exposure to `ladioactive

Particles. Progress Report for the Support Period Ending 31 July 1975

19/5 Sp
3

'PB-246- 283/6ST NTIS Prices: PC',3.50/MF'"2.25
Methods for the Production of Interferon in Cultures of Human-

Diploid Cells
See also P8-233 653..
20 Feb 75 21p

USER::

' of skinrad
File has been opened.

SER::
view skinrad
skinrad contains

USER::
lines 1-9

MEDLINE:

29 lines

I REVIEW PART OF FILE (MEDLINE SDILLNE SEARCH)1

1 5'3
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1 ,
TI - Statistical eva-Luation of light protection faCtprs0

2

71 - Prognosis and post-therapeutic Follow-up of breastcancers by

USER::
file

USER::
show tit,r*set3 title docs2-2

!SAVE ONE TITLE FROM CURRENT SEARCH 1

2

C00-23C6-4 1.71S Prices: PCS3.50/MF2.25
Game4e and r epair in Skin Following Exposure to Radioactive

Particles. c'ro7;ress report for the Support Period Ending 31 July 1975
1975 ER

USER::
pick data 34

.FILE 34.
Event: Ti-e,SearchTi-e,i2ate,Lser#,rescr,Pccs,File
End: 8:04:33,015.23,01/10/76,0108,0002,0008,06
File reset: 3CISEAF.CH 74-75 1T,48

LSER:: .

find radiation and skin

Your search resulted in set4

USER::
show titn*set3 title docs1-3

1

913965 (***not cnline***)

2

913828 (***not online***)

913168 (***not online***)

USER::
pick data physics

27 RADIATIWF)SKIN

ERROR DUE TO ASKING

FOR SET NOT AVAILABLE

FOR CURRENT DATA BASE

.FrLE12
Event: Tine,SearchTime,Cate,User#,Pescr,rocs,File
End: 8:07:09,002.51,01/19/76,0108,0002,0000,34
File reset: INSPEC-PHYSICS 70-75 ISS 23

USER::
find radiation and skin

Your search resulted in set5

USER::

46 IADIATIO"!(F)SKIN

1 5 .
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show set5 title docsl-3,

1

81E773 A7574583
AN INTER.00rPARISON OF RADIOPHARVACEUTICAL KIDNEY KINETICS.IN

MOUSE

2

804602 17567479.
THE EFFECT OF IONIZING

SKIN
RADIATION ON PROTEIN rETABOLISr IN STORED RAT

3 .**

801027 17563291
HEAT BALANCE ''ID THERrAL RESISTANCES OF SHEEP:S FLEECE

USER::
file

USER::
show set5 title docs2-3

SAVE TWO TITLES FROM
PHYSICS ABSTRACT SEARCH

2

804E02 A7567479'
THE EFFECT OF IONIZING RADIATION ON PROTEIN rEfABOLISV IN STORED PAT

SKIN

3

801027 A7563291.
HEAT BALANCE AND THERrAL RESISTANCES OF SHEEP:S FLEECE

USER::
view skinrad
skinrad contains 47 lines

USER
lines 30-47

2

C00-2366-4 NTIS- Prices:
Damage and Repai(

Particles. Progress Report

,REVIEW LAST 2 SEARCHES IN NTIS
AND PHYSICS ABSTRACTS DATA BASES

to
31

Radio6ctive
July 1975

PCS3.50/rFU.25
in Skin Following Fxposurn
for the Support Period Ending

1975
?

8p ,

2

804602 A7567479
THE EFFECT OF IONIZING RADhATION ON PPOTEI META9OLIS IN STORED RAT

SKI41

3

801027 A7563291
HEAT BALANCE AND THERVAL REST STANCES OF SHEEP:5 FLEECE,

USER::
find

'1,11 V' ,^,0046 Yoft,../pnei :0. O....0.0 71,1. ("vial

15
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CONIT INSTRUCTIONAL MESSAGES

'This appendix lists the various instructional messages a user can

.request- currently in the experimental CONIT system. The initial "welcome"

message a user sees When first entering CONIT is shown first,to provide

some context. _Following that is listed the response to various instruc-
,

'tion requestihg,commands: These commands include the 'help' command and

the 'explain' command. As explained in Section 2.1, the 'explain' command

name (abbrevfation: 'e') is followed .by the name of some concept the user

. wishes the CONIT system to explain.

The listings are copied directly from a computer terminal print-

out so as to give the .format exactIpas a user would see it, except that

size has been reduced by 20 percent. Another exception is that the user

commands have'been underlined for clarity. The conclusion of a CONIT

response is indicated by the user prompt (,USER::).

It-is to be pointed out that these. messages represent our first ,

attempt at' an instructional 'dialog for CONIT. Experimentland Analysis

have suggested general, principles and particular modifications we would

propose, as indicated in the body of this report.

I 5
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Welcome to CONIT. For help on how to use CON1T you nay type 'help'
followed by a carriage return; otherwise, you may now type any CW:IT command.

USER::
help

In order to get information about hew to use CONIT you type te
command name 'explain' (o'r just e): followed by the name of. the'concept
you want explained followed by a carriage return. For example if you type:

explain start
you will get an explanation of how to start to use CONIT. If you type:

e concepts
You will get 6 list of the concepts you can have explained.

USER::
e start

EXPLANATION OF CETT19C STARTtD
To get started you pick a retrieval system to search in.by typing, the

command name 'pick' followed by the system you want. e.g. if you type:
pick medline

you will get connected to the VEDLINE system. Other systens you ray pick
are sdc,lms(Lockheed), and intrex.
After tonnocting to a retrieval system you may find out what data bases(files)
are available by typing 'show data'.

USER::
e concepts

EXPLANATION OF CONCEPTS
To have a concept explained type 'explain' followd by a co-cept name

Some concepts you can have explained are:
CONCEPT NAliE CONCEPT-

conit Short introduction to CONIT system.
start How to start running CONIT
commands list of CONIT commands
converse How user and CON1T converse: the mechanics of the

interacting dialog.
Explanations are also available for the individual commands.

USER::
e donit

Explanation of CONIT
CONIT is a system thdt connects you to different information

retrieval systems and allows you to select arty datahase of any of these
systems to search (find documents). You can use a common (CONIT) language
for giving commands or use the language of the system you are searching in.

USER::
e converse

EXPLANATION OF HOW TO CONVERSE WITH CONIT
You talk with CONIT by giving it commands. Each command consists of a

command name which may be followed by one or more add(tinnal words to make
the meaning of the commands clear. (Type 'explain commands' fov details.)
To signal the computer that you have completedyour,command you rusT
strike the carriage'return key; the computer will just wait until you do.

CONIT will respond to your command with some message. To signal that
its message is complete and that it is again waiting for,your command
CONIT will print the 'user cue': USFR:: (just :: in terse mode).
You cannot give a command until you vet the USER:: cun but, if you are
connected to CONIT directly thru lULTICS (not thru APR:NET) you car(
interrupt CONIT in its processing of its last command by typing the's,
CREAK key after which CONIT will give you a USER:: cue.

For other details, like how to string commands tb.,:ether, type
explain converse more

157
USER::
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e corrimnds
EXPLANATIW! OF COI-TANGS

The following is a list of CONIT commands.
Type te>plain XI , where X is command name, for further.cxplanation.

MANE AEDREVw SHORT UPLANATION
explain e Explain CO'IIT concepts.
pick p Pick a retrieval system and database to search.
find Sea,rcli databate to find documents.
shot;/ Show Information on documents, data bases, etc.'
combine 1 Combine sets of retrieved documents..
speak sip Change command language or language mode.

AGBREV* = abbreviated form of cormcnd.
,

,
.

USER::
e picf:

EZPLANATION OF PICK CONMAND
The PICK command is used to pick,systems and data C4ses to search in.

To pick a system type 'pick X', hpre X is the name of the system; e.
' pick medline -

will get you connected to the MEOLINE system. Other systems you may ck
are sdc, 1ms (lockhced) and intrex.

To pick a data base type 'pick data X', where X is data base name; e.g.,
pick data ntis

will set the 1'TIS data base up. as the current one you can search (if.it
is available). Type, 'show data' for list of databases tha,t should be-
currently available from the currently connected system.

USER::
e find

'EXPLANATION OF FIND COMMAIHY
The FIND command is used to search for documents indexed under,

a particular term. Type 'find X' where X is the tern ycu are searching for.
For example,

find transporation
find radiation effects
find energy conservation

If you want to knot: what are alphbbetically nearby terms under v.hich documents
are posted type 'show index X'.,

For further information on how to male particular searchCS., type 'explain
findmore'.

.USER::
.e show

V.XPLANATION or SHOW COHMAND
,..

The show command gives information about documents that have been found
in searchin3,.about data bases, about index terms to search rn,-ctc.

,

To have MIT shdwstandard citation!information'o were of the'last set.of
documents you have found just type 'show "; Ou may also be mere specific,:

show seta title docs1-4
.

will cause the titles of the first trdocuments of .seta &o'be sho ii to you.%
Formore details on how' to get docuwent information type !explain,shr, does'
-Examples of other information that cdn be obtained are given below:

CON \;1D BRIEF EXPLANATION
. ,&Wow 'data 'Lists data bases cup-et-1,0y available

,
.

4show systems Lists systems currently available' f i ,

show index X Lists_,index terms aJp1Taboticapy near X
show news Gives' new from-connected system

For more details type 'explaih sHow.datal, 'etc.
,

USER ::
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'e combine
EXPLANATION CF cort;p1E corANP

lhe cor;l:a: con-nand allows you to nahe ,00lean co,,kinations of the sets
of documents you 1.-Ive prieviously found from searching; your currently
connected data base; for example,

combine set2 and sets
will make a new set which contains only documents %fifth are in both set2
and set5. Similarly,

combine set2 or sets
makes a now set with all documents from either .set2 or sets. Also,

combine sct2 and not -sets
will make a new set which contains documents in set2 but not in sets..

USER::
e speak

EXPLANATION OF SPEAK corvio
The spea!: command allows you to change the command langOage you are

using to speak to the currently connected System. Initially, the' .

CONIT language is setup. when you are connected to some host system
you may speak to it in the common CONIT language or in the host language.
To speak in the host language type:

speak host
Uhen you are speaking in host language no regular CONIT corrr'ands will be .

reco;nized exce'pt one:
speak conit

which resets the language to CONIT.
Uhen speaking in the CONIT language you will get explanatory messages

from CONIT After, you become famili,ar with CCNIT you may want to have
these instruction messages shortened. You request this by typing

speak terse ,

To resume more lengthy explanations type
speak verbose

expolin sunynews
expalin' is not aclegal CONIT commando
Type 'explain commands' for a lit of commands.

explain sunynews
News is not available frbm the SUNY/rEDLINE system; to get news.

about all the KOLINE Systems, including SU:1Y, 'pick medline' and '-show.newst.

USER::
explain news
COIIT cannot yet,explain news
Type `explain concept/S' for a list of concepts Conitcan now explain.

,
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APPENDIX C

CONIT TRANSLATION TABLES

This appendix lists the five pairs of translation tables regularly

used in the CONIT system. Tableiare listed for systems in this order:

1. NLMMEDLINE (tag: med)'

2. LZAckheed DIALOG (tagdms)

5" 3. Systems Development Corporation ORBIT (tag:sdc)

4.. M.IiT. Intrex (tag:intrex:)

5. LUNY MEDLINE (taq:suny)

For each system first.tbe command translation table (see Section 2.4)

anu then the respOnse translation table (see Section 2.3) is given.

The -Cables are reproduced from computer listings. The commands set table

( abbreviated:lt) and list, table (abbreviated:lt) are used to make the

able operative and then to list it, respectively (see Section 2.5.1).

.he tables themselves have been boxed in and labeled for ease of viewing

his report. Note that each entry starts at the left hand margin and

,nos with the asterisk (*) -- spaces are'important. The input (left- '

11..id or argument) side of each entry is separated from the output (right-

c-,r translation or function) side by the equals (=) sign.

1 6
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NLM MEDLINE COMMAND TRANSLATION TABLE
ye s=YES,*

tohost=*
title=TI,*
show systems=e show sys tems*
show neus="PtIEWS*
show no re =down 5*
show index="IIBR.*,,
show do fa al I =""F I LES*
shop; da ta="F I LES'?*
show="PR I
pick da.ta="USERS""F I LP*
off I ine=OFF--1 I HE*

all=1.s all*
I cw,out.="STOP"*--
find author="F 1 .1r*
f i nd="F1 'IL LL*
dots1-=*
tomb i ne se t=*

t rac t=Ab,*
+=:*
shot, sys tens= show. syS terls*
show news= show news*
shovi ndex= show. index*
show doses= s!low . does*
show dAta= show. da ta*
shov= show*
set= 5:.,S,*

or, set= OR *
find gore= f ind.more*
find= find*
converse more= coove rse .mr re*
and se t= A!11: * .

and not set= AN '1C'T *

11= ETA I LED*

, USER :
s(lt stable, out meal

f. 4

LSER ::
listLtaill e out

NLM MEDLINE RESPONSE TRANSLATION TABLE

NO.

UP N OR LAWN t l ?=To see ro re type I show more,' .*
"=CO'l I T* [ARGUMENT HERE IS USER ID; BLOCKED AND

SS (=Your sea rch-. resul ted in set* TRANSLATED FOR SECURITY]
PROC.: =:IECL I tIE:*

VI SS !NG 1.)01151.E-"UOTE

) PSTG ( ich contains this many documents: (*
/C?= is the number for -your net ?'Ert 1?:E search_ set.*

USER::

16 i
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...

set_ta'fle 1rys

USER::
lisltaLlo

DIALOG COMMAND TRANSLATION TABLE

tohost=*
sio.u.set=t*
.shoe offline set=print*
shot, offlino=f)rintl*
shot: neus=?nevs*
shot/ -ore=0*
shot; index author=eau=*
show in-dex=expand*
shop: riata=?f i les*
sHow=T1*
pick data=.f ile*
'ls a 1 1=1 s- all*

f iml outhor=sau=*
find =s*
cant) i ne__ se t=c*
+=?*

litle=/G*
1.sychab=11*
;;hysics=lr2*
-er set=+*

I.
or =o lriSor*
nti,s =C*
oric=2* I.
(leccomp-13*
c'ocs=/*
..or.pende =6*
citation =/2*
:Aerldb=34
oain=1,0*
and set= **
.,nu not set=- *
and =(F)*

---
all,=/5*
a:)strac =/4*

or

1

USER::
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st out lms

USER::
list table out

C-4

a

.DIALOG RESPONSE TRANSLATION TALE

type in LCWFF as your last command,=You are spealinR in CO"IT.*
sure proper account.ing of your Runtime,=*
a ? from the computer=the USER:: cue from COtlIT.*
Type in LOCOFF as your last command,.* 4

Tel: (415)403-4275=Lockheed FIALOG*
Please call (415) 4.*
LOGOFF at=n1\LOC.session terminated at*
ilALOC command=CVIT command*
93-4275 for questions or problems=*,
*** IVPORTANT... To in=*
just prior to hanging-up phone=*
IT= documents in set for term *
? f= USER:: prompt f*

0 =:no documents found: try 'show index yourtermt*
T=

-more-=For rnre type 'show more'
=Your, search resulted in set*

USER::

a
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1.

st SJC

USER:.\

It

i 0

ORBIT COMMANI5 TRANSLATION TABLE

tohost=*
title=TI,*
show news="AE;;S*
slow index="IISR*
show (,ata all="EXPLAI'l SCAEr*
show data='"FILES?* 1

sliow="PRI'IT* t

??
1

pick data="TlItfr. "FILE* il

offline=0FI-ME* I

Is all=ls all*
find author="FyD*
find="FIND \LL* 1

docs1-=*
combine set=*
abstract=/V,;,*
+=:*
set= SS *
or set= OR *
pnd set= MID *
and not set= A!'l NOT *
all= FLU*

0

USER::
1

st out sdc

USER:: I

It out

..
C

ORBIT RESPONSE TRANSLATION TABLE

MG:=SCC/ORBIT:*
:IP (OPEN)=Connection completed.*
VISSINC DOWJLE-QUOTE.tARK.=-.*

t-

/O?=is the number of your next SCC/ORBIT.search se.t.*

Uq.ER::

f

,..

t.
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se t_table in t r.ex

USER ::

list_taule

IN X COMMAND TRANSLATION TABLE
show=ou tpu t*
or set=or s*
find Litle=ti tle*
find autlior,=author*
I i nd=sui) jec t*

con,i) i n e s e t .=s*

kind se t=and s*
and not se t=ani not s*

USER::

set table out intrex

USER::

1 i SC._table out

.6

INTREX RESPONSE TRANSLATION TABLE

your request T I TLE=your request NUR T 1(.11E*
your request SUBJECT=your request F INC*
your request AUT9OR=your request F tir AUT,I0r*
named s= named set*
c_frren,t 1 i st=current" se t*

USER::

sat

4
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st suny

1 t

SUNY MEDLINE COMMAND TRANSLATION TABLE <

,.ohost=*

(itle=TI;*
shot. nes=explain sunynews*
shin; index = " :;: R*

shou data all="FILES*
shou cata="FILES?*
show="PRIlT*
pick data="LSERS""FILE*
cff line=OFF-L1lE*
Is all=ls all*
find author="Fl!T*
find="Fl;;1 ALL*
docsl =*
combine set =*
abstract=AB,*
+=:*
set= SS *
or set= OF.-*
and set= Alt *

and not set= ,TIC lOT *
all=

USER::

st out suny

USER::
list table out

SUNY MEDLINE RESPONSE TRANSLATION TABLE

SS (1) PSTG (1E8)=Connection completed.*
SS ( =Your ,search resulted in set*
PROG:=Slit:Y/rEDLIlE:*'
t t.°U3LE-nUOTE ''ARK =*
IEDTSTO5=C011t*
IXST SYSTEt.=SUlYPTGLIlE*
) PST(; (= which contains this many documents: (*

/C?= is number for your next search set.*

USER::

I 6 .)
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APPENDIX D

SUGGESTED USER PROTOCOLS FOR ACCESS TO A COMPUTER SYSTEM VIA A NETWORK.

It is noted that a bibliographic retrieval system isfrequently

accessed through networks that also provide access to other retrieval

systems and systems providing service in other application areas. In

this appendix we suggest some procedures by which networked access to

retrieval systems and other systems may be standardized for users.

We start from the assumption that access to several current biblio-

graphic systems should require only two pieces of information from the

user: name of service desired and user's password, which implies his

identification. An attempt has been made in the suggested protocols to

be be compatible with, or adaptable to, different terminal types, more

general functional requirements. (other than access, pep_ se) in the re-

trieval application, more general application areas, and developing

common or virtual system approaches.

The "standards" we propose need not imply a system must have all

functions to be standard. Rather, they say, for example: an EXPLAIN

function may be a good facility to have and, if you-have it, here is

the standard way it should appear to the user.' Similarly, on request

for service: if the service is implied by the physical connection, there

is no need to insist on the request;, but if there is a request, here is

the standard protocol.

16/
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PROTOCOLS

1. System (Network) Acknowledgement and Service Request (After estab-
,lishment of telephone connections and terminal speed and type ,

identification)

HELPFUL NETWORK (1)
13:45 EST

(2) (3)
76-1-31 (617) 964-2007

(4)

REMEMBER NEW PHONE NUMBERS NOW AVAILABLE4
(5)

(6)
(7) (8)

TYPE N,0 OF SERVICE YOU WANT (FOLLOWED BY CARRIAGE RETURN) ::

NOTES

(1) Name of acknowledgingsystem given here. Encourage client systems
of networks to,allow this (or at least some identifying phrase)
to make it easier for user (and system analysts) to know what's
going on

(2) Time

,(3) Date "Standard" -- year-month-day -- order used: however, it
should not be necessary to force non-suppressed zeros on user
if hyphens are given/as separators).

(4) This is telephone number of port connection and can serve as'
check for caller and as useful debugging device to identify
bad lines, modems, etc, Alternate form: BOSTON PORT 7.

(5) Optional system message of day.

(6) "TYPE",ls more explicit than, e.g., "ENTER".

(7) This phrase may be needed for' inexperienced User if good

timeout and recovery is not available (see below). If NEW
LINE becomes established in,place of carriage return, some
change will be needed.

(8) System signal is two colons followed by carria/d return.
(See Section-4.3)

2. -Service Request Response (by -user)
,

orlog,
(1)

t

NOTES

(1) Name of 'service given here.
0

(2) User responses should be allowed in either upper or lower or
mixed alphabetic cases.

1 6 s
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3: Service System Acgnbwle9gent'and Password Request
)A , '

A.4 ( ,

THIS IS IDRLOu , . ,

TYPE YOUR PASSWORD::
(2)

.

NOTES

(/) 17e assume entry Of a, correct service name by user causes
co,ntrol.to be passed to service .system.

(2) We 'assume `here a non-pi.intmode'iS now entered for pass-
word security. If,nor-print mode is not Availabfe,:'Ille
forma't would.be:

,TYPE"YoUR PA5§WORV' :

YOUR PASMRD-

.the two colons would be thellAst part of the message and
the next typing position to 'the immediate right-of the

' .colOns which is, the first character in astring of under -

printing characters which maskthe password. the under-
printing etrintj would start -with the string .,z9cIn PA:SSWO.Rir

and be overprinted 1,?y two or more additional liners-to assure.
masking (this device worRs'Well on YULTICS). "--

s

( . '. ,..,
.

Service System,Password.AcknoWlOgmpn. I

Welcome to ORLOG-...

NOTE

This message implies acceptance of password:

.

D-3

5 Alternate Multistatement Reques Response ILler/yst.er0

login
(1)

orlog pa
(2) ,

ss ,

*(4)
xxxxx

(5) - (6)

.,

NOTES

(1) ,"login" (synonyms:-log or 1) is -command

systemhthat user wants to get out-of response- limited, mode
and string together several. CompOnents:ot a6Aegs prbCedure
in one statement.

(2) First argument is' service name (hut see' (4) )

3

> .

.
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(3) As an exdeption to general rule for user/system signals,'
two colons (no carriage return) are sent by-system to
indicate that service name is recognized and control
pasSed bn. Possibly,'this signal could be eliminated in
a variant command). say "logon."

(4) Second argument (synonyms "password" or "p ") indicates
_next word'is password. This argument could'be assumed .

by content but an explicit indication might be easier`
to implement in the mote general system-tb-system inter -
connections.. For the same reason it might be better to
insist on an identifying argument (say's:et-vice") pre-

: ceding service name.

(S) Password with appropriate non-print or non-print or other
security measures. Security measures should probably be
responsibility of network.

(6) 'Optional.,additional commands seat to service system.
,NOTE: All user input after service name would be passed

along to service system and allow for indefinitely
long "batch" operations.

6. Error Message: Invalid Service flame

(1)
ORLOX akvalid service name. If you want to See list'of

available services, type LIST:
.(2)

ntherwise, type name of service :

NOTES:

(1) Incorrect service name feedback,touser..

(2) This CAI option should he allowed where knowred-Te-ol's'erVices
is not restricted.

(i)
'7. ORLOX (1) is the third 'successive invalid service name we .have

'received. Call HELPFUL NETWORK representative for help at xxx-xxXx(2).
Your terminal connection is now being dropped (3).

NOTES

(1) Three strikes and you're outl

(2)- Telephone number to call for hel.'

(3) 'Tell user he's being disconnected.

-162-
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8. Error Message: Invalid Password

Incorrect password received. To see what was .received, type ECHO
(1)

otherwise, re-type paskord::

NOTE

(1) This option should be available when user can accept lack
of security in printing of near-password.

9. Error Message: Repeated Invalid Password

Incorrect petword received three successive times. Call your ORLOG
re.presentative for_help at xxx-xxxx. You are being returned to
HELPFUL NETWORK. [Followed by Message 1.)

10. Timeout Message

No response received in 2 minutes. Call HELPFUL NETWORK representative,
if you need help: xxx - xxxx. Your terminal connection is now being
dropped.

11. .Exit Commands

11.a login helpful.

NOTE

This means that the user wants to leave service system (after appro-
priate exit and accounting messages) and return (or login) to system
indicated. This may require passing appropriate information to other
systems. Default condition (no argument: synonym EXIT) would mean
drop back to calling system.

fl.b Logout:

NOTE

This means user wants to stop altogether and have his terminal dis-
.COnnected. Logout is the natural antonym for login.

N12. Edit Commands

12.a Cancel m preceding characters: m "left arrows".
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NOTES
- r

(1) Buffered terminals can replace deleted characters

(2) Is it important to use an ASCII character?

12.b Cancel line: @ (m at-signs would mean cancel last m lines)

13. Interrupt

Requested through special button (normally activating a ,1ine-condition
change rather than a character called INTERRUPT, ATTENTION,,QUIT,

etc.), a very important function, especially on system output where
it, means "stop output, give system signal, and allow user input."
On user input it can be used instead of cancel line (system signal
invoked).

14 CAI Commands

14.a Explain x (synonym: exp).
IA

Argument may be message name or word in message, for example.
May be useful even in access procedures, as in "explain ser-
vice" which might, along with some other explanation, do same
as "list" (see (6)). Default condition: e;:plain fast system'
message further.

14.b Help (synonym: ?).

Generalized CAI for current context; i.e., what current user
options are and how to get further informat!or cn those options.

1 7
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